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Introspective artist-curator practice is a synthesis of roles taking place in the gap between studio and exhibition space; between giving and receiving information. The praxis
functions within instability, where tensions between control of the project collide with the
creative process of the artist and what the viewer brings to the situation. This instability
is a necessary condition of the practice and should be regarded positively, because
new meaning emerges from these shifting positions. This thesis presents an alternative
analysis of the praxis. It shows how the inherent autobiographical condition of the praxis
can form links with dialectical seeing and the intuitive by capturing ephemeral traces of
fragmented and projected memory. The research begins to formulate the philosophical
basis for thinking about this type of praxis. It asks, how repetition, indexical trace and
fragmentation function as simulacral drivers to influence the self-reflective communications of the introspective artist-curator.
I made numerous artworks, curated two exhibitions and undertook a year-long research
residency at The Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge to answer this question. Within
these projects I held the roles of artist, curator, and viewer. From these three positions,
I glimpsed the influence of the simulacrum at work in an entangled relationship to introspective artist-curator practice, where situations were never informed or defined by the
simulacrum, but always transformed by its ability to raise questions and pose problems.
A bespoke methodology of mirroring was used to reflect creative studio concerns onto
curatorial strategies and the approach to writing the thesis. These in turn reflected in the
opposite direction creating striated and refracted displacements where it was possible to
observe the depths of the Deleuzian simulacral modalitites within the research. During
the residency, intuitive dialectical seeing played a significant part in selecting objects to
work with, and in creative alterations thereafter. I found visual clues in the original works,
along with my own memories and desires, activated my seeing to form the fantasy images playing in my mind as I strolled through the museum galleries; and later at my computer where I altered the images I took with my mobile phone.

KEYWORDS: Self-reflective communication, introspective artist-curator practice, simulacra, repetition, indexical trace, fragmentation, projected memory, dialectical seeing,
intuitive methodologies
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Prologue

When I curate an exhibition, one of the most enjoyable experiences is moving into the
space the artworks will occupy. Like laying out a new sheet of paper, I’m exhilarated by
the blank walls and the potential of what is to come. While I have an idea of how I will
place works, it’s always important for me to feel the space before I actually start making those decisions, sensing scale, structure, dynamics, light, and most importantly, the
pressure points of the space. These pressure points—the unique architectural aspects
of the space, the character of location which affects the way bodies move in the space,
or the structural features which cannot be reduced away to invisibility—become the life
pulse of the exhibition, the thing that makes an exhibition site specific, and the thing that
takes an exhibition from being a collection of exhibited artworks to an exhibition that
communicates.
My thesis is like this; it is a white space and my research is the exhibition inhabiting that
space, entering into a dialogue with the unique structural properties of the thesis space.
I came to understand this acutely through a project I did just prior to my PhD. This ‘Me’
of Mine was a touring exhibition funded by Arts Council England, which took place from
2013 to 2014. The project explored self in relation to the context of our digital age, in
which I questioned the impact of social communications on identity, and the role objects
play in mediating emotion. The Fold (1988), by Gilles Deleuze became an important text
for the project because of a discussion I had with one of my art studio colleagues. She
had found a meaningful description for thinking of the self in the house metaphor used by
Deleuze in The Fold. What I responded to in the text, without understanding it fully at that
time, was the implicit discussion of simulacra through a description of the mechanisms
of difference within the notion of the Baroque. As a follow-on for my own enquiries in the
studio, these ideas led me to his magnum opus, Difference and Repetition (1968) and the
discovery of the concept of the simulacrum, which is central to my thesis.
Working in the studio, I began exploring notions of an expanded autobiographical trace,
where mark making stood in the place of narrative. These marks weren’t descriptive or
illustrative, but I realised they could signify and point to larger experiences; that they
had the capacity to hold a place for something more than they were. Coupled with reading Difference and Repetition, these explorations presented the possibility of making
purposeful relationships through combinations of repetition, indexical trace, and fragmentation.
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This has developed into an engagement with notions of communication, memory, repetition, and divergence. It has also taken me to the notion of a distributed identity, where
there is a paradox for the self of being both singular, and related to a larger network.
This view, as discussed in Paul Ricoeur’s Oneself as Another (1990) explains that the
self is both a single view on the world, and a networked connectivity—same and other;
existing as a unique unit, while simultaneously being linked to other selves in a reflective
relationship where a self takes form from seeing oneself mirrored in those other selves.
Conversely, understanding that other selves have the same understanding of their position and point of view means that as a self, I comprehend my unique position in relation
to others. Through others I see a semblance of myself, but I understand that other selves
have the same conception of themselves; seeing me as part of the network of selves reflecting back on their individual self.
This is how in terms of selfhood, we are singular—at least with regard to narratives told
by ourselves and imposed by others—and networked; at once sharing the same condition of being unique, while simultaneously being part of a group of selves that is other.
I see this oscillation between a unified concept of self and a reality of networked connections for the self, reflected in Deleuze’s notion of the simulacrum where an inherent
shifting instability and inarticulate form is characteristic of both the self and the simulacrum. In this way, the simulacrum, which for Deleuze is best described as an influential
force, is a real experiential phenomenon for me. Simulacra help me to comprehend my
world and my place in it.
This notion of the self in relation to its context from This ‘Me’ of Mine has been developed
into an interrogation of the positions I have within my practice. Each of the three research
projects for this thesis considers the different roles I occupy as an introspective artist-curator. These roles are as artist in A project space called ‘I’; as curator in Phantom; and as
a member of the audience in The Conjugated Museum. The social communications from
This ‘Me’ of Mine have become a question of how the communication between artist, audience, and the institutions that mediate the transaction form meaning through a syntax
of simulacra, indexicality, and a visual form of synecdoche. For clarity, at times I will refer
to these three terms as repetition, trace, and fragment in my thesis. This is an equivalence in meanings which the simpler language may help the reader to follow. Objects still
play a key role as mediators of emotion, becoming vectors for meaning, symbolism, and
thought by metamorphosing into sites for recurring eventful encounters.
For me, the creation and communication of art is bound up with philosophy. Therefore,
a theoretical framework of philosophical ideas is as important to the articulation of my
practice as a critical discourse of visual communications. I’m not a philosopher, but I enjoy the alignment of philosophical and critical debates. I pull significantly from Deleuze,
who I’ve already mentioned, along with Fredrich Nietzsche, Michel Foucault, Walter
2

Benjamin, and Susan Buck-Morss, while contextualising my practice through the work of
R.H. Quaytman, Wade Guyton, and Martin Barré. Another artist important to the discussion of my work is Joseph Kosuth. While I don’t draw specific parallels with his work to
contextualise mine, because it would reach outside the scope of this thesis, a discussion
of his theoretical ideologies is important to my own thinking, and I look at some of these
notions in Chapter 2.
An understanding of the influences working on and through my own self-reflexivity as an
artist-curator, and how these influences traverse the numerous elements of the practice
is at stake in the discussion of these processes. By articulating the simulacral modalities, its drivers of repetition, trace, and fragmentation and the ways they influence the
often-autobiographical nature of my practice, I hope to offer an alternative critical reading
of the projects within the research. This may present a useful model for thinking about
other work like mine, and offer the philosophical markers needed to discuss the practice
in philosophically relative terms, while aligning these elements as an identifiable strand
of artist-curator practice in general. The aim in such an alternative analysis can be seen
as a synthesis between a subjective and objective reading, where criticality sits in the
gap between a subjective and an objective position, placing me both inside and outside
of the work’s functioning. This point of view is a result of thinking about the issues raised
through the praxis of Quaytman, Guyton, and Barré.
As I will explain, my practice as an introspective artist-curator cannot simply be delineated into the autobiographically informed creation of artworks and the authored activity of
exhibition-making. These activities flow in and out of each other, influencing and deflecting each other; just like the simulacrum is a free-moving influential force causing both
synthesis and divergence. The approaches that I take in creating a work of art are reflected in the decisions I make for selecting artworks for an exhibition. The articulation of
their placement within an architectural framework posits conditions and boundaries that
reflect the philosophical thinking bound to their making and selection. The result is that
I am entangled in a practice that both takes its character from me and reflects my character within it, while simultaneously functioning beyond my input, excluding me. It is a
merged identity of me and not me through the viewer who sees it, and who carries away
meanings and impressions I will never know. Accepting this reflective multiplicity makes
it necessary to formulate the language to discuss the practice in terms of a nuanced notion of the simulacrum and its constituent drivers of repetition, trace, and fragmentation.

3

Figure 1: Invisible Agitation ©2016 Jane Boyer. Ink and gold leaf on
rice paper, 96 x 28 cm.
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Introduction

Aesthetics suffers from an agonizing dualism. On the one hand it designates
a theory of feeling as the form of possible experience; on the other, it marks
out a theory of art as the reflection of real experience. In order for these two
meanings to join, the conditions of experience in general must become the
conditions of real experience. The work of art would, for its part, really then
appear as experimentation.... This, then, is the way the conditions of real experience and the structure of the work of art reunite: the divergence of series,
the decentering [sic] of circles, the constitution of a chaos that comprises
them, the internal reverberation and amplified movement, the aggressiveness of the simulacra.
Gilles Deleuze1
How are we to understand this agonizing dualism, where feeling is theorised and experience is only a possibility, marked against an art considered to reflect what is real in
experience? The conditions which form the possible and the real can never fully merge;
there is always a misalignment of purpose; a temporal disruption between the becoming of the possible and the being of the real. Deleuze is saying, in order for there to be
an understanding of experience in general terms—what we might call empathy—there
must be something that recreates the conditions of real experience; this something is art.
Given these conditions, however, art is only ever an experiment in trying to resolve and
explore this dualistic instability. The characteristics of the simulacrum as divergence, a
decentred chaos, and a persistent internal agitation, mean it continually reinvents itself
trying to capture and reunite art with experience, but it does so only provisionally, which
is why we who engage with aesthetics are left in agony.
In light of Deleuze’s quote above, there is a persistent problem in that no one can ever
experience what another experiences. Not only are sensory perceptions unique to each
individual, but we have no, or at best, limited knowledge of the archive that is another
person’s life and the temporal contexts which have shaped and contained it. The impossibility of access to these uniquely personal assets of another further destabilises the
already imprecise articulations of language in any communication. Because, even if we
share these things about ourselves, we are met with two disparities. First, we cannot
overcome the inexactitude of language, spoken or visual. And second, we can never be
certain of how such a communiqué will be received; we cannot control the comprehension that takes place in the gap between sharing and receiving. This raises the stakes on
the relationship between artist, audience, and the institutions mediating that relationship
leading necessarily to the influence of the simulacrum. It is only through simulation that

1

See ‘Plato and the Simulacrum’ (Deleuze, 1969b:51-52).
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we can begin to conceive of the shared experiences that we rely on in order to communicate. It is in this necessary reliance that simulacra exert influence, working as a
differential force and inducing conversions in the situation.
When exploring as an artist in the studio, or as a curator conceptualising an exhibition
theme, I have to be aware of this inherent destabilised communication. In fact, it is central to my thinking as an introspective artist-curator, even if at times, I’m not fully aware of
it. I have to make a choice to either fight against it and impose meaning, or embrace the
problematic misalignment of sharing ideas. I almost always choose the latter, because it
is in these problematic alignments where I see the vitality of art. Meaning takes place in
the contemplating mind transforming an art object into something uniquely understood
beyond my conception. Like Kosuth, I believe art is the meaning we bring to an object.
Likewise, I empathise with Nietzsche’s struggle to communicate with his audience.
Nietzsche fully understood that everyone who read his work would make a unique reading of it; some with better understanding because of similar experiences, others with no
understanding at all. He embraced these unique readings. In Nietzsche’s struggle I find
a philosophical model for the dynamics involved in introspective artist-curator practice.
These dynamics involve communication of the self, which function as a recurrence of
characteristics, attitudes, and proclivities throughout every aspect of the practice. It involves communication with an audience, which is more than just the sharing of ideas. It
initiates a bond of trust contracting both good will and acceptance of misunderstanding,
while it incurs a debt of witness to the practice. At the centre of these communications
is the notion of authoring. Used in terms of the responsibility for creating a work of art or
developing the premise of a new exhibitionary project, it sits uneasily with the idea that
the self-reflective artist-curator is one of many influences in the emanation of a work.
In ‘What is an Author?’ Foucault questions the relationship of text to author, outlining
some of the meaningful qualities of an author and a text. He says, ‘the function of an
author is to characterize the existence, circulation, and operation of certain discourses
within a society’ (Foucault, 1969a:19). Underpinning this relationship are the rules which
determine the conceptual and theoretical relationships of the work. For example, we don’t
communicate ideas in random arbitrary fashion. We delimitate the ideas which together
form the logic of our communications and give a notional subject to them. Likewise, these
communications happen within or in relation to a context which bring forth the conditions
that allow a discursive practice to function. It is the text, in its relationship to its author,
which indexically points to the individual who preceded the work, acting as a prism for
a lifetime of experiences and personal traits. However, this matrix of functionality—the
rules, contexts, and relationships—are all in a continuous flux of change. Any attempt to
fix them in an unchanging state would immediately break the system through imposing
6

an unnatural rigidity. So how better to bring a workable sense of unchanging conditions
than through a simulation that repeats, giving an appearance of unchanged continuity?
This repetition is not a continuity, rather, it is an instance of difference, or an opportunity to diverge. When working with images, I do not make a duplicate in order to continue
viewing the image; I make a duplicate in order to change it, to work through another idea
that may take the image in a different direction. It is the same with the rules, contexts
and relationships of communication. Their instance of repetition brings a continuation for
the purposes of raising other possibilities for their configuration. Likewise, with identity
we hand out little copies of ourselves in the form of anecdotes, creations, and presence
within situations in order to connect with others. These little copies act to show both similarities or differences of temperament and taste, experience and attitude, cognition and
culture. But we are bound by the reception of our dispersed copies, because this reception reflects us back to ourselves as an individual accepted or rejected. In each case, an
inability to control the understanding that sits between sending and receiving inevitably
creates a knotty problem that leads us back to the instabilities of the simulacrum.
Repetitions, divergences, dualities, and the transactions involved in their making: that
these lead to the simulacrum, while also describing the qualities of simulacra, should
be no surprise. The illusiveness of the simulacrum places it in a tautological relationship
with itself, like Being: to be is the condition of being—everything is simulacra and the
simulacrum returns to influence everything. When exploring as an artist, this influence is
central to the question of self, audience, and the proposition of a new project creating a
tormented and agonizing triad. In order for success—however that might be defined—it
has to be a simulation of everyone and everything a project might contain, because none
of us can ever have access to the other. Understanding must be simulated in order for
communication to take place.
Questions arise of how these influences may affect the communication of the self—or
real experience—as Deleuze suggests. Therefore, my contribution to knowledge is a
faceted one:
•

illuminating the introspective aspects of artist-curator practice.

•

engaging the agency to re-vision objects in a museum collection.

•

exploring the digital as an intuitive and contextual medium.

My contribution sits within the main theme of my practice-based research to articulate
a constellation of transformative forces at work within my own contemporary art practice. Through this reflexion on practice, an examination of simulacra, indexical traces,
and visual synecdoche within the work aligns for a different way of thinking about the
practice, and my role as artist-curator within it. This begins to establish a set of markers
to navigate the complex terrain of the philosophical concepts that underpin this kind of
7

self-reflective practice. Placing the act of seeing in relation to these influences has led
to a different kind of reflection on the museum. As a viewer, I accepted the agency to revision works in the collection, which I will discuss in Chapter 4. This agency took me on a
journey that traversed the private and the public, relating random memories to unknown
objects in a collection, thereby exposing the processes of intuitive seeing and reflective
thinking that brought the museum into a dematerialised studio response through the digital. Through the research, a digital practice has emerged which indicates the possibilities
of using the medium in a contextual, intuitive, and painterly way. By drawing relationships
in the work between the public and private, the autobiographical and the simulacral, the
theoretical and the philosophical, and the painterly and the technological, the potential
to expand these fields within the digital becomes possible. However, l want to begin by
briefly introducing the philosophical concepts I will be discussing in the thesis.
Simulacrum
Ideas that relate to the notion of simulacra appear in many forms in my research. However,
the primary influence is the Deleuzian view of simulacra as the origin of change, rather than the more common and somewhat simplistic idea of an infinitely degraded copy.
Deleuze extricates the notion of simulacrum from the bondage of replication, to become
a force which actualises what is not apparent. His view presents the birth of an idea, and
all the complexity it represents. As an introduction to the concept, Deleuze says:
Everything has become simulacrum, for by simulacrum we should not understand a simple imitation but rather the act by which the very idea of a model
or privileged position is challenged and overturned. The simulacrum is the instance which includes a difference within itself, such as (at least) two divergent
series on which it plays, all resemblance abolished so that one can no longer
point to the existence of an original and a copy. It is in this direction that we
must look for the conditions, not of possible experience, but of real experience
(selection, repetition, etc.). It is here that we find the lived reality of a subrepresentative domain. If it is true that representation has identity as its element
and similarity as its unit of measure, then pure presence such as it appears in
the simulacrum has the ‘disparate’ as its unit of measure—in other words, always a difference of difference as its immediate element. (Deleuze, 1968:82)
When Deleuze speaks of the difference of difference, he is not speaking of a repetitive
duplication. He’s describing divergence. He is evoking the emanation of an idea. This
is an emanation not only because of a source, but because of a dispersion. An idea is
a mutable, intangible thing that alters according to the multiplicity of its reception. It is
disruptive and divergent. It is a temporal displacement, an empty signifier, and often,
explains Scott Durham (1998:54) in Phantom Communities, an ‘operational order of the
real,’ which initiates a code of all possible meanings in a single recognizable reading.
An example of this is Andy Warhol’s (1962) images of Marilyn Monroe. Her image in
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Warhol’s depictions becomes the signal to run the ‘Marilynity Code,’ (Durham, 1998:57)
which is an understanding of all things Marilyn Monroe, though it is no longer important
whether they are actually related to the real Marilyn Monroe, they are the idea of Marilyn
Monroe. An idea is the manifestation of difference; ‘difference is internal to the Idea’
(Deleuze, 1968:26-7). By this point in my explanation the idea and the simulacrum have
converged, and this is a key point for the Deleuzian simulacrum.
For Deleuze, the simulacrum acts in the reciprocal relationship of an idea to its receiver;
both ends of that transaction being mutable. The Deleuzian conception of simulacra is a
masked difference working under the guise of similarity, but it is always an unresolved resemblance that provokes questions of instability, rather than being a measuring stick for
truth comparing a model against its copy, as in classical Greek philosophy. It is without
hierarchy, having no origin in a transcendental truth. It does not come from a preordained
quality, but decentres any attempt to make a distinction between a model and a copy.
Being without hierarchy means it is also without singular temporality; it is poly-temporal.
The simulacrum compresses time by making past and future available in the present
evoking a shifting instability or a sense of in-betweenness. A repetition that is not the
same destabilises temporality because it manifests difference, or a changed occurrence,
rather than the beating pulse of the same.
Indexical Trace
Indexical traces both point to and register presence in a material form.2 As such, they become material registers which indicate the location of materiality, but where the material
may not appear, or where the material origins become detached and lost. Like footprints
in the sand, a foot made the impression, but the foot is no longer present at the site of
contact with the sand. This applies to traces of the autobiographical in my work, where
an experience left a mark creating a memory that becomes detached from the time of
its occurrence, rendering the experience itself unavailable in the real time of my present.
Therefore, I use the term ‘indexical trace’ and ‘autobiographical trace’ interchangeably to
indicate an originary source of experience, which no longer has a material claim in the
present.
I comprehend the autobiographical trace as something that is fluid, resonant, and elusive. It is an indication of that which may only exist as a subliminal impulse, detached
and floating freely away from any actual historical event I may have experienced, but
also recurring as an echo of what has passed. Because I can never unknow what I’ve
experienced—I can only forget and misremember—the indexical trace is a remnant of

2 Rosalind Krauss discusses the concept of the indexical trace at length in her two part essay
from 1977, ‘Notes on the Index: Seventies Art in America, Parts 1 and 2.’
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what I no longer remember. It acts to agitate the otherwise undisturbed landscape of
what is as yet unknown on my horizon. I may forget experiences, but there remains a
trace that detaches from my memory, becoming a free-floating marker where an internal knowing makes an imprint on the site where past converges with present. This site
of convergence happens when something unbidden from my past materializes in the
work. An example of this is the gold leaf that reappears in my work. It manifested as an
agitated unfulfilled desire to work with gold leaf, a material I had never used before, becoming a borrowed motif once I realized where the agitation was coming from, as I will
explain shortly. Through this projection, the memory takes on a life of its own, becoming
something other than its origins. In this way, the indexical trace is a mechanism of the
simulacrum.
This idea of the autobiographical trace is not far removed from Nietzsche’s critique of the
subject in The Will to Power. He said, ‘the “subject” is not something given, it is something added and invented and projected behind what is there’ (Nietzsche, 1901:267).
Conflating the words describing my notion of the autobiographical with Nietzsche’s
critique of the subject, this fluid projection, invented resonance, and elusive ungiven describes the way I perceive an indexical trace. It shows how the autobiographical takes
form, becoming a construct of detached memories, time, and a present-tense response
to them.
Visual Synecdoche
Synecdoche describes fragments that work together as a whole, but the whole is not
always available to the scene. It also describes fragments that become displaced from
their whole. Such fragments are visible in the work I create, especially when I sample an
older work taking a small fragment to develop new imagery. It also echoes in the curatorial strategies I use, where artworks may be removed from a larger group and situated
to a different context. Likewise, using works to punctuate an architectural feature of the
exhibition space, creating a synthesis between space and object, which becomes something other than either artwork or space. Using this notion of a visual synecdoche in both
the artwork and curating involves layering, evoking sensation, articulating and sensing
both two- and three-dimensional space, imaging the invisible, and punctuating junctions
and interfaces. Artworks used this way can become a placeholder—a work which represents another series of works which are not represented in the scene of the installation.
Such placeholders do not just mark an insertion point, they create a gap where meaning
becomes mutable, causing a distortion to their symbolic utterances. They become empty
signifiers, functioning like Jacques Lacan’s objet petit a.3 The result of a symbolic castra-

3 Clayton Crockett (2013:182) gives what I found to be a very understandable explanation of an
empty signifier in Deleuze Beyond Badiou, where he is discussing identity politics. He writes, ‘An
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tion, the objet petit a, or the empty signifier, represents ‘something that “falls out” of the
symbolic order, as a “remainder”’ (CRMEP, n.d.:n.p.), becoming a compensation for what
is lost or missing.
Like indexical trace, visual synecdoche is a further aspect of the simulacrum. In Phantom
Communities, Durham alluding to trace and fragmentation, says the simulacrum is:
…at once removed from and infinitely proximate to its point of origin…it is
essentially displaced elsewhere than itself. But, as the ambiguous “return” of
a model that it at once renders visible and withholds, it is also fundamentally
untimely: nonsynchronous with and becoming other than itself. The encounter with the simulacrum is thus more akin to memory and fantasy than it is
to perception or communication…[appearing] at the limits of the visible and
the articulable, the simulacrum is at once the object of a struggle between
image and language and the problematic site of their ultimate convergence
(Durham, 1998:17-19).
What Durham is describing here is the quasi-linguistic procedures of the simulacrum,
where memory becomes entangled with language and we can neither articulate the
memory narrative in language, nor conjure its image as anything other than a faded and
fragmented projection. We have to settle for a kind of lingua franca made up of language
and image together, where neither is emanant from a specific source, nor eminent in
notable degree of presence. Similar to written language whose origins began in the pictorial, the simulacrum is like a hyper-linguistic text, where image and language struggle
for dominance, reverting to an ambiguity that simultaneously reveals and withholds information through the functions of indexical trace and visual synecdoche. In practice, I
discovered there is a play of difference related to language that I articulate within an exhibition setting activating the conditions for these mechanisms of the simulacrum. Through
these procedures, the simulacrum becomes an active force affecting the narrative of the
work and its exhibition. The narrative shifts within the exhibition, becoming an extension
of something latent in its origins. This re-narration, through the functions of trace and
fragmentation, therefore becomes an active manifestation of the simulacrum within praxis. I will discuss this in Chapter 3.
With all these notions in mind, my research question asks how can we conceive of the
simulacrum functioning through repetition, trace, and fragmentation to influence the
self-reflective communications of the artist-curator? Is there a relationship between autobiography and simulacra? What is the syntax of the relationship between artist, curator,
and institution, and can these notions of repetition, trace, and fragmentation help to de-

empty signifier functions like what Lacan calls an object a, or a little bit of the real that gets caught
in the symbolic realm and functions to warp the field of the symbolic. The object a “represents”
what is missing, what it cannot represent...’
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fine it? By identifing the ways in which the role of the artist-curator is one of numerous
fluctuating influences within introspective artist-curator practice means such questions
can begin to be answered by highlighting how the notions of simulacra, repetition, trace,
and fragmentation function as influences within the praxis. This is significant for a practice such as mine, which reflects the presence of the artist-curator’s undisclosed past,
includes worlds of experience brought by the viewer to the exhibition horizon, and navigates the identity politics of the exhibitionary spaces that all together influence the
formation of the exhibition event and the work within it.
An inverted truth
In order to engage with the Deleuzian view of simulacra, it is necessary to understand
the direct line this represents back through Nietzsche to Plato. Therefore, bound to any
discussion of simulacra is a question of truth, or rather the erasure of the certainty implied in such a question. The Platonic hierarchy imposed a demarcation between what is
real and what is a chimera, where truth was measured against three standards: the Idea
or thought of the gods, the Icon or copy, and the Simulacrum or false claimant. Through
this system of determining truth, simulacra become forever bound to the false. However,
Nietzsche made it his philosophical purpose, and that of philosophy of the future, to
unchain the power of this false, thereby challenging Platonism. Central to this project
was the Eternal Return. ‘Hence, to overthrow Platonism means: to raise up simulacra,
to assert their rights over icons or copies’ (Delueze, 1969b:52), removing the problem of
essence or appearance, or of model or copy related to representation. To overthrow is to
subvert. In this way, the simulacrum is no longer a degraded copy, but a force which puts
into question both copy and original. Deleuze explains:
Simulation constructed in this way is not separable from the Eternal Return,
because it is in the Eternal Return that the overthrow of the icons or the subversion of the world of representation is decided. There, everything happens
as if a latent content blocked a manifest content. (Deleuze, 1969b:54)
However, it was Deleuze who took the project to overthrow Platonism further, taking
the decentred return of the like, where Nietzsche remains, turning to what is underneath the manifestation of such a return, ‘the inalterability of masks, the impassibility
of signs’ (Deleuze, 1969b:54). Deleuze shows through Nietzsche’s Eternal Return that
simulacra originate from a deeper process of divergence, where difference continually
returns another set of differences; where the only sameness (the inalterable masks) is
that everything returns, and the only resemblance (the impassable signs) is that nothing
is the same. This takes the notion of the Platonic idea as a godly model of truth, and inverts it into a truth formed from the power of a chaos through which all things must pass.
This oppostion causes a schism that runs through the philosophical concept of truth
which is entangled with the exploration of the simulacrum in this thesis.
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My thesis takes form from this schism, where on one side a Platonic concept of truth exists as a transcendental pure idea and the false copy becomes the measure by which to
establish the truth. While on the opposite side is a mutable dynamic Nietzschean truth
that takes its form from the power of the false symbolised by a mischievous, chaotic, and
gleeful Dionysus where the idea is not at the pinnacle of a godly hierarchy, but has become synonymous with the simulacrum, as a shifting differential mechanism in Deleuze.
I stand with Nietzsche and Deleuze on the side of Dionysus.
My practice is not concerned with uncovering truths, or establishing motives. My interest
is in the event. This has led to an interest in the philosophical notion of the curatorial as a
move ‘away from representation to a very large extent and…to understand the curatorial
as an epistemic structure. It is a series of existing knowledges that come together momentarily to produce…an event of knowledge’ (von Bismarck and Rogoff, 2012:22-3). I
will explain this in relation to the discussion of Phantom in Chapter 3. I see the articulation
of reality in chance occurrence, in slippages and misalignments, in mutability that allows
for eminence. As a result, truth manifests in these fleeting events; unmediated, unstable,
and not fixed to a structure of deeper meaning. My practice does not uncover any such
meaningful depths, save for the profundities that come from the dynamism of the simulacrum, which I find sublime in its depth. Living in a time of fluidity and mutability, I accept
the transitions of a material signifier, where the removal of a mask uncovers another
mask. Truth in this sort of context is not based on any fixed structures; at the moment, we
see so many of these structures collapsing. Rather, truth accrues new meanings through
the differential processes of the simulacrum.
The practice
My practice is fragmented. It coalesces as a constellation of elements in relation to
contextual discourse, rather than as a succinct element that fits nicely in a niche. This
manifests as a multiplicity of concerns, taking influence from a diversity of artist practices. My activity involves fine art studio production in a variety of media along with
a concurrent curatorial practice. Looking at my artistic activity as a process, it moves
through a trajectory, which is not linear in actuality, but may be easier to understand by
a linear description. It starts with an autobiographical trace, which acts as a latent generator to the work. This trace usually remains invisible and is known only to me. It will
appear in the artwork through the use of a material, a gesture, a repetitive iteration, or an
appropriation from my personal experience used as a symbolic element. The gold leaf
in Gilt (Figure 2) is an example of this kind of borrowed suggestive element relating to
childhood experiences of my grandmother’s gilt concert harp, where a flake of gold leaf
was stripped from the harp’s crown by a piece of scotch tape I placed there.
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Figure 2: Gilt ©2016 Jane Boyer. Gold leaf flakes in found gilded porcelain bowl, dimensions variable.

From the studio output, the autobiographical trace, which has become indexical of both
my presence and an indicator of my experience, translates into signifiers relative to time
and space through curation. The curatorial activity involves an articulation of these material registers by making a deliberate interaction between artwork and the architectural
features of an exhibition space, and other artworks. Even when I curate other artists’
work, the scope of my intuitive self is activated and expanded. Working alone in the
studio I soon encounter the limitations of my thinking. Whereas curating allows for the
dispersal of this idea of being an artist, first through the event of the exhibition, then
through the event of every individual who encounters the work. Within the latter, I am
transformed into a multiplicity of identities, and none of them known to me because they
remain unique to each viewer.
When I curate, I rewrite the individual texts of the artworks into a global one, moving
from one simulacrum (within the artwork) to another (the totality of the exhibition). This
rewriting is not by intent, but happens necessarily through the act of selection and placement. By ‘text,’ I mean the visual or implied elements that function with narrativity and
are projected by the artworks in an exhibition. The same functions of narrativity apply for
the exhibition, where the text is what the exhibition (or artwork) says of itself. ‘Text’ in this
instance should not be understood as simply the written texts that accompany an artwork
or an exhibition. In the essay ‘From Work to Text,’ Roland Barthes explains the difference
between a work of text and the text is that one can be displayed, and the other can only
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be demonstrated. He says, ‘the work can be held in the hand, the text is held in language,
only exists in the movement of discourse…the Text is experienced only in an activity of
production. (Barthes, 1977:157, emphasis in original)
While Barthes is referring to the written word and the forms it takes, the same is true of
visual forms. In this ‘activity of production,’ I see the event horizon of knowledge production where all influences in the situation collide in making meaning. This is the most vivid
example of how introspective artist-curators can rewrite meaning, not with intentionality
per se, but through the differential mechanism of the simulacrum. Even though I can be
present within the rewriting of the text of the exhibition, like the shifting Deleuzian idea,
my presence will dissipate and merge with the persistent rewriting that comes from the
event horizon of viewer engagement with the work.
Through this process, the curatorial or exhibitionary practice becomes a socially expanded mirror of the work I do in the studio; work which often requires a spatio-temporal
realisation to initiate its full expressive potential. This is where divergence, repetition, indexicality, fragmentation, and reconstruction come into significance. Memory, temporal
displacements, coded signification, and the incidental are objects for me in my practice.
They are the materiality of my work in the studio and my vision when curating. I use their
appearance as the medium through which to communicate. Intuition is as powerful for
me as colour—possibly more so, as will be evident in Chapter 4 where I discuss my intuitive engagement of dialectical seeing within The Fitzwilliam Museum.
My purpose is to identify the ways in which the Deleuzian notion of the simulacrum can
influence the network of associated communications in the practice as a reformulation
or disruption of what is apparent in the exhibitionary scene of this kind of self-reflective
art practice. As an artist and a curator, these communications are not only introspective,
they take place with other artists, the audience, and are often framed by an institution.
If we accept this notion, my research will show how this proposition of the simulacrum
facilitates and disrupts the communications necessary within a generally accepted exhibitionary paradigm of a curatorial premise and its execution. I research this through
my own set of personal processes, which correspond to a parallel set of issues within
contemporary art practice such as the authorial self, subjectivity, expressivity, and signification.
There are many significant precursors to my enquiry, but looking at the way my practice
functions, there are a cluster of artists whose work highlights important points about my
practice. To give breadth to this group, I trace my way back to Marcel Duchamp, whose
challenges to convention in art- and exhibition-making led to questions of who exactly
mediates those terms. This question of mediation raises the problem of communicating
with an audience and a persistent gap between sending and receiving information. In
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my own practice, it is important that the audience has an experience. This experience
involves inducing the audience to think by posing questions, creating visual conundrums,
drawing intriguing relationships through integrating artworks and architectural features of
the exhibition space. Figure 3 is an example.
Constraints are an important aspect of my practice both within the studio and in curating. I embrace these limitations, building them into the work as energising forces, not
as deadening problems. Constraints provide the boundaries I push against, functioning
to spark my creativity. Two more important elements in my practice are selecting artists
whose work I like, and using reprographic methods to create artworks. It is a very great
privilege for me to work with artists whose work I admire. It allows me to move beyond
the limitations of my own thinking, giving me an opportunity to study different visual solutions. Reprography is a method with built-in constraints, such as working against the
precision of the mechanical and digital mechanisms of what a machine will or will not
accept. However, in subverting these limitations, I find a rich source of non-reproducible
marks or placements that move from the reproductive to the singular.
Mel Bochner’s inaugural 1966 exhibition, Working Drawings And Other Visible Things
On Paper Not Necessarily Meant To Be Viewed As Art (1966), makes a good comparison
for these elements in my practice. It was framed by the constraints of the institution—no
money, no support, but a request to make an exhibition of drawings. Choosing artists
whose work he liked, he photocopied and scaled the drawings to a uniform size using
the latest technology—a large Xerox machine. Supplementing these drawings with other materials from mathematicians, biologists, engineers, architects etc. to create four
photocopied books. This was unprecedented. No one had ever presented photocopies
within a gallery setting. Bochner at once subverted the art-making process and situated
the process of making art in the development of an idea. ‘Bochner’s “conceptualism” thus
emerges as a dynamic model, a thought-activity occurring in the gaps between language
and things...’ (Meyer, 2017:43).
In Chapter one, moving on from these early precursors, I will contextualise my practice
through the work of Barré, Quaytman, and Guyton. Americans Quaytman and Guyton
claim a direct influence from French artist Barré. Barré believed in the fragmentary nature of painting, which acknowledges the way artworks refer to other works, both to those
in proximity and those absent from an exhibition. His practice put forth a logic of the incomplete through this notion of fragmentation. By an underlying structure of connectivity,
the singularity of each work is defined through difference, rather than similarity. Instead
of privileging the series as a model of production, Barré’s work forms series naturally
through the differences that he explored as he thought through the work. As a result,
paintings and their series become signifiers for each other.
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Figure 3: Recursive exhibition at no format Gallery, Second Floor Studios, London ©2014 Jane Boyer
(Curator). Artists: Susan Francis, Hitomi Kammai, Ant Pierce, Simon Fell, and Jane Boyer. Image: J.
Boyer.

This latter point is of importance for the work of Quaytman, where a constant reinterpretation of imagery indicates the recurrent past of her practice. This also sets up the
situation for the transitive reading of her work within changed contextual circumstances.
Not only is the meaning of a recurrent past at work within the imagery, but the current
influence of context allows meaning to be extracted from the exhibitionary scene within
which it is placed. This collapses structural visual hierarchies through the temporal disruption of merging past with present.
Guyton uses reprographic methods for producing works. By using digital printers and
scanners he engages contemporary imagery through a logic of layered histories, most
often his own historical influences. Guyton’s work presents a dynamic triangulation between a commitment to his own limited decision-making process, his chosen technology
to produce the work, and its manifestation in the world as uncanny vehicles of meaning,
which actually have no meaning attached to them.
These artistic influences form a constellation of notions reflecting the fragmentation, temporal displacements, coded signification, and the painterly concerns synthesised with
the digital involved in my own practice. As I mentioned, there is one other important
influence on my work, and that is the work of Kosuth who considered ‘the whole of art
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became the questioning of art’ (Freedberg, 1992:45). I will discuss his methods in more
detail in relation to my reflections on A project space called ‘I’ in Chapter 2.
Kosuth uses art as discursive material. He raises issues and sparks debate through the
work he produces and his curatorial practice. Art is not the production of fetish objects;
it is a process of cognition. His interest in art is to uncover the meaning that we bring to
an object which makes it art, as Freedberg says, by questioning the very nature of art.
By understanding these precursors and the influences I take from their praxis, it will help
me to describe the elements of time, difference, repetition, and mirroring (or pairing) that
intersect with my practice as I make my way through the thesis. These elements gravitate to and orbit around my discussions on simulacra, intuition, and dialectical seeing.
They circulate throughout the background of the thesis supporting the structure of the
theoretical discussions. For example, it is important to understand that the simulacrum
compresses time, making past and future available in the present. An example of this
in practice would be how turning pages of the transparent Conjugated Museum book in
Figure 19 is more than the turning of a page; it is a temporal disruption as the past of previously turned pages interrupts the attempted present-time looking of a single page as it
is about to be turned, which in turn is disturbed by the future of pages to come. Also, it
is important to keep in mind that intuition is activated through mirroring the experiences
of the self, because we see the world through the filter of the experiences that shape us,
while dialectical seeing is a process of differences put into relief in the form of the jolt of
fleeting images that pass through our thoughts in an instant.
Methodologies
Early on in my research design I wanted to do a self-similarity study as my methodology.
This kind of study denatures information, repeatedly reducing it until the essence of a
subject is revealed. Changes in scale are a common way to illustrate this reduction, but it
also involves a repetitive iteration over time, in which changes appear. ‘It is not so much
an evolutionary move from simple to complex that hold promise, but rather it is the power to embrace both the simple and the complex at the same time’ (Sullivan, 2010:116).
However, I worried that such a prescriptive method could limit the study by trying to
adhere to prescribed parameters. Instead, I chose to build a methodology of mirroring,
which reflected my practice, employing many of the same strategies I use when making artwork, curating, or writing. The thesis structure reflects the artistic output, where
thematic echoes recur throughout the text. The theoretical discussion comes out of the
formulation of my practice where the artwork is always the starting point leading to questions of what is happening within the visual strategies I use in the work. The working and
the reading happen in two different temporalities. The work that I do, both in the studio
and within the curatorial, brings the past into tension with the present. The theoretical
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reading poses a futurity on my practice; it brings what is potential in the work into focus
as I bring a recurrent past into being through the work. The theoretical discussion of
repetition, indexical trace and fragments, are born out of the visual thinking in the work,
that in turn, reflects the curatorial practice of selection and placement, bouncing back
to a similar writing strategy in the thesis. Conversely, each of these reflect back on the
others in the opposite direction. There are no clear boundaries in the notion of simulacra
as a force and influence on a situation where what is latent becomes actualised, gaps
become sites for disruption, and uneasy convergences happen at the same time as a
rupture. Similarly, these same concepts of becoming, in-betweenness, and simultaneity are present in my methodology. Throughout each of these elements run the devices
of collage, appropriation, striation, and interleaving. Imagery, either visual or textually
evoked in the imagination, is overlaid and appropriated, most often taken from a self-referential source, such as older work, life experience, or personal collections. I reuse and
recycle work, or sample and take excerpts to create new output. A repetitive nature in
the work causes visual striations and there are natural cleavages I use to make insertions that function to articulate densities. The overall research methodology of mirroring
has allowed for other reflective methodologies to be implemented at the project level,
for example, intuitive reflection, comparative analysis, and dialectical seeing, which I will
discuss in the Chapters.
While some of the methods I used may seem to correspond to those used in a case study
methodology, in fact, I was working intuitively to gather information through observation,
sensing my way forward, being open to incident, surprise, and to that which stubbornly
refused to be uncovered. This last point in particular was necessary in identifying the
influence of the simulacrum in my practice. It was important to see this stubborn refusal as an aspect of the simulacrum, rather than reflecting on the quality of the research
methods as a structured empirical study might have. The highly structured approach necessary for case studies was not possible for the research I did. Even though I attempted
to structure my research, I found these efforts failed every time. Therefore, I suggest the
term interrogative array to describe each of the three research projects. An interrogative
array, or just an array, not only reflects the idea of a constellation, but it also suggests a
link to syntax. This is important because it is an understanding of the simulacral syntax of
repetition, indexical trace, and fragmentation which I’m investigating through my thesis.
The Projects
I curated two exhibitions to examine these processes and influences: A project space
called ‘I’ (APSCI) was a solo exhibition where I curated my own work. The enquiry placed
me in the position of the artist. By this I mean that the main thrust of my activities within
the project identify with commonly understood concepts of what artists do, and as such,
the focus of the methodological thinking for the project comes from this position. This
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will be the case for the other two projects where I identify my position as curator and as
a member of the audience.
However, I have gone back to the original findings for APSCI and read through the material again in a methodology of intuitive reflection, where picking up on what was left latent
in the enquiry, I identify key elements that factored in later studies; something I could not
have seen at the time because I could not anticipate findings from future interrogations.
It was a case of the future being seen only through what has passed. While I knew the
format of these projects would be a solo exhibition, a group exhibition, and an enquiry
involving a cultural institution, I did not know how these projects would be formed, largely
because I didn’t yet know who I would be working with. Therefore, revisiting the findings,
placed the first project in a much more relevant position to the later research than it had
hitherto held, namely, to introduce the rest of the research. I will discuss these findings
in depth in Chapter 2.
In the second exhibition, Phantom, I curated my work in relation to other artists in a group
show. While careful consideration was given to the development of the project, its curatorial methodology, and research design, the outcome of this project was unforseen.
Therefore, I consider this interrogation to be an event of knowledge production, where
the culmination and bringing together of elements created new understanding at the
time of their exhibition. I will discuss Phantom in relation to Irit Rogoff’s theorisation of
the curatorial—a philosophical notion of the knowledge event, which has led Rogoff into
questions of knowledge production within neo-liberalism and the nature of contemporary
research. I will discuss the findings for my position as curator for Phantom in Chapter 3.
Finally, in 2018, I was researcher in residence at The Fitzwilliam Museum, where I photographed artworks in the collection to create new works. This afforded the unique
opportunity to explore my position as viewer, in addition to the positions of artist and curator. This position was theorised by Buck-Morss’ dialectical seeing, based on Benjamin’s
dialectical image. Through this project fragmented memories collided with contextual
objects leading to fantasy images. The aim of these three studies was to research the
different positions I occupy in relation to my practice and to identify the transformational
influences of the simulacrum, the indexical trace, and visual synecdoche. This identification was not only locating the presence of the repetitive, the trace, or the fragment, but
also to describe how they function within a project in relation to my position, which often
was seen as divergent, erased, or synthesised.
In the following chapters, I begin by contextualising my practice, then move onto an unstable chronological discussion of the enquiries. The first project, A project space called
‘I’ disrupts this notion of chronology and the temporal chain of events because of revisiting the project material to procure new findings. In this way, it is the latest project to be
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analysed. I follow with Phantom, and The Conjugated Museum, ending with concluding
comments.

Figure 4: Versions Matrix ©2016 Jane Boyer. Reprographic print on oil paper, 61 x 76 cm.

Figure 5: Invisible Agitation detail from Figure 1.
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Figure 6: Recursive ©2016 Jane Boyer. Digital image, 26 x 15 cm at 300dpi.
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Chapter 1: The extended act of looking

As an artist-curator, I make artwork and curate exhibitions. I consider myself a painter not
because I apply paint to canvas, but because the methodologies and visual strategies I
employ in the studio are painterly. I contemplate the work as a painter by concerning myself with visual depth, gestural marks, spatial geometries of layering and colour theory,
even when these elements are mediated by a computer or a camera. But most importantly, the theoretical concerns of contemporary painting inform my working methods,
both as an artist and as a curator. Key to these methods are the act of looking, which is
another factor in why I consider myself a painter, as I will explain in this chapter.
I currently have some connections with the art of R.H. Quaytman, and her vision of actualising the influence of a specific context within the work-in-situ, where an artwork takes
its meaning from the contextual situation. She creates a refracted multiplicity surrounding a work by actualising the influences that come to bear on the situation of its viewing,
where even the event of viewing is factored as part of the context. This creates a natural
interchange with my curatorial practice where I consciously integrate the architecture and
viewing conditions of a space with the presentation and communication of the artwork
being exhibited. Working in mixed media, I often employ reprographic techniques; that
is, employing the use of scanners, copy machines and digital printers to make artworks
as an extension of working with other disciplines of painting, photography, printmaking,
or digital image-making. The logic of my practice is to make new work from old work.
This means that I recycle, reimage, and resample imagery, creating connections that run
throughout my body of work.
The fragmentary nature of my practice means that it manifests as a constellation of elements, intersecting with contextual discourse like vector points in a wider schematic. This
creates a dynamic array of concerns, rather than presenting a succinct interrogation that
fits nicely in a discursive niche. As such, contextualising my practice pulls from a diversity
of other practices. In the introduction, I mentioned Warhol’s images of Marilyn Monroe.
I also discussed how my practice intersects with the work of Duchamp, and Bochner. In
the chapters to come, I will talk about the work and influence of Kosuth, Tacita Dean, and
Robert Rauschenberg in reference to my artwork and research. But to contextualise my
art practice, I want to focus on three artists: R.H. Quaytman, Wade Guyton, and Martin
Barré.
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Figure 7: 60-T-43 ©1960 Martin Barré. Paint on stretched canvas, dimensions variable. Kunsthandel Wolfgang Werner Bremen, Berlin.

My work is in correspondence to Quaytman and Guyton, who take their direct lineage
from Barré.4 Naturally, these artists come with a cadre of other influences, and as an
example of the intertextual nature of my practice and the research interrogative array,
these voices figure in the mix here too as distant echoes; artists like Yves Klein, Joseph
Beuys, Franz Hals, Dan Graham, Hilma af Klint, Katarzyna Kobro, Jeff Walls, Louise
Lawler, and Frank Stella, amongst others. In reviewing the literature written about these
three primary artistic influences, I take away five paradigms from the work of Quaytman,
Guyton, and Barré.
Paradigm One: there is a latent structure functioning behind the work
For Barré this structure is the series, but it ‘is not so much the paintings that make the
series as the series that makes the paintings’ (Bois, 1989:45). Through the series, the
fragmentary nature of painting—a condition that Barré felt was essential to all painting—was made visible (Figure 7). This fragmentary nature of painting allows for works
to refer back to other paintings; ones that are present and in direct relationship to each
other, but also to those that are not there. ‘The fragment is also a stimulant, a trigger for
plural readings. Better than all the programmatic discourses, it is the fragment that simultaneously problematizes the relationship to contemporary pictorial production…and
to tradition…’ (Bois, 1989:42). This paradigm has been actively at work in my practice
and research in two different modalities: as a pictorial form or extract that is repeated in
various ways through different artworks, and as an image isolated from a larger whole.
The first mode is largely associated with making artworks, while the second is related to
curatorial selection.
Recursive5 is both the title of the artwork in Figure 6, and a signifier for a group of works
exploring the mimicry of gesture (Figures 8-11). I do not consider these artworks a series, but works which have a relationship to each other through the reuse of source

4 Galerie Nathalie Obadia (2013) and Yve-Alain Bois (2011) discuss this connection.
5 Not to be confused with the 2014 exhibition of the same name shown in Figure 3. These were
entirely different projects. However, the reuse of titles is a good example of the way ideas, materials and work get recycled.
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Figure 8: Cursive wall painting in Pseudio, Ruskin
Basement Gallery ©2016 Jane Boyer, dimensions
variable.

Figure 9: Cursive ©2016 Jane Boyer. Acrylic on
canvas, 240 x 195 cm.

Figure 10: Selection 1 ©2017 Jane Boyer. Reprographic print on canvas, 122 x 112 cm.

Figure 11: ReReCursive ©2017 Jane Boyer. Digital
image, 156 x 91 cm at 300dpi.
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material. It is one example where the fragment is used in an artmaking mode which involves scale going in both directions from the large to the minute, and from the minute
to the hyper. In this instance pictured above, it started with a simulation of the gesture
of cursive writing translated into a wall painting (Figure 8). This gesture was repeated in
a second painting on canvas to different effect (Figure 9). A detail shot from the canvas
painting then became the source for random computer selections that were translated
into large-scale reprographic prints on canvas (Figure 10). This was a play on scale in
that the random selections were infinitesimal in relation to the actual size of the painting
they were taken from, while being printed at maximum capacity on a large format inkjet
printer. Simultaneously, a different fragment from the same detail photograph was used
in a composite digital replication (Figure 6), creating another work. This became yet another work, as a hyper-replication of the composite (Figure 11).
What this represents is a fluid exchange between gesture, medium, scale, and conceptualisation. I should mention at this point, that the term ‘gesture’ here implies more than
bodily movement. ‘Gesturality is always there to indicate the time of an intervention: it
also indicates the use of a tool’ (Bois, 2008:70, fn15), as Barré defines the term. The temporality indicated in this notion of intervention and the use of a tool suggest these artistic
elements are not isolated modernist creative features, but mutable recursions of expressive systems that interpolate multiple visual strategies and cast meaning-making as a
series of signifiers fading in and out of awareness; like one image fading into the next in
an animated slideshow presentation.
I use the term hyper-replication to indicate a digital image that is built from large scale
multiple replications of an image already made from a composite of replications—in other
words an extended replication of a series of replications. These hyper-replications could
conceivably run to infinity. They are limited only by the storage and computational capacity of my computer, which in effect means even in their huge scale, they are only a
fragment of what is possible. They also reveal patterns latent in the original fragment—
patterns that cannot be seen until the function of replication is activated, see Figure 11.
As Yve-Alain Bois explains, Barré recast fragmentation bringing new meaning to the
idea of the incomplete by insisting that ‘painting and series are henceforth the signifier
of one another.’ Bois continues:
The painting no longer refers back to the series like a simple fragment among
so many other possible ones; it is one of the indispensable units for the constitution of the series as a form, setting forth the code as it reveals each time
one of its essential aspects. Inversely, the series is no longer merely the
frame of reference, the context that gives form [informer] to the painting in its
interior. It is the structure that defines, through difference, the singularity of
each canvas. (Bois, 1989:44)
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Figure 12: A project space called ‘I’ at ARTHOUSE1 Gallery, London ©2015 Jane Boyer. Image: J. Boyer.

Figure 13: Phantom at Ruskin Gallery, Cambridge ©2017 Jane Boyer (Curator). Artists: L. Kirsty Harris,
R. Caroline Jane Harris. Image: J. Boyer.

This structure that defines the singularity of each work through difference is significant
to my own work, where one work suggests the next. Each new iteration or translation of a
work into a new form happens because there is an underlying structure to my practice
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that oscillates in scale between the very small and the very large allowing me to do this,
as Figures 3, 6, and 8 through 11 above demonstrate.
In the second mode of curatorial selection, the use of fragments has functioned in three
different ways in my research. First, as representative placeholders for all the works
from my body of work not present, as explored in A project space called ‘I’ (Figure 12).
Then, as a transitive element in a fluid communication with other artists’ work as part of
the conglomerate whole of the exhibition in Phantom (Figure 13). And finally, in the appropriation and alteration of imagery from The Fitzwilliam Museum art collection for The
Conjugated Museum, as we will see in Chapter 4.
In this curatorial mode, a singular image becomes a fragment of communication, whether as a stand-in representative or as part of a visual system of storytelling and cultural
conveyance. As a placeholder, the selective fragment bears the weight of all the hidden
elements not present in the scene; for example, as a stand-in for other artworks created
as a cycle of art objects, or for those made at the same time under similar conditions. It
also represents all the background and autobiographical information informing the work,
but which is impossible, or preferable not to relate through the work. Lastly, the selective
fragment demonstrates all the historical influences on the work, which links it to the wider
system of art production. Most of this information, if made visible, would overwhelm the
artwork. Whereas, left to the work of a representative placeholder image, these latent
elements become clues to the wider experience and aesthetic of the artist. It puts ambiguity to work for the artist as visually intriguing, abbreviated, and layered multiplicity,
giving rise to the possibility of mutable meaning-making through its contextual reference
and viewing conditions. All of which ultimately change with each viewer who experiences
the work in situ through their own experiences brought to the exhibition situation.
As a transitive element, the artwork-as-fragment moves meaning, and the viewer’s
gaze through an exhibitionary installation, placing emphasis on the relational structure
these fragments are placed within. Meaning, under these conditions, moves beyond the
unique object where it need not be constrained by being contained within the work, but
can be generated from what sits next to it. This energises the work, making it a mutable
entity rather than a static object.
The appropriated fragment is one way of reanimating the static art historical object,
bringing it into immediate relationship with current viewing and theoretical conditions.
The appropriated image fragment acts as a visual shorthand. It compares and contrasts
past ways of thinking with contemporary thought, and It poses alternative readings for
historical art objects. Figure 14 is an example.
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Figure 14: Van Meckenem’s Signature from The Conjugated Museum ©2018 Jane Boyer. Digital image
UV printed on bible paper, 45 x 32 cm.

Paradigms Two and Three: the work is linked to a larger whole, and individual
works take meaning from the context of their presentation
I link these two paradigms because they are entangled in real life exhibitions. In my
own artwork, relating each iteration back to the previous incarnation develops a chain
of relations, allowing the creation of entirely different works, often in completely different
media, as already discussed. This notion of a single work being linked to a larger whole
is evidenced by the influence of af Klint on Quaytman’s work. ‘Each exhibition Quaytman
makes is a new chapter, recapitulating all of the previous pieces at least implicitly, and
sometimes more literally, so that there is a sense both of permanence and constant reinterpretation’ (Haas, 2017:n.p.). This is an important point. The question of permanence
is significant for any artist. The ability to ensure an artwork remains fluid in its communicative capacity means it must allow for reinterpretation. This is what Quaytman ensures
through her chapter system of production. The methodology of making new work from
old work is my own solution to this problem.
However, in his review of An Evening, Quaytman’s Chapter 32 held in 2018 at Secession
in Vienna, Max Feldman raises a paradox related to this relational stratagem. Praising
the rich interplay of contextual elements Quaytman puts into play in each chapter, for
example ‘quesionting traditional one-point perspective through painting’s dialectic of “ex29

posure” and “withdrawal” (the concealment of the illusion of a picture’s real-space horizon
at the very moment of its disclosure),’ Feldman acknowledges the intellectual stimulation
achieved through the work. However, the context-heavy dependency raises an unrelieved
problem for Feldman who sees the work ‘overwhelmed by the no less vital matter of reflective judgment’ (2018:n.p.).
How can reflective judgement overwhelm Quaytman’s work? Arguably, all artworks are
subjected to the process of a viewer assessing the certainty of their knowledge in an
exhibitionary situation.6 Feldman is suggesting the relationship between what Quaytman
makes available as discursive content, through the biographical subjects in her work
and the visuality of the work’s austere appearance, generates an acute necessity for
the viewer to bring their own experience to bear in reading the work. Quaytman is not
attempting to create artwork as an explanation or illustration of any particular history
through the biographical content, but rather, she presents what could be considered the
structure of signification in the work. To convey the biographical content in any of her
works this structure relies on the viewer’s active presence in looking, represented by the
optic pattern overlays she uses, along with the afterlife of an image in its circulated cycle of visibility—or invisibility, as the case may be. It also involves the current context of
her chapters. Quaytman is not presenting the historical event through art, she is working
through art to visualise the unstable process of using images, illuminating the divergent
paths such usage generates. Likewise, if Feldman is suggesting the explanations needed for a viewer to relieve their uncertainty when looking at Quaytman’s work overwhelms
the act of looking, this is something that Quaytman anticipates in creating the work. She
assumes the viewer will take a distracted side-step to the next work, which is the very
reason she paints the trompe-l’oeil panel sides onto the surface of her images. She integrates the fleeting peripheral view of her work into its surface, which I will discuss below.7
Therefore, the problematic uncertainty, suggested by Feldman, leads to a contemporary
condition of painting.
Paradigm Four: painting is related to the extended act of looking, not the materiality of the work
Feldman’s paradox above brings me to the central point of reflexivity in my thesis, and in
my practice. Even though a mirror reflects accurately what is in front of it, the displacements incurred sacrifice a readable visual reality for an inverted one; what is seen may

6
Explaining the interdependence between reflective judgement and critical thinking,
Christopher Dwyer (2017), post-doctoral researcher at the National University of Ireland, Galway,
says, ‘The ability to acknowledge levels of certainty and uncertainty when engaging in CT [critical
thinking] is important because sometimes the information a person is presented with (along with
that person’s pre-existing knowledge) provides only a limited source of information from which to
draw a conclusion.’
7 See ‘In the Studio: R.H. Quaytman’ by Steel Stillman (2010) in Art in America.
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Figure 15: O Tópico, Chapter 27 ©2014 R.H. Quaytman. Silkscreen ink and gesso on panel 82 x 133 cm.
Gladstone Gallery, New York.

reflect, but it is not how we see without the mirror. I can only ever see a flipped version
of myself in the mirror. I cannot see what another directly sees of me. To extrapolate this
to the influence of Quaytman’s work on my own, situating the work to its particular context as she does is a compelling and rewarding strategy, which gives a depth to the job
of visual communication—what Mieke Bal calls ‘the work’s work’ (1996:283)—both in
terms of meaning and visual structure. But there is a gap that can never be spanned. The
artist’s meaningful intention and the viewer’s understanding will never fully meet. This is
how I understand Feldman’s criticism above.
Meaning and understanding may reflect each other, presenting an inverted view of the
other, but they will never merge into a congruent whole. They will always remain slightly
displaced from each other. In the face of this persistent gap, Quaytman’s complex contextual references in the work mean that both understanding and meaning as a form of
communication is sacrificed to this complexity (Figure 15). However, this is redeemed by
Quaytman’s statement, ‘I want to make paintings that can be read on their own terms,
without footnotes. But if, as a viewer, you persist in asking questions, you’ll ﬁnd answers’
(Stillman, 2010:n.p.).
However, within this impossibility—in this gap—resides great potential for divergent
meanings and understandings to take place, and it is here that my interest lies. Rather
than trying to control what is said about my work, or trying to control the critical discourse
surrounding it, as Quaytman does, I welcome the divergent readings. This, to my mind, is
where the work’s vitality is tapped. Just as the refracted infinities, disrupted continuities,
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and shifting appearances that happen with mirrors can move one’s vision and perspective to altered states of awareness, so too, can the divergent readings that come from
the act of looking.
In a 1999 review of Andreas Gursky’s digitally manipulated photographs, Howard Halle
asserted, ‘painting is a philosophical enterprise that doesn’t always involve paint’ (Halle,
1999 cited in Myers, 2011:15). Extending this definition of painting away from material and
support, Quaytman suggests that a painting is called a painting not because of its material
constitution of paint, stretcher, and canvas, but because of the stance of the painting-object. She says, ‘I began to think of paintings as objects that you passed by—as things that
you saw not just head-on and isolated, but from the side, with your peripheral vision, and
in the context of other paintings’ (Stillman, 2010:n.p.). Inserting this aside to the audience
of their own distractions, Quaytman simultaneously collapses the structural hierarchies
of her paintings. In effect, the painting edges carry as much importance as the subject of the work, its imagery and aesthetic decisions, and the contextual situation of its
viewing. This all coalesced for Quaytman
through a year-long residency in Rome, for
winning the Prix de Rome, where she had
an epiphany: ‘the stance of the painting is
the profile’ (Stillman, 2010:n.p.). This suggests how the painting-object addresses
the viewer is also the condition for its apprehension as a painting.
Paradigm Five: an uneasy synthesis
marks a problematic dialectic recursion,
which comes to resolution through closer
looking
Another view which involves the act of
looking in attributing the definition of painting, is the art of Wade Guyton. Guyton
makes paintings and drawings by typing
Xs and Us, then printing them onto linen
canvas with an Epson commercial inkjet
printer (Figure 16). His latest work involves
images of his studio produced by the same
Figure 16: Untitled ©2008 Wade Guyton. Epson
UltraChrome inkjet on linen, 236 x 138 cm. San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, San Francisco.

methods.8 Sometimes the letters are used

8 See ‘Just Who Does He Think He Is? Wade Guyton In New York and Zürich’ by Clayton Press
(2018).
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in conjunction with scanned pages and covers torn from books. And sometimes nothing
but circles or black rectangles are printed on the linen. Guyton’s art is the reprographic art of using copiers, scanners and printers. But there was an awkwardness to these
works that turned out to be their source of interest, providing an unexpected index to his
process. They suspend the dichotomy between reproduction and mark making, functioning both as abstraction and image, while engaging the multiplicity of art’s histories
and simultaneously speaking ‘unequivocally [to] the image culture of our time’ (Rothkopf:
2006:49).
Guyton barely took responsibility for these early compositions. Feeling his drawings to
be as stupid as they seemed, he consequently felt they should not require his labour to
produce. What developed from this internal discourse was a ‘system [that] introduced a
tension between conception…and execution—a dynamic triangulation between his own
very limited decision making, his chosen technology, and the manifestation of their interaction in the world’ (Rothkopf, 2006:50-51). This is where I situate the fifth paradigm:
an uneasy synthesis marks a problematic dialectic recursion. The opposition between
conception and execution in Guyton’s work is an example of such a dialectic; it then creates a constant recursion between decision-making, technology, and manifestation. This
results in opposing elements coming together in an unexpected visual synthesis, as they
do in Guyton’s work.
Making decisions, working in chosen media, along with the resulting final visual outcome,
is not always a process of harmonious unification to produce an artwork. It can be a laborious and sometimes agonised birthing caused by an inherent opposition within these
elements. This opposition is born of a recurring disruption in the form of an idea—the
influence of the simulacrum within art practice. The resurgence of ideas as work takes
place, means inhabiting a constant struggle for resolution as divergence occurs over and
over.
There is a dialectic in my own practice between concept and execution. The contrast between these two things invariably raises my own problematic recursion—or a repetition
of procedures that bring unpredictable results. This takes form in a decentred circling of
concepts, systems, rules, interpolation, strategies, execution, manifestation, and meaning resulting in a synthesised outcome which is the artwork. The recursion is based on
an expressive system that gets an interjection from an idea where a series of questions
arise: What are the rules to enable the execution? Does the interpolation give rise to new
meaning for the system? What visual strategies and media should I choose for the execution to support the concept and reinforce the interpolation? Will the concept manifest
significantly in the world as a communication? Do the rules of execution and visual strategies facilitate an interaction with the concept? To illustrate how this system goes from
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If I list these elements as they occur as I work,
their repetitiveness becomes visible:

Concept
System
Rules
Execution
Interpolation
Meaning
System
Strategy
Technology
Execution
Concept
Interpolation
Concept
Manifestation
Meaning
Rules
Execution
Strategy
Interaction
Concept
Figure 17: Word diagram ©2019 Jane Boyer.

Then if I visualise these repeating elements strung on
a central line from top to bottom. They recur decentred
and uneven as they spin on the line, never falling in quite
the same orientation as they spin.
individual formulae to a dynamic and decentred recursion, that never quite repeats in the
same way, see Figure 17.
The details of such a dialectic tension can be seen in The Conjugated Museum, where
I appropriated imagery from the Fitzwilliam Museum. I made intuitive decisions to create over forty individual digitally altered images which were manifested in a palm-sized
transparent book (Figure 19), as digital prints on bible paper, and an animated video
piece (Figure 18). All of this questioned the act of looking and the role played by intuition
in this act. I will discuss the project in more depth in Chapter 4 looking at three of the
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Figure 18: The Conjugated Museum, video still ©2019 Jane Boyer.

Figure 19: The Conjugated Museum transparent book ©2019 Jane Boyer. UV printed acrylic pages bound
with cotton book-binding thread, 16 x 10 cm, 143 pages.

forty images which raise pertinent points for my discussion, but what is important to note
here—there was a constant recursion of opposing tensions that had to be resolved into
meaning, through both the imagery and the artefacts I was creating.
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Guyton says, ‘I’ve become interested in when something starts as an accident and then
becomes a template for other things, or reproduces itself and generates its own logic until something else intervenes to change it’ (Rothkopf, 2006:61). This aesthetic sensibility
plays a significant role in my own artistic logic. I feel that incident and chance occurrence
can have a more significant impact in creating the final visual result for an artwork than I
can ever contrive. Happenstance brings a vitality to the work in a way that can be pleasantly astonishing, and it can be the thing to incur a deeper engagement with the work.
Rothkopf explains:
Guided in equal measure by his self-imposed rules, restless intuition, and
happenstance, Guyton has developed a formal syntax that advances through
the manipulation of its limited variables. But this searching is filtered through
the lessons of the Pictures generation, even if its results invite a kind of slow
unravelling and close looking ordinarily more associated with a painting than
a picture. (Rothkopf, 2006:64).
This issue of looking raises an interesting theoretical dialectic between these three artists: Quaytman acknowledges a fleeting distracted act of looking by the viewer. Guyton
incites a slower, deeper act of looking, whereas Barré asked us to look through the paintings to the invisible structure supporting them. My own work postulates a viewer who
sees the work in their mind as an extrapolation that gets mingled with their own knowledge, memories and fantasies—what Benjamin called the dialectical image. Therefore,
the distracted glance will turn to curiosity, wondering what is being seen, inciting a closer
look, which soon passes through what one sees to what one knows in the situation, creating fantasy images that function as paintings in the mind.

Figure 20: Hypostasis ©2019 Jane Boyer. Digital image composition, 37 x 25 cm at 300dpi.
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Chapter 2: The interrogative array of A project space called ‘I’

In September 2015, I did the first interrogative study for my PhD. It was a solo exhibition
called, A project space called ‘I’ (APSCI). The basis for this project was to curate my own
artwork for ARTHOUSE1 Gallery in London, where I had been art writer since 2014. My
research plan was to investigate the workings of the simulacrum through three curatorial
projects, which started with the aim to curate my own work. I developed the exhibition
premise as an exploration of the transience of the self, delving into the communications
necessary between artist, curator and audience. Through this project, I saw a need to
clarify the distinction between autobiography and the autobiographical. Likewise, I identified the issue of latency and translation to be relevant to my research as a result of this
first project.
The process of collage was important in this project, not only in the artwork and in the
curatorial planning where I intended to present older work in relation to newer work disrupting any presentation of linear temporality in the work, but also as a metaphor for the
process of communication that I was researching through the project. From personal
experience, I knew that I adjusted the telling of stories of my life to the circumstances of
that telling. I saw these narrative adjustments as a kind of collaging of autobiographical
elements, which naturally created gaps in the telling. Ascribing this knowledge to the artwork and the curatorial process through APSCI, I learned that these gaps were the space
of mutability and potential.
To select the work for the exhibition, I went back through all my artwork since 2008 looking for those pieces that addressed the self in some way. This was the beginning point
from which I felt my transition to painting from fine art photography was the most developed and could be engaged most productively. Through a process of looking closely at
the works, it became apparent that no temporal narrative was present in the work; no
story with a beginning, middle, and end. What was visible, were snippets of ‘storied’ elements. These elements hinted at a narrative, but went no further in revealing any context,
relevance or relationship to the artist as author of the works, as would be the case in an
autobiography. Having no specific beginning, middle or end, they remained fragmentary,
incomplete, and arbitrary. The resulting ambiguity conveyed a sense of lived experience,
but no readable hierarchy or meaning of ‘truth,’ ‘fiction’ or ‘history.’ These were the qualities I felt were needed for selecting the work for this exhibition. All of the works chosen
therefore suggested a narrative, and contained these storied elements.
The autobiographical nature of these storied elements in the work was the first thing
that required definition in the research, because I was making the claim in the exhibition
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premise that the works were not autobiographies, rather that they were ‘the autobiographical curation of a self.’ Hanging the works then became a process of narrative
reinterpretation, where meanings became fluid and changeable, and I used my work as
theoretical material to think through. This resulted in a curatorial plan that was less an
extension of artistic expression and more a review of how I understood the complexities
of the self and the theoretical issues being investigated. The hang itself, which considered work with a wide range of style and media, was an intuitive exercise of placement.
However, this resulted in an apparent division between a muted passivity in the work that
registered temporal gallery events, like fluttering caused by passing bodies, and an active agent visible in the agitated gestural qualities in the work.
Audience response to the project involved both peer review and a brief visitor survey
to gain understanding of how audiences perceived curatorial efforts in general. These
questions asked if presentation was important to understanding the meaning of an artwork; if curatorial interpretation helped to gain deeper understanding of a work; how the
curatorial efforts of an artist are perceived when presenting their own work—as an extension of the artistic expression or an objective effort to communicate with an audience;
and finally, has experience shown artists curate their work effectively for an audience.
The random sample of received responses indicated that presentation is regarded as
important to understanding meaning, and curatorial interpretation is of benefit to gain
deeper understanding of a work. While most respondents saw the curatorial efforts of an
artist to present their own work as an extension of the artistic expression, many were unsure if artists curate their work effectively for an audience. The peer review identified the
voice of the curator at work, rather than the voice of the artist being dominant within the
exhibition. Another saw the evolution of the curatorial process in APSCI as a reappropriation of the appropriated creativity of artists by curators, which resulted in an exhibition
with a struggle between these two positions as its central theme.
In reflection, a definitive answer as to whether ‘the artist’ or ‘the curator’ is at work in artist-curator practice is difficult. Yes, as curator, I worked intuitively just as I do as an artist.
But the identification of the curator’s voice over the artist’s by one peer, and the struggle
between the artistic and curatorial selves of another peer, suggest the curatorial process
succeeded as an autobiographical curation of the self, that is, as a production of introspective artist-curator practice. In regard to the division which became apparent in the
exhibition, the two extremes of passive and active cannot be assigned to either the artist
or the curator alone, but are shared by both. This suggests that the curatorial process
allowed the space to think through the artwork as theoretical material to give understanding and clarity, which is another feature of the practice.
At the time, despite my enthusiasm, I was not yet experienced enough in researching to
find meaningful data from the project. However, returning to the exhibition now with the
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hind-sight of four years of researcher development, I will explain how A project space
called ‘I’ was an introduction to the research that I have done since, how it informed the
trajectory of that research, and why it is important for me to revisit the project in order to
pull findings relevant to the more mature research of later studies.
Even within the strategies I have developed to write this thesis the fluid thinking and problematic convergences translate into many synthesised moments in the text. This chapter
is one of them. The chapter is slightly different than the others because it does not directly discuss an interrogative array the way Chapters 3 and 4 will. It revisits the interrogation
to synthesise and reinterpret it. It presents a problematic convergence of thinking and
reflection, where neither takes precedence. Therefore, what follows is not truly an introduction to the research, because it is as a result of concluding the research that I am
able to return to this first project and formulate new findings from its conclusions. It is by
finishing that I can start, and in starting that I actually end.
Reflections of the return
It is appropriate for me to return to this first case study to re-form the basis of the findings
in what can be considered a process of intuitive reflection. This is justified by a research
methodology of mirroring where the strategies for the different activities in my practice
are reflected back on each other, and where the logic of my art practice is to reuse and
sample previous work to make new imagery. By reconsidering the original project report
and incidental materials, working from memories of the event, and applying the knowledge gained since that early study I want to extrapolate a new set of findings.
The research plan for APSCI involved four elements: the curated exhibition itself, which
facilitated thinking through the objects and their placement to address theoretical questions of the self; a peer critique of the exhibition in the form of discussion and written
texts; a short audience survey asking for responses to questions of audience perceptions of curating in general and artist-curator practice specifically; and a self-critique in
the form of my own criticism written about the show. I found this last element almost impossible to perform because I could not step outside myself, nor could I think about the
exhibition in earlier terms prior to the peer critiques I had received.
The notion of intuitive reflection is important here because both reflectivity and the intuitive have figured significantly as methods in the other arrays of Phantom, and The
Conjugated Museum. Applying these research strategies retroactively to APSCI will
bring it into orbit with the other two studies. It will also afford a deeper, more mature look
at what was actually achieved in the first study that I was not able to see or articulate in
2015. This depth will be important in understanding why the first project was an introduction to the rest of the research, beyond its being just the first interrogative study.
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Figure 21: Enigma Wallpaper ©2015 Jane Boyer. Tiled digital images printed on wallpaper, 6 panels, each
measuring 173 x 61 cm.

Revisiting APSCI through methods of intuitive reflection starts by throwing light on the
problematic convergences of my research question. I have maintained a very distinct
question throughout my research, ‘could there be a relationship between autobiography
and simulacra; if so, how might such a relationship affect views of self in artist-curator
practice?’ However, this has been challenged by another question: ‘how does repetition,
indexical trace and fragmentation make the relationship between artist, audience and
institution mean?’
The first question is a problem of interiority and intention—how would such a relationship
between autobiography and simulacra change the way I see myself in my practice? But
the second question is a problem of position, process, and influence which manifests
through the meanings generated. This meaning should not be understood in the conventional way of a singular definition of a work, or a message meant to be communicated to
a viewer in an exhibition for example, but rather the changeable articulations arising from
variable individuals through the migrations of position, process, and influence. As my
position changes from artist to curator to viewer, the visual, creative, and cognitive processes I use to generate meaning through the practice are affected by the influence of
the situation, its constraints, and the identity politics of the institutions or other individuals
I come into contact with through the work by the histories they project on the scene. What
mediates this changeable articulation is repetition, indexical trace, and fragmentation,
which enables the mutability within this relationship. Therefore, meaning is not always
specific, but often signifies a syntax of coded and latent communications in constant flux.
This manifests in the imperceptible communication of my own self-reflexivity in the work,
the coded process of translation as I communicate with other artists, the underlying messages of reputation and cultural significance of branded institutions, and the unknown
comprehensions brought to the work by the viewer.
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I thought the second question had overtaken the first in significance to the research findings, however I have come to realise that these two questions are not in opposition but
are in a problematic recursion with each other. When Durham describes the appearance
of the simulacrum being ‘at the limits of the visible and the articulable, [and] is at once
the object of a struggle between image and language and the problematic site of their
ultimate convergence’ (1998:19), he raises the issues I faced with these two questions.
They have converged problematically in the struggle to articulate the research through
image and language. But they have done so intriguingly for a practice research project
exploring the communication of the visible and the articulable, which I will come back to
in Chapter 4.
This convergence then has led to a single synthesised question: How does the simulacrum function through repetition, indexical trace and fragmentation to influence the
self-reflective communications of the artist-curator? My response to this question has
been to create artworks that use a repetition of motifs employing divergences, which
move the repeated motifs into a new form, and value a change in scale to visualise these
conceptual adaptations. In every instance, my aim was less about creating objects than it
was to visualise my thinking. An example of this is Enigma Wallpaper (Figure 21), where
the change in patterns left to right corresponds directly to the progression of my thinking.
Likewise, I curated two exhibitions for my research. However, I found the three subsidiary exhibitions I curated outside of my research project both reflected the research and
influenced my thinking. Perhaps not surprisingly, I realised my thought processes are not
bounded, but flow freely from project to project, situation to situation. This free-flow was
like learning a new word that suddenly starts popping up everywhere in conversation.
The culmination of this unbounded thinking, along with the problematic convergence of
the visible and the articulable, became powerfully actualised in the research with The
Fitzwilliam, where the whole of my memories, socialisation, education, and creativity
converged in the active looking I undertook for the project. Everything I looked at passed
through a filter containing all these elements, as my own experiences mapped onto unknown objects making them oddly familiar. It was those objects that activated the filter
most notably which became the final images for the residency.
How A project space called ‘I’ introduces the research
A project space called ‘I’ brought together work made from as far back as 2008 to be
curated alongside current work produced for the exhibition and my doctoral research up
to that point (Figure 22). It included paintings, collaged work, found materials, installation,
and digitally based imagery printed on aluminium in the dye-sublimation process. Much
of this work had never been exhibited outside my studio, which I think helped me at the
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Figure 22: A project space called ‘I’ at ARTHOUSE1 Gallery, London. ©2015 Jane Boyer. Image: J. Boyer.

time to make selections. I did not have to worry about any previous associations or leftover perceptions that might be attached to the older works. I selected work based on its
appropriateness to the theme of the self, and an awareness I had of situating the autobiographical stories I told of myself to the circumstances of the situation. Even though my
research has developed beyond this notion, this awareness was the basis for pursuing
a PhD.
Reading back through the APSCI report, the first thing evident to me is how this project
foreshadowed the interrogative arrays of Phantom and The Conjugated Museum. One of
the aims I claimed for APSCI was ‘to test the limits of the authority of the self in artist/curator practice.’9 Far from achieving this aim through the project, it transpired that the limits
of authority were challenged more conclusively through the other projects where chance
and intuition played significant roles in the research strategies. It proved significant that
the incidental occurrences of chance and intuition indicated where boundaries of authority lay through the challenges they presented to the various positions of authority in
the research. For example, despite the identification of the role of curator-as-impresario
in Phantom, I had no control over the shifting and disrupted communications of the artworks, as we will see in Chapter 3.

9 All of my own quotes in this chapter come from a draft report on APSCI.
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Figure 23: Phantom at Ruskin Gallery, Cambridge ©2017 Jane Boyer (Curator). Artists: L. Marion Piper,
R. Kate Palmer. Image: J. Boyer.

Testing limits was important to the research arrays overall, and identifying this at the inception of my doctoral research is one of the ways APSCI was an introduction to the rest
of the inquiry. What I did not know at the time, however, was that the limits to be tested
were the limitations of boundaries—visual, ideological and of meaning; including the
boundaries of seeing, communication, interpretation and intuition. However, the simulacrum has no limits or boundaries. It functions within the space between these delineated
concepts associated with self-reflective artist-curator practice. Therefore, understanding
the extent of such limits through the practice allowed for the identification of occurrences
where the simulacrum was an influential force, disrupting these boundaries in the research.
The issue of reinterpreting the gallery space as part of a recontextualization of artwork
went beyond supposition in the APSCI report to become a significant issue in Phantom
and The Conjugated Museum. For example, the open curatorial plan of Phantom filled
the university gallery space with work, using the architectural features of the building
to correspond with the narrativity of the artworks (Figure 23). This raised issues for the
viewing public and reinforced findings which indicated the simulacrum was functioning in
this situation as a framework of disruption. It disengaged and displaced the text—what
Barthes called the demonstration of the works—from the original authorial intent by the
artists who made them onto adjoining works made by different artists where such textuality could not rest. Likewise, in the Fitzwilliam residency, the fact of working on my
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computer in a space dislocated from the museum reinforced the influence of indexical
traces pointing to the past, and posing fragments that stood in for the whole of the work.
Related to this was the identification of using artwork as discursive material, which factored significantly in those interrogations, which I will discuss in those chapters.
Alison Green discusses the issue of using artwork as discursive material in her book,
When Artists Curate (2018). One example from many is her discussion of the work
of conceptual artist Joseph Kosuth.10 In two consecutive exhibitions, first in Vienna
1989 (Wittgenstein: The Play of the Unsayable), then in Brooklyn 1990 (The Play of the
Unmentionable), Kosuth presented artworks as discursive material within these two highly polemical exhibitions. Wittgenstein: The Play of the Unsayable argued ‘for an art that
considers the uses of the elements within the work and their function within the larger
cultural and social framework’ (ARTEXT, 1990:n.p.) by exploring Ludwig Wittgenstein’s
critique of language. This constructed a structure of interrogation for the way art functions.
Taking on the ‘culture wars’ in the United States, Kosuth juxtaposed contemporary artworks with historical art pieces and ethnographic objects from the Brooklyn Museum.
The Play of the Unmentionable, was an exhibition ‘about the changing attitudes to nudity and the control of images’ (Green, 2018:215) which had become so volitile in late
1980s America.
Through the discussion of Kosuth’s work, and these two exhibitions in particular, Green
makes several points about artist-curator practice, its discursive qualities, and the material of curating. She argues that Kosuth’s ‘interest in exhibitions cannot be readily divided
between his own “work” and exhibitions he has curated’ (2018:215). ‘Kosuth demonstrated,’ Green continues, ‘...how complex and changing the process of interpretation is.’
Reminding us Kosuth argued the point that art ‘shows what sometimes cannot be spoken’ indicating ‘that art is a category of thought, not a practice of making things.’ (Green,
2018:218).
These discursive qualities naturally lead to the question of selection. In A project space
called ‘I’ I criticised the curatorial selection for becoming ‘an issue of placement and reinforcement rather than a fully expressive exercise.’ What I failed to see at the time was the
wider significance in the act of selection as a function of memory, mirroring influences
of a forgotten past; even though I did identify ‘selection’ as the thing that differentiated
between an artist putting on a show and curating her own work, when challanged with
this question.

10

See pages 215 to 220 in When Artists Curate.
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The act of selection became a mechanism for indexical traces to appear in the inquiries,
because my own preferences, aesthetic, and experiential coding was entangled in every
selective decision I made. This became one of the guiding parameters in the Fitzwilliam
residency. It was also the main force behind fragmentation in the research where a selection would become a placeholder for what could not be represented in the scene, or
it would come to symbolise the thing referenced. Selection also plays a key role in foregrounding the facilitation of the simulacrum, where a latent script of repetition is always
running in the background. I came to understand that what gets selected is that which
is remembered but forgotten. The uncomplicated identification of the role of selection in
APSCI anticipated the complexity to come in all these areas.
Similarly, the issue of recursion, as I described in Chapter 1, is significant here. This
became evident in the way the artworks informed and reinforced the original findings.
They were direct postulates of the theoretical issues being investigated, but they were
not made for that purpose. This can be substantiated because most of the artworks were
made well before the case study was designed. The philosophical issues explored in
APSCI intrigue me, and it was striking for me to see evidence of these concepts in the
artworks, before reflecting on them for the research. This foreshadowed the notion of a
recurrance that manifests from different contexts.
This raises a point about the connection between theory and practice in my research.
The theory is not generative. My artwork does not spring from theoretical reading, as
a kind of illustration of theory. Instead there is a process of internal questioning where
my practice is interrogated with respect to theoretical discourse once the work is made.
Through this process, I find the means to measure the work and my own creative thinking
for relevance to the wider field of discourse. While, the recursion of knowledge gained
becomes a kind of changeable backdrop for the work, functioning to articulate different
facets of the work.
Introspective artist-curator practice therefore is itself simulacral. It is a synthesis of the
artist and curator positions, while it functions in between artistic expression, visual presentation, and communication with audiences. It functions in all the gaps brought forth by
the simulacrum, such as its quasi-linguistic functions, where the scope of memory and
its projections, desire expressed through repetitions, and the persistent struggle between
image and language are presented. It also manifests the perpetual return of what the
self-reflective artist-curator knows in multiple contexts and conditions.
The contested narrativity of artist-curator practice
But what exactly is the artist position and the curator position? It is easy to identify an
artist as someone who creates works of art, but this hardly pinpoints the activity. Without
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going into too much detail here because my research assumes we all know what an artist
is, I define artist practice as an intuitive and dialogical process of thinking. It is a process
that interrogates the world we live in through materiality, the visual, experiential, temporal, and the spatial. Likewise, it explores through sound, the digital, and the virtual. It is a
philosophical enterprise engaged in making meaning and challenging cultural, societal,
and political attitudes. The apocryphal story Grayson Perry tells of the child who replied,
‘artists notice things’ when asked ‘what do artists do?’ (BBC Radio 4, 2013) is the single
most significant expression of contemporary artist practice I know.
To explain the curator position, I turn to Green again.11 Her overview of the field of artist-curator activity explains the shifting understanding of what curators do, and what
curatorial practice is. She starts with a provocation by curator Jens Hoffmann in the publication title: The Next Documenta Should Be Curated by an Artist.12 Green follows by
noting, ‘Art Without Artists?’—a key text by artist and e-flux publisher, Anton Vidokel, who
also co-published Hoffmann’s project. In this text, Vidokel opposes the notion of curators
taking on the role of artists in producing meaning through art. He explains that curators
‘administer the experience of art by selecting what is made visible’ (2010:n.p.), but a little
further in his text he responds to the 2010 conference Cultures of the Curatorial which
explored the developing concept of the curatorial. Vidokel remarks, ‘going “beyond the
making of exhibitions” should not become justification for the work of curators to supersede the work of artists.’
From here Green carries the trace through Beatrice von Bismark to Maria Lind, through
to Rogoff, each of whom organised or participated in Cultures of the Curatorial, and
who have continued to develop the notion of the curatorial. Finally, Green rounds out
her historical lineage with Paul O’Neill, Terry Smith, Elena Filipovic, and Celina Jeffery.
Her description of the divergence from a profession as collections caretaker to one who
engages the sensibilities of selection, division, and defining relationships—or ‘a more
viral presence consisting of signification processes and relationships between objects,
people, places, ideas, and so forth’ as Lind (2010, cited in Green, 2018:15) defines the
curatorial—helps to cover the ever-expanding material and attitudes on this subject over
the past four decades, beginning in 1980.
To encapsulate, the curator position starts from a point of polyvalence, which mediates
between producer (artist), presenter (cultural institution), and user (engaged audience) in
11 See pages 14-18 in When Artists Curate (2018).
12 Hoffmann felt this was more of a question than a statement to which the contributing authors in his project were responding to. In the ‘Premises About The Project,’ Hoffmann (2003:n.p.)
writes, ‘The title of this project is less a demand than a question. A question that does not articulate a critique of previous Documenta exhibitions but rather investigates, in a provocative way,
the relationship, which artists have to the profession of curating.’
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an attitude aligned with artistic practice, functioning as a theoretically discursive position
that shares a single medium—the exhibition—with artists. Green points out that while
the field of study is mature and the literature varied, not until Jeffery’s book, The Artist
as Curator, was published in 2015 had there been a book-length publication on the topic.
Filipovic’s Mousse Magazine supplements on artist-curator practice were published in
book form, also titled The Artist as Curator, in 2017 and stitches together the historical
activity of the international movement, ZERO, active from 1957 to 1967. Both of these
books treat individual exhibitions as case studies to examine artist-curator practice as a
genre of curatorial practice. But Green’s book, published in 2018, is the first critical analysis of the subject.
In discussing other authors of significance to her research, Green mentions Griselda
Pollock’s Encounters in the Virtual Feminist Museum (2007), which was one of three key
texts I used to theorise The Conjugated Museum, but for a different topic. Explaining
the position Pollock adopts in the text, which takes a tranformative journey from ‘historian-interpreter’ to ‘maker-interpreter’ in a move that transitions curating from a science to
a creative practice, Green argues Pollock’s writing produces a decisive turning-point for
how curating is conceived. ‘Curating, like the reconception of those disciplines, is akin to
writing; a self-reflexive, performative act of interpretation, itself open-ended and impermanent’ (Green, 2018:21-2).
This notion of curating being related to writing is one I have found important for my own
research. Writing in Jeffery’s When Artists Curate, artist, Bruce Checefsky corroborates
this connection between curating and writing. He writes, the ‘exhibition space is a narrative space; the curated exhibition is the story’ (2015:100). As I engaged the ideas on
virtuality in Encounters in the Virtual Feminist Museum for my own research, this point
from Pollock’s text rang out, ‘If we approach artworks as propositions, as representations
and as texts, that is as sites for the production of meanings…’ (2007:10). I will come back
to this thought in Chapter 4.
Here then is the nexus of Green’s discussion, and what I understood instinctively from my
practice but could not articulate at the time in A project space called ‘I’: narrativity is the
centre for which art practice, curatorial practice and its written communication orbit. It is
precisely this narrativity that is at stake and contested in artist-curator practice in general,
and specifically for the introspective artist-curator, because each position, both artist and
curator, must navigate it continually. The trajectory crosses, overlaps, circumvents and
underscores each position, simultaneously merging and diverging its path. Introspective
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artist-curator practice enanges the struggle between image and language, exposing the
‘limits of the visible and the articulable’ (Durham, 1998:19).13
Artists-curators use artwork as material when creating exhibitions, especially those with
an introspective practice.14 In doing so they destabilise the meaning and communication
of the artworks they use. This is not a negative thing, nor is it a dismissal of the artist’s
autonomy as author. If anything, it is an augmentation of that position, but it doesn’t
necessarily align with the way an artist may see their own work. An introspective artist-curator reads into the artist’s work and reflects back what the work says of itself.15 It is
an energising collision that expands the potential of an artwork and its exhibition. It also
means that the self-reflective practice of an artist-curator is situated in their activity as a
whole, as a continuous activity of making meaning through object or image, location of
presentation, and the language used to communicate; not in the artworks they produce
or the exhibitions they curate separately.
Going back to Kosuth for a moment, the development of his artistic stance that art has
the capacity to demonstrate what words cannot communicate has come from a long engagement with philosophy, anthropology, psychology, and history. This engagement has
informed his practice, his many noted essays, and the harsh institutional criticism bound
to his practice. It signals the unbounded thinking that passes from form to form. Freedberg
writes of Kosuth’s artistic position, ‘Art precedes its material. It is tautological, like an analytic proposition, in that it contains its definition within itself. The artist’s nomination of the
work as “art” is what makes it art’ (1992:41). I would add, art is a simulacral conveyancer

13 There is deeper complexity within this notion of narrativity that relates self-reflective artist-curator practice to the serial image. Explaining the genesis of the particular problem serial
images pose in regard to narration where in relation to the simulacrum, their form depends on a
truth and origin that is always just out of reach, Durham explains there is often a narrative progression a viewer tries to distribute across these images. ‘The serial image seems to demand a
narrator to unfold its tangled history, to reconstruct the times and spaces of its repetitions in order
to measure its proximity to or its distance from its point of origin. On the other hand, the movement of reflection and doubling that constitutes these images exerts a corrosive effect on the
spatial, temporal, and actantial ordering by which narrative attempts to master them, sometimes
to the point that the narrating subject, like Klossowski’s Actæon, risks being “mastered” in turn by
a play of figures that draws that subject beyond language, into a luminous but silent space that
it can neither name nor narrate’ (Durham, 1998:18-19). There is a similar occurrance with introspective artist-curator practice because of its recursive and reflective nature, which is bound in
form to the imperceptable origins of the practioner. The type of seriality present in a practice such
as Quaytman’s is apt here, and explains the paradox Feldman raised in his review of her work.
14 Discussing Daniel Buren: A Fresco (2016), Green cites the situation when Buren is asked
by an interviewer ‘Is the exhibition a work by Daniel Buren?’ He replies, ‘Without pretentions, I
think so. It is precisely not a group exhibition. It’s an exhibition of mine which uses works that I
like and admire, that are important or have a particular interest, like the painting by my teacher,
who [sic] no one knows but she’s there, like the others. I use all these artists and all these works
as materials.’ (2018:145)
15 I borrow this idea of what an object says of itself from Jacques Derrida and his discussion of
Nietzsche’s Ecce Homo, published as Ear of the Other. In his discussion, Derrida is making the
point that from the beginning of the book, starting with the title page, there are two identities in
play; that of Nietzsche himself, and the work Ecce Homo. ‘The point of departure for my reading
will be what says “Ecce Homo” or what says “Ecce Homo” of itself’ (Derrida, 1982:8).
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of ideas, both in the artist and in the viewer. Kosuth’s aim was to collapse the hierarchy
of aesthetic engagement. He wanted to bring the viewer into consciousness of the struggle between image and language, and the problematic convergences involved in making
meaning. In Kosuth’s art engaging ‘the work of art becomes an event that both locates
and includes the viewer through the innumerable evocations, cancellations, and superimpositions called forth by the juxtapositions of objects and texts’ (Freedberg, 1992:45).
Therefore, the introspective artist-curator acts as facilitator to include the viewer as an
activated presence in the process of making meaning. The issue of changed meaning
first surfaced in APSCI, where I paired older work with new output. I discovered that the
original meaning of the earlier work was changed in accordance to the placement in
a new context. At the time, I didn’t realise how important this would be, but this mutable meaning became a significant aspect in the interrogative arrays of the rest of the
research—in Phantom where meaning was rendered unreadable to the activated viewer, then in The Conjugated Museum where art historical meaning altered through the
contemporary context of my own activated dialectical seeing.
Through this introduction to the research, questions of curating come to the fore at this
juncture. In the next chapter, I will explore my second interrogative array, Phantom, in
relation to Rogoff’s sense of the curatorial as a philosophical notion of thought and knowledge production. Rather than being a word to describe the activities of curating, Rogoff’s
meaning indicates the possibilities that arise from the event of knowledge within an exhibition. For her, the curatorial is an expanded field of activism and knowledge production
where translations allow alternate forms of engagment for the arts. It is a fluid facilitation
‘that does not rush to embody itself, does not rush to concretise itself, but allows us to
stay with the questions until they point us in some direction we might have not been able
to predict’ (Rogoff, 2006:3).
Bound up with these conditions of not rushing to embody or to concretise, and to ponder
questions until they diverge unpredictably is the notion of an influential simulacrum I am
working to describe in my research. Embodiment and concretisation are fallouts from
such an activated influence. They come after the moment when all things are equal in
possibility. Rogoff makes this moment slightly more tangible by naming it thought, then
by extension the curatorial, as we will see.
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Figure 24: Traces ©2017 Jane Boyer. Digital image composition, 61 x 46 cm at 300dpi.
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Chapter 3: Phantom: latency, multiplicity, and the event of knowledge

Phantom was the second interrogative study in my PhD. This curatorial plan proposed
the curation of my own work in relation to the work of other artists. Where the first project
was situated in a private gallery space, I wanted this project to be situated in a semi-public space, and I thought a university gallery space provided this requirement. I made a
successful application to Ruskin Gallery at Anglia Ruskin for the exhibition. The gallery
has two distinct spaces, the main first-floor gallery and a mezzanine space overhanging
the main gallery. Because there were other exhibitions proposed for the gallery exhibition
programme, I agreed the main gallery alone would be space enough for Phantom.
It has been my experience that it is necessary to formulate the exhibition premise and
secure participation of the artists before making an application for space. I did this for
Phantom, starting with the concept for the premise, then inviting the artists. Through A
project space called ‘I’ the subject of latency and translation became significant themes,
which I felt deserved further investigation. Therefore, I devised a premise which took
these themes into account. I postulated a relationship between latency and the simulacrum that I was researching, and made a connection between translation and the
autobiographical. In order to explore these issues, the curatorial plan proposed the use
of my practice of making new work from older work as a model for the invited artists. I
selected a single work from each of the artists, with one exception, then I asked them to
create new works based on this older work.
These artists were selected based on a prior working method where I chose artists
whose work I liked. Some of these artists were artists I knew but had not worked with
curatorially before, others were discovered through the networks I was engaged in at the
time. The exhibiting artists in Phantom were: Holly Rowan Hanson, Niki Hare, Rachel
Smith, Tim Skinner, Kirsty Harris, Caroline Jane Harris, Julia Court, Marion Piper, Kate
Palmer, and me.
I soon realised that the method for selecting the work raised a conundrum. By asking the
artists to make new work based on selected work, could I conceivably reject this work if
I felt it did not meet the exhibition premise? Having set up a private project blog for the
artists to share ideas and work in process I could see some the of developments happening, and if they weren’t sharing in this space, I asked the artists to describe what they
were planning to do with their work via email. So, while I had a sense of what the artists
were planning, I couldn’t know for sure and realised this was an area where I had to trust
the research plan, allowing translation to play an active role in the project. I decided to
accept the work that came from this process and gave full agency to the artists to trans51

late my curatorial instructions to make new work from old in any way they saw fit. This
was a direct challenge to my curatorial position within the project, but produced a very
compelling outcome.
For the hang, I explored the notion of exhibition as matrix for the curatorial methodology
because of the nature of the exhibition space itself as an interior quad surrounded by studios. Therefore, I felt a continuous installation of the work around the four gallery walls,
which were disrupted by doors and passageways into the space, was an appropriate
response to the convergent nature of the gallery where people passed through on their
way to somewhere else. I also incorporated prior working methods of relating the artwork
to the unique architectural features of the space. This brought the space of the gallery
into direct alignment with the artwork, rather than maintaining the more traditional and
hierarchical position of a gallery container for the works.
The continuous hang and the collapse of a containing gallery space hierarchy proved
challenging to the audience and some participating artists, who felt this interfered with
viewing the work, and in some cases felt it impinged on the comprehension of an artist’s
vision. Others felt the hang to be very innovative and appreciated the curatorial utilisation
and interpretation of the work. It became clear that those with objections held ideals of a
white cube space as the correct viewing conditions, while those who embraced the unorthodox curatorial approach were interested in experimentation. My close observations as
the daily invigilator of the exhibition revealed that far from interfering with the viewing of
the work, visitors would engage in intimate proximity to a work in order to study it, while
simultaneously seeing it in a wider perspective of challenging visual relationships.
Reflecting on the project overall and these differing comments in particular, the curatorial process presented challenges to viewing expectations. This raised concerns for the
ethical use of an artist’s work by the curator and signalled a need for clear communications of curatorial intent for the work within a project. However, there are limitations to
how much an introspective artist-curator can know of the project outcomes in advance,
especially ones which engage in intuitive curatorial research. The challenge to a stable
reading of the works was not, and could not be foreseen, but was a significant and successful outcome for the theoretical research of my PhD.
So far, I have discussed several aspects at work in my practice that could also be seen as
the conditions under which the work was manifesting. Through the repetition and reuse
of imagery, which perpetually moves the work forward, a fragmentation happens, where
free-floating memory lands, unexpectedly raising new conditions for engagement. For
example, the way shifting narratives become an extension of something latent in their
origins. One way to understand this better was to observe others working to a similar
set of conditions. Phantom became the means to coax out these reluctant and ephem52

eral forces behind the conditions. Ultimately, however, this process reflected back the
semantics of my own working methods. Even though I had worked with other artists in a
group situation for This ‘Me’ of Mine prior to starting my PhD, Phantom would move the
research into an area of expanded multiplicity and intertextual narratives within the work,
which brought another set of conditions for me to consider.
I wanted to understand how to make sense of the translations happening as necessary
conditions of the practice, going from past to present, as I worked with this kind of practical methodology of reuse. Also, to better understand the dynamics within the array of
latent influences of other artists’ intertextual narratives. As I suggested earlier, this gave
impetus in my research to what Rogoff calls the curatorial; a philosophical notion where
the exhibition is ‘an event of knowledge’ (Martinon and Rogoff, 2013:ix). It is an articulation of the knowledge that comes into being in the performative moment through the
disruptions of staging a curated event. These disruptions are not the planning challenges that happen during any project. They are the unforeseen incidental occurrences that
impact how the project is perceived by those who experience it, and all the diversity represented in their experience; taking the project from something controlled to something
spontaneous, time- and site-specific. It is the moment when the divergent or synthesising
influence of the simulacrum is felt.
Therefore, this chapter will describe the Phantom project and its constructs, which led to a
surprising manifestation of the simulacrum. Since the outcomes of the interrogative array
were unexpected instances of simulacral influences, it will be beneficial to contextualise
these events through Rogoff’s philosophical concept of the curatorial and her understanding of the event of knowledge, which happens through the exhibition. However, this
discussion does not take up the semantic debate of curating vs. the curatorial,16 rather
it explores how the philosophical notion of the curatorial envelopes multiplicity leading
to a wider discussion of criticality and the production of knowledge in practice research.
Polyphony: what lies within
The Phantom premise set out to consider simulacra and the autobiographical in more
depth; positing latency as an element of simulacra, and translation as an element of an
autobiographical, or individual, subjectivity. It would explore the intersection of interpretation, readability and signification, while also considering any divergence that happened
within these convergences. To activate this enquiry, I selected a single work from each
artist invited to participate, myself included. One artist had two works selected because

16 In ‘Curating/Curatorial,’ von Bismarck and Rogoff (2012) discuss the differences between
these two terms at length, and debate the necessity of either folding one into the other (von
Bismarck’s position), or separating them in order to grasp the potentialities they present so that
they can be reunited (Rogoff’s position).
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I could not decide between them. I asked each of them to make three to five new works
based on my selection.
For many of the artists this was a very unusual brief and an alien way of working. For
others, it was familiar. After the solo array of A project space called ‘I’ I knew Phantom
would be a group exhibition where I curated my work in relation to other artists’ work. I
started to think about how each artist had a unique voice, and brought with them all the
influences of their individual contexts, which were about to collide with my own set of
underlying narratives and influences. I was also beginning to realise there was a theme
of latency present in my practice, where an awareness of something readable would
manifest outside of the original intentionality.
An array of questions was being posed by these conditions: how does the practice start
to define the context of its presentation? How does the context of the institution affect
such a presentation? How do these interactions affect the viewing audience? Where
does introspective artist-curator practice happen, and how does the exhibition space validate the practice? What is the role of the introspective artist-curator and how does she
work within the parameters of a project to activate it? What can such an artist-curator
bring to a project that conventional curation could not? However, what ultimately happened in the interrogation was not at all what I had anticipated.
But first, what was this latency and how did it relate to the simulacrum? And where was
its locus? In Logic of Sense, Delueze explains that for the Stoics the states of affairs,
quantities, and qualities are part of the substance that make up beings or bodies; and as
such they are in contrast to the incorporeal, the non-existent—’an extra-Being.’ He says,
‘The highest term therefore is not Being, but Something (aliquid), insofar as it subsumes
being and non-being, existence and inherence’ (Deleuze, 1969a:7). To explain this distinction, Deleuze draws a line between the corporeal with the attributed states, qualities
and quantities, and the incorporeal characteristics of the idea attributed to this impassive ‘extra-Being.’ Through association with the superficial where this impassivity is also
inefficatious, ‘the ideational or the incorporeal can no longer be anything other than an
“effect”’ (Deleuze, 1969a:7 emphasis in original).
But how has the idea suddenly become inactive, when it has been so dynamic? What
Deleuze is describing here is a passage through the limits of incorporeality forming the
entirity of all possible ideality, which becomes unlimited in the ideational and incorporal
event. ‘The infinitely divisible event is always both at once...being itself impassive, allows
the active and the passive to be interchanged’ (Deleuze, 1969a:8). The idea motivates
change, but also resides on the surface, inert as a site for interchange.
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Deleuze gives us two words: Something and effect. Both words could be applied to the
latency I was sensing in my practice. Something was happening in the work to alter
the effect of its perception. Deleuze explains that these effects are separate to simulacra because they impassively rise to the surface of things. ‘It is no longer a question of
simulacra which elude the ground and insinuate themselves everywhere, but rather a
question of effects which manifest themselves and act in their place’ (Deleuze:1969a:8).
I understand this eluded ground as a background, a context, and a situation for Being,
which the simulacrum slips away from, disassociating from these bonds. However, for
Deleuze, this manifestation of effects acting in the place of simulacra happen on the surface of things, not in their depths. Whereas the simulacrum takes place from a depth,
from what Deleuze calls the ‘sub-representative domain’ (1968:83). This is a submerged
depth where a chaotic ‘plurality of centres, a superposition of perspectives, a tangle
of points of view, a coexistence of moments which essentially distort representation’
(Deleuze, 1968:67) forcing movement.
Effect is both literal, as in a physical surface, but also metaphorically at the edge of a
boundary between something and nothing where ideas are situated. This surface is the
border’s edge; the ‘incorporeal limit.’ That which is no longer corporeal, now forms the
total state of idea. It is through these effects, through Something (aliquid) in a subsumed
‘is’ and ‘is not’ that the idea of a work changes utterly. These effects and this Something
are latency; whether it is repetition which manifests what is not visible, an instability causing an invisible but noticeable surface change, or the recurrence of forgotten memories
that take shape in the realm of the symbolic. The subsumed ‘is’ and ‘is not’ takes intention and turns it into something other; something beyond intention. Meaning is formed
not from intentionality, but from the manifestation of an altered occurrence; where the
‘most concealed becomes the most manifest’ (Deleuze, 1969a:8) in a transmutation of
effect. Even though it is through simulacra that difference emerges, latency and simulacra work together; both at the surface and from within, manifesting invisible movements
in a changed visible effect, and ultimately a changed idea.
However, it is important to emphasise here, the constitution of this depth, the place of
this within should not be seen as something presupposed a priori. The simulacrum is immanent, being indistinguishable from displacement and an emergence which conveys its
own origin as it constitutes that origin. ‘The paradoxical situation of the beginning, here,
is that it is itself a result, and that it remains external to that which it causes to begin’
(Deleuze, 1969a:226).
Therefore, the simulacrum does not inform or define a situation, it transforms it. The notion of latency as a changed effect, a changed idea, was an aspect of APSCI that came
to the fore through the exhibition, both in terms of the narratives at work within the exhi55

Figure 25: Fade ©2014 Jane Boyer. L: image before exhibition with mysterious pink area and fading. R:
image after exhibition. Reprography on found photograph, 25 x 20 cm.

bition, and within the artworks themselves. Latency became visible through one work in
particular, a found photograph that I had treated to the reprographic process by passing
it through my desktop printer to print digital imagery from some of my past work onto the
surface of the photograph (Figure 25). Living with the image in my workspace, I began
to see a pink glow that appeared faintly on its surface. At first, I was not aware of the
change, thinking it was there in the original image, but I began to see it deepen in tone
with exposure to light. Then it became apparent that the photograph was highly unstable,
and the image was degrading—badly. This notion of latency as a changed readability, an
affected surface, a manifestation of what we call imagination and memory in its unseen
state becoming form through a process of actualisation, intrigued me as a possibility for
animating my discussion of the simulacrum going forward in the research. I saw latency as a characteristic of the way simulacra manifested as an influence; in this instance,
something becoming visible without the immediate recognition as change, or a visible
effect without an apparent source.
Another way I could see this happening in the research involved a surprising change
in imagery as I made new works from old, where structure and form appeared through
replication of an original that showed neither structure nor form. For example, the texture in the image in Figure 26 is the most noticeable feature of the photograph; having
no apparent three-dimensionality. However, used as the basis for a digitally replicated
composite image (Figure 27), it presents distinct topographical features of highlights and
shadow giving a sense of rectangular objects sitting on a ground in a gridded formation;
something clearly not readable in the original. Feeling this a fertile strand to explore, I
started to develop the premise for Phantom to investigate latency further. I could see
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Figure 26: Graphite (original) ©2009 Jane Boyer. Digital photograph, 15 x 11 cm at 300dpi.

an entangled relationship between latency, polyphony, or the many voices the artists
would bring to the project, and the translations that would be necessary in the presence
of these voices. I decided illuminating this relationship between latency, polyphony, and
translation would be the premise for Phantom.
Realising that the topic of translation was also becoming a pressing issue in the research, I remembered using a quote from Mikhail Bakhtin for This ‘Me’ of Mine. Looking
more closely into his writing, his notion of the polyphonic narrative resonated with me as
a useful concept to employ for Phantom because of the prospect of working with other
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Figure 27: Graphite ©2015 Jane Boyer. Dye-sublimation print on aluminium, 92 x 90 cm.

artists in the second array. Bakhtin explained this notion lies in the fact of the individualistion of each voice when combined together. In terms of individual will, he said, polyphony
happens when the ‘combination of several wills takes place’ superceeding the boundaries of the individual and in effect, ‘the artistic will of polyphony is...a will to the event’
(Bakhtin, 1963:21).
Bakhtin was also a proponent of the notion of the dialogic, which is relevant to polyphony. Simply speaking, seeing ourselves dialogically means we recognize that
we are a ‘we’ rather than an ‘I’. Interestingly, this raises some points of objecthood.
In describing the work of Dostoevsky, Bakhtin explained his novels were structured
by the interaction of numerous psyches, none of whom become objects for the other totally. According to Bakhtin, this compels the viewer (his word) to participate in
the narrative because there is no support structure for the viewer who would objectify the event of the narrative. There is no third non-participating narrative voice for
the viewer/reader to identify with. ‘And this is not a weakness of the author but his
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greatest strength. By this means a new authorial position is won and conquered, one
located above the monologic position’ (Bakhtin, 1963:18).17 I found myself in a similar
position for Phantom. My authorial position as curator was not a third non-participating one. As an introspective artist-curator, I was both in and outside this authorial
role placed in an activated position with the viewer, who had no single narrative
structure to stand outside of, but who was drawn into a polyphony of narratives.
I opened the premise statement for Phantom with the adapted quote below as an example of how the dialogic functions. I felt this discussion would be applicable to selves,
and thus applied, could begin to explain the complexity I faced in my practice, and in
Phantom. I also felt making this adaptation to an already altered quotation could be an
intriguing way to illustrate how I was thinking about translation for the project. To explore
these ideas, I exchanged word for self in the following quote to make my point:
Directed toward its object, a [self] enters a dialogically agitated and tense environment of alien [selves], evaluations and accents, is woven into their complex interrelationships, merges with some, recoils from others, intersects with
yet a third group: and all this may in an essential manner shape the [self],
may leave a trace in all its semantic layers, may complicate its expression
and influence its entire stylistic profile. (Shepherd, 2011:n.p.)
This translation from word to self brought these concepts into the realm of the autobiographical by articulating the kinds of tensions we experience as selves colliding with
other selves. And I wanted it to function as an example of how, just within the boundaries
of Phantom, this kind of dialogical dynamic could be understood in the project. Therefore,
raising awareness of the nuanced dialogical tensions through the use of this modified
statement in the premise statement activated the individual experience of the artists as
a part of the fabric of the exhibition. This became a kind of objectification of the autobiographical within the project, which brought translation into play. Therefore, Everyone who
engaged with the exhibition would be challenged to translate the individual work into the
narrative of the exhibition.

17 Daphna Erdinast-Vulcan makes an interesting comment on this unmerged voice which
Bakhtin valued so highly in Dostoevsky. She says: ‘Rather than a keeper of boundary-lines
Bakhtin reads Dostoevsky as an apostle of liminality: “The threshold, the foyer, the corridor, the
landing, the stairway, its steps, doors opening onto the stairway, gates to front and back yards,
and beyond these, the city: squares, streets, facades, taverns, dens, bridges, gutters. This is the
space of the novel. And in fact absolutely nothing here ever loses touch with the threshold, there
is no interior of drawing rooms, dining rooms, halls, studios, bedrooms.” This liminality is not
only spatial: more than anything, it is a question of value. The polyphonic voices of Dostoevsky’s
characters are not subsumed by that of the author, they are not contained within an overarching
axiological perspective, or “finalized” through an authorial-authoritative transgredient knowledge’
(Bakhtin, 1929 cited in Erdinast-Vulcan, 2008:7-8). In this way, the liminality becomes a characteristic of the characters through being unhitched from the author’s voice, not just the space in
which the narratives are situated. And for Phantom, it was something of this liminal characteristic
I was hoping to capture through invoking the polyphonic narrative in the project.
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It may be better to describe the dialogic as intertextuality, to incorporate all these notions
and to convey the complexity they evoke. Graham Allen (2011), in the second edition of
Intertextuality, explains that texts are generally considered by theorists to have no inherent meaning, but derive meaning from a tissue of relations comprised of the systems,
codes and traditions previously established by other works. Reading traverses this network of relations. ‘Meaning becomes something which exists between a text and all the
other texts to which it refers and relates, moving out from the independent text into a
network of textual relations’ (Allen, 2011:1). Bakhtin is one of the primary theorists Allen
discusses to explain intertextuality. Allen explains that the term ‘intertextuality’ is never
transparent, or immediately evident, so it cannot be used to indicate anything other than
complexity. This is also applicable to artworks as texts, as I have already mentioned. In
Chapter 4, I discuss this reasoning more closely.
For now, it is important to recognise a comparable network of intertextual connections
described by Allen were also there in the artworks chosen and being made for Phantom,
which accounts for the significant complexity underlying the project. Through this multiplicity, translation as a concept became central to the Phantom enquiry because of the
many layers of polyphonic discourse, meaning, and memory necessary to bring into
present understanding through the artists involved in the project, their artworks, and
the exhibition as a whole. Figures 28-30 highlight some of this complexity and the relationships created to facilitate these visual translations. Bringing all these strands into
understanding was necessary for me as curator, for the artists as participants, and for
the viewing audience, because otherwise the premise would have collapsed into chaotic meaninglessness. Curiously, ‘meaninglessness’ took on a forceful significance for
a different reason, and through a different function. I will come back to this in ‘The Event
Horizon of the Curatorial’ section below.
Caught up in this entanglement of connections within the project was the latent narrative
of the exhibition space and its impact on the project. Phantom was exhibited in Ruskin
Gallery at Cambridge School of Art, Anglia Ruskin University (Figures 31-34). It wasn’t
just an issue of how the exhibition would be presented in this space, but how bodies
moved through the space in a criss-crossing trajectory on the way to somewhere else.
How the active exchange of ideas that happened within the gallery and on the periphery
of its space in the art studios surrounding the gallery brought both related and unrelated
discussions into proximity with the narrative of the artworks, raising an awareness of conversations taking place behind the scene in the studios, and likewise, raising the issue
of the unknown affect the exhibition was bringing to the discussions in the studios. All of
these things meant the context of the University gallery brought an active performativity
to the conditions of viewing the exhibition. Any visitor would be aware on some level of
the flowing interchange of bodies and conversations happening within proximity of the
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Figure 28: Phantom installation detail ©2017 Jane Boyer (Curator). Artists: L.
Holly Rowan Hansen, R. Niki Hare. Image: J. Boyer.

Figure 29: Phantom installation detail ©2017 Jane Boyer (Curator). Artists: L.
Marion Piper, R. Kate Palmer. Image: J. Boyer.

Figure 30: Phantom ©2017 Jane Boyer (Curator). Artists: L. Tim Skinner, R.
Jane Boyer. Image: J. Boyer.
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Figures 31-34: Phantom at Ruskin Gallery, Cambridge ©2017 Jane Boyer (Curator). Images: J. Boyer.

exhibition, as opposed to being positioned in a commercial white cube where viewing
might take place with no interruptions or activity—in an isolated dead zone, so to speak.
Embodied criticality and the attentive presence of mind: what comes from without
This directive from me to make new work from a chosen work did three things: it positioned
the process of my studio practice as a model, which the artists attempted to emulate, but
ultimately rejected, as the force of their own practice overturned the privileged position
of mine as a model. It made the artists function within a context of translation taking my
simple request and interpreting it as they wished. This is inherently unstable because of
the persistent gap between giving and receiving information. It also required the artists
to work repetitively, temporalising their creative activity to the tempo of the project as
they considered the selected work as grounds to make new work. In essence, the artists
were taken out of their regular time frame of making work, and placed within the temporal
space and limits of the project. Their working rhythms came into step with the momentum
of Phantom, and they had to respond by either speeding up or slowing down their normal
creative pace.
To overturn the priviledged position means the original is made tenuous and uncertain in
its position as original. This is a key point for understanding the Deleuzian simulacrum.
It is in this moment that the model is challenged, where difference makes itself known
and where change occurs. In the model is the potential for repetition or copying—that
which remains static or unchanged in its replication. Deleuze explains however, through
the hidden contemplation of the thinking mind—or we could say the imagination—some62

thing new is coaxed from repetition; a divergence takes place and something different
happens. This is what my directive to the artists in Phantom posited, though at the time I
cannot claim to have thought of it in these terms. This is perhaps the ultimate latency—
manifestations of memory and the workings of imagination, which are never seen acting,
but through which all actions come into being. In short, I asked the artists to inhabit the
problem with me in order to delve deeper into the effects of simulacra and autobiographical intertextuality, to explore how latency and translation might unlock the mechanics
behind them. ‘Philosophically we might say that it is a form of ontology that is being advocated, a “living things out” which has a hugely transformative power as opposed to
pronouncing on them.’ (Rogoff, 2006:2). This is a very direct way the practice started
to define the context of its presentation—through applying its own interior workings to a
group situation, where complexity was made manifest through the exhibition rather than
remaining internalised.
As a result my studio practice was destabilised, made tenuous as a model. It became a
signifier for itself in a mirrored recursion. I had to follow my own rules taken from a practice already activated by these rules in order to make work for the exhibition. Also, my
position as curator became precarious as I relinquished control of selection and resigned
myself to working with the artworks that came from this process. The temporalised conditions of the project grounded individual artistic explorations within the boundaries of
the project, proposing unforeseen possibilities to the artists. Simply speaking, it took the
artists out of their comfort zones.
This temporalisation initiated a different kind of situation; this was the project taking form
from itself with activated thinking from the artists, not a selection of works being removed
from their contexts to fulfil a predetermined theme. Certainly, Phantom had a theme, but
its function was as much guidance to the artists as it was an exhibitionary purpose. The
artworks were not passively involved in the exhibition; that is selected, placed, and discussed by someone else. They became the beating pulse of Phantom. The artworks were
created for Phantom, within its limits and timeframe; made through the very language
used to define itself, becoming a manifestation of Something (aliquid) at the boundaries
of being and non-being. All of these things indicate a mirroring reflexivity to what introspective artist-curator practice can initiate; suggesting an expanded space between the
boundaries of studio and exhibition space as the place where the practice takes place.
My challenge to the artists ultimately reflected back a challenge to the curatorial right
of selection. Introspective artist-curator practice can embrace this kind of instability,
because the imposition of these challenges are sites for meaning-making within the
paradigm of artistic activity—and increasingly within curatorial activity. Discussing the
development of contemporary curatorial practice, O’Neill explains that ‘the exhibition can
be understood as a medium in the sense of a particular method of determining material
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practices’ (2012:89).18 However, in Phantom, the exhibition was not employed to determine the material practices of the artists involved, but to investigate the workings and
influence of the simulacrum. It manifested the persistent struggle between the image and
the language used to describe it, and the site of their inevitable convergence in the mind.
This recalls Kosuth’s Play of the Unmentionable where what was to be communicated to
a viewer could only take place in the imagination through the suggestive relationships of
images, objects and texts arranged by Kosuth within the context of the museum setting,
demonstrating ‘the power of being able to show that which cannot be said’ (Freedberg,
1992:38).
But what was being determined? What was being validated for the practice to take place
in all this destabilisation? The destabilised roles discussed so far point to the existence
of a gap. For Phantom, this gap specifically relates to those areas of translation, interpretation, relinquishment, supposition, and contemplation experienced by all participants
and viewers alike. If there is a gap, then there is also difference. It was the very difference between identities that pushed open the gaps. It was specifically in this interval
between identities where the simulacrum became visible as an interruption to the readable meaning of individual artworks that I’ll discuss below, and where my curatorial role
was destabilised. I discovered that difference is situated. It has a place—the gap, and
a time—the interval. ‘The place for the working out of difference is not the “self” or the
culture of a group. It is the topos of an argument. And the place for such an argument is
an interval’ (Rancière, 1992:62, emphasis in original).19 This gap is the site where practice takes place, or as Rancière suggests, it is the topos of the argument, the position
between two points of view or ideas. While the exhibition itself can act as the place for
such an argument, it is the interval of time—and the interval between identities—in which
the practice happens. Therefore, it is through the situation of difference, with its duality of
time and place, that the space of the exhibition validates the practice.

18 O’Neill (2012:88) is making this statement in comparison to what he calls Adorno’s dialectic
‘between culture (artists, authors, producers) and administration (managers, organizers, curators), the latter of which implies a subordinate and institutional role.’ O’Neill continues, ‘Instead of
reading medium in Adornian terms, the exhibition can be understood as a medium in the sense
of a particular method of determining material practices’ (2012:89).
19 I understand Rancière’s use of topos here to be related to the Aristotelian dialectic rather
than the Platonic dialectic. The emphasis here is on the word ‘topos,’ not on ‘argument.’ Rancière
places the emphasis for truth in the Aristotelian universality, not in the Platonic ideal. Drehe
(n.d.:135) explains, ‘Aristotle insists on the universality of the dialectical topoi, since dialectic has
universal applicability,’ therefore this relationship between universality and dialectical topoi in
Rancière’s statement indicates Aristotelian thinking. What I see in Rancière’s discourse here is a
syllogism comparing two terms, not a hypothesis of opinion as in Plato. Rancière infers Aristotle’s
notion of place in the term topos when he refers to the place of an argument being an interval.
Drehe (n.d.:131) suggests ‘for Aristotle the term had two strongly interwoven meanings, a place
out of which someone can build up an attack against an opponent and a place under which we
can group arguments.’
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From my destabilised position in Phantom I glimpsed where the boundaries of introspective artist-curator practice itself might lay. I was a facilitator of meaning-making but
without control over how that meaning ultimately manifested, or where it might lead.
However, these limits were continually deflected by the simulacrum and its influence on
the project. I felt the authorial puissance for the project, yet simultaneously comprehended the creative control of the work in the exhibition was out of my hands. In dialogical
terms, I could contemplate myself within the authorial boundaries of the project premise,
but I could not control the reflections of myself emanating from the other—the place from
which the artworks would be created by the artists. ‘I am incapable of fitting all of myself
into an object, for I exceed any object as the active [subject] of it’ (Bakhtin, c.1920-23:38).
I can be my own subject and an object for myself, but I can never coincide with myself
as the object seen because I always see myself seeing. I could construct the project and
even see myself acting within Phantom, but I could not make myself the object of that
project the way the artists could make me through the process of translation they worked
under, and it was for this reason that I could not control the artworks they made; they
worked from a position which placed me as an object to their subjecthood. Even though
my curatorial role had become precarious by letting go of control over selection, this relinquishment was necessary. It activated the dualism of criticality within the curatorial,
both as a self and an event of knowledge, situated within the gap of difference.
As the project developed, the inherent link to language through the notion of translation
took form and I wanted to explore the struggle between image and language. Durham
explains that the simulacrum is both problematic and problematising; functioning to raise
questions and problems which provoke and destabilise relations to origins, time, and
space through its repetitions, and the destabilised situation of an unobtainable horizon.
‘Through the simulacrum, one recalls, awaits, or imagines what is virtual or unactualized in the very object that one sees’ (Durham, 1998:17-18). For Deleuze, the actualised
never looks like the virtual that precedes it because the actualised originates through a
series of movements of divergence.20 Therefore, as a characteristic of the simulacrum,
the struggle between image and language springs from the progression of divergence as
a perpetual movement of difference, always suggesting what is not available in the image
and what is unsayable, unfolding as what can only be an ‘interpretive event’ (Durham,
1998:18). Through this interpretive event of the simulacrum, any narrative of beginnings
or endings can never be stabilised or determined because ‘it is the task of the contemplating subject to reinvent and narrate in their turn’ (Durham, 1998:18).

20 ‘The virtual, on the other hand, does not have to be realized, but rather actualized; and the
rules of the actualization are not those of resemblance and limitation, but those of difference or
divergence and of creation…. While the real is in the image and likeness of the possible that it realizes, the actual, on the other hand does not resemble the virtuality that it embodies.’ (Deleuze,
1966:97, emphasis in original)
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Pushing the visual into the linguistic by exploiting a latency of meaning I recognised in the
artwork titles, I used them to create a cento poem for the project. It is a poem not originating from individual authorial experience or memory, but from a multiplicity of voices
whose single utterance (in the titles), mark an unfulfilled history in a narrative without
origin. It is an actualisation of divergent realities; a virtual truth that takes form from its
own event of interpretive iteration.

Phantom
Views, version.
At the moment of being seen,
A cropped: remainder,
A centre fold
(those bombs keep dropping)
How I learned to stop worrying?
Nothing is Forever, Forever is Nothing,
(those bombs keep dropping)
69125 (multiple codes in simultaneous places),
are, is, was, am.
A conference…
Ever drifting uncertainty, becomes a fall line:
Indeterminacy with no other setting than itself.
However, it is important to emphasise this was a development that presented itself
through the research, and is a good example of Rogoff’s notion of the curatorial as an
event of knowledge. Creating such a poem was not part of my curatorial intention when
selecting the original works. This begins to illustrate the inherent intertextuality to the research. It also reflects Rogoff’s contention that meaning comes from a connectedness
whose circuits of meaning are completed by participants through projected subjectivity
and through the temporality of the event; that artworks, exhibitions and other forums of
culture do not have immanent meanings, but present fields of possibility within the performative function of observation where meaning takes place in time with the event, in
what she calls an embodied criticality.21 Meaning offered itself to an attentive presence of
mind as possibilities were created by the project through the collision of the diverse ideas
and the many voices of past influences of the participants.
Taking this idea further to its logical conclusion, I invited poet Caron Freeborn to write and
perform a poem based on this cento poem. This was generally in line with the rules given
to the other artists, with the exception that her starting point was not her own words, but

21 In ‘“Smuggling” – A Curatorial Model’, Rogoff explains ‘criticality, is a state of duality in which
one is at one and the same time, both empowered and disempowered, knowing and unknowing…
it would seem that criticality is in itself a mode of embodiment, a state from which one cannot exit
or gain a critical distance but which rather marries our knowledge and our experience in ways
that are not complimentary’ (Rogoff, 2006:2).
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the words of others. This placed translation in direct relation to divergence—the autobiographical in relation to the simulacral. As Caron entered the process of translating the
visual into language, her work naturally diverged in meaning and form, becoming something other. The result was a narrative poem called The Voice, which she continued to
develop and perform beyond the limits of Phantom.
Caron found the elusiveness of meaning in the artworks to be particularly challenging.
The Voice explored the always-fated-to-fail aspect of translation of two people who struggled with daily communications, one a stutterer who became a selective mute, the other
a Tourette’s sufferer whose tick was to sing lyrics of other people’s songs. Caron’s efforts
to draw meaning from the artworks manifested as a complex world of incomprehensible
signs, misunderstood intentions and a fallback to an inevitable state of destabilised being, where the gap between communication and comprehension could not be resolved.
The event horizon of the curatorial: the situation
Drawing relationships between latency, temporalisation, translation, repetition, and intertextuality for Phantom, formed a kind of syntax of the simulacrum within the project. This
syntactical relationship became the mechanism that coaxed the simulacrum to show
itself within the exhibition, but as it did so, it nudged any graspable meaning forever forward out of reach; revealing not what was possible within these syntactical functions, but
the limits of the readable in the syntax of the simulacrum. This was the point the viewer
became activated in the polyphonic narrative of the exhibition; where the individual and
the network perpetually folded out from each other through the auotbiographical.
Considering how I would present the exhibition in the gallery, I thought about the network
of communications and influences represented by the artworks; about the movement of
bodies in the space; and about the latent discussions taking place in relation to the space
which impacted on the space and those who moved through it. The word ‘matrix’ came
to mind. A Google search presented a set of definitions which all related to the project in
a variety of ways, especially in this idea: matrix is ‘an organisational structure in which
two or more lines of command, responsibility, or communication may run through the
same individual.’ This convinced me I should present an exhibition as matrix. For me,
this meant abandoning the conventional invisible hang-line used in so many previous
exhibitions in the gallery for an activated, jostled and continuous seam of artworks running around the extent of the gallery walls, using the whole of the available space at my
disposal, and engaging with the gallery’s challenging architectural features—of which
there were many.
Writing of Dean’s exhibition, An Aside (2005), Green explains that exhibitions curated
by artist-curators are often proxies and signs of the artist-curator’s presence or thinking,
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who are accountable for generating new meanings for and through the artworks in an
exhibition. This results in what Green (2018:133) says exemplifies one of the functions
specific to artist-curator practice, ‘no matter what its subject-matter or means of showing: the artist appears more able than the curator or historian to find meanings in works
that are of direct relevance to viewers,’ where artist-curators are metaphorically present and may virtually stand, even if not actually present, in the event moment with the
viewer through the presence they initiate within the exhibition. I would go a step further
and suggest, more than standing with the viewer, the introspective artist-curator actively
engages the viewer in the event moment—or the exhibition horizon—through the autobiographical, inviting what the viewer brings to the situation as the catalyst for making
meaning. This manifests as a realization that my accountability for meaning-making has
limitations, and the exhibition text will transform into something other. Ultimately, each
individual who experiences the exhibition will make their own meaning and carry it away
in unforeseen ways, to unknown ends.
While the simulacrum is limitless, it renders the limits of the real, diffusing what we know
into a state of meaninglessness. ‘For, in fact, the simulacrum does not determine any
meaning: it is of the order of appearance in the shattering of time’ (Foucault, 1964:128). It
collapses time equally through divergence and synthesis, and opens an insurmountable
distance between the contemplating subject and the object of contemplation. Therefore,
we can never realise the image projected by the simulacrum as defined and knowable
because everything is returned at once, while the simulacrum simulates something other than it returns. Foucault explains that there is a difference between linguistic signs
who take meaning from the interplay of other signs, but there are other signifiers with a
different structure, where meaning is not designated but where meaning comes from reference to a model. ‘There is not a tree in the Scripture, not a living or withered plant that
does not refer to the tree of the Cross—to that timber carved out of the First Tree at the
foot of which Adam succumbed,’ explains Foucault. ‘In essence it is a simulacrum, saying
everything at the same time, and constantly simulating something other than what it says.
It offers an image dependent on a truth that is always receding’ (Foucault, 1964:127-8).
However, such an originary model for the narrative of Phantom could not be located
because the simulacrum allowed ‘for the work to slip away in the commentary that is nevertheless its only form of existence’ (Foucault, 1964:133). The narrative of what the works
said of themselves in the exhibition—beyond any commentary I provided in an effort to
frame the parameters of the project—became amalgamated with a narrative that came
only from its own form, conveying the works’ texts away from themselves. The exhibition
formed a narrative of all that was not present in the event, and as this narrative took form,
it at once turned the readable unreadable, forcing a distance between the visible and the
communicable. The simulacrum was perceived in a surprising and an uncanny cohesion
to the work as presented through the exhibition installation, synthesising the artist’s work
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into what many visitors thought was work by an individual artist rather than ten different
artists. Ultimately it rendered the cohesion inaccessible. The pieces fit together, but resisted all attempts to return anything other than the form from which it took form.
Samantha Lackey, who reviewed Dean’s exhibition, explained that along with themes
of circularity, repetition, ritual and chance, An Aside presented a persistant doubling of
image and idea, self and other. ‘That is to say, the whole exhibition could be read as
self-portrait or at least an autobiographical retelling of a journey of discovery undertaken
by Dean herself’ (Lackey, 2005:n.p.). Lackey concluded An Aside ‘is an exhibition where
the trace of the artist/curator is insistently present in these connections but where there is
also an excess of space for the viewer to insert themselves and their own stories.’ Green
supports this notion. ‘Autobiography is a strong current, I would argue, in curatorial work
by artists’ (Green, 2018:143). She explains there is a self-definition of the artist wihin the
form of the exhibition, first through the act of selection, then through a process of deconstruction and reconstruction of the exhibitionary framework, foregrounding ‘the fact that
everything is there due to the artist’ (Green, 2018:146).22
However, in Phantom the simulacrum was another influence at work, posing problems
and raising questions. Deleuze explains a trust in the negative23 has led us astray from
the positive work of the simulacrum which determines problems where we realise the
power of creation. ‘We must say both that being is full of positivity and pure affirmation,
and that there is (non)-being which is the being of the problematic, the being of problems
and questions, not the being of the negative’ (Deleuze, 1968:338). This statement by
Deleuze affirms the existence of the simulacrum as a force, a presence, and an active
agent in the sense of a poser of problems and questions. The questions I posed for the
exhibition premise were superficial in that they were exterior to the problem of how this
work would come together in Phantom. Whereas, the problems actualised by the simulacral processes came internally from the conditions of the project. I set the conditions,
but the simulacrum raised the problems. Rather than claiming authorship of Phantom,
I prefer to think that I brought about an occasion to expand intentions where the artists
could participate in moving beyond the limitations of their own practice, just as I found
curating allows me to do with my studio practice, and viewers could engage their memories and fantasies in the situation.

22 This discussion of the artist defining him or herself through the exhibition is in relation to
Daniel Buren: A Fresco (2016).
23 Deleuze found a ‘long history of the distortion of the dialectic, which culminates with Hegel’
where difference and its differential function have been replaced by the negative. He says,
‘Instead of being defined by a (non)-being which is the being of problems and questions [the
simulacrum], the dialectical instance is now defined by a non-being which is the being of the
negative’ (1968:337).
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This idea of expanding intentions recalls John Cage’s Rolywholyover A Circus (1993)
where ‘All aspects of the composition incorporated methodologies of indeterminacy to
create a work without one focus or center [sic]’ (KPST, n.d.). Initiated by Julie Lazar,
curator of Los Angeles Museum of Contemporary Art at the time, it was Cage’s idea to
create a composition for a museum, not an exhibition. One work was chosen through
chance operation from a variety of participating museums in the vicinity, thereby initiating
new connections to be made by viewers when these items were placed in relationship
to artworks in a second randomised process of selection. The conceptual premise was
designed to collapse hierarchies, creating a dynamic environment of enjoyment giving
viewers ‘the opportunity to become more aware of the possibilities of self-government’
(Lazar, 2010 cited in Skurvida, 1993:230).
Within such indeterminacy, all intentions—all horizons—are expanded, and polyphony
becomes an activated methodological approach to communication. Expansion becomes
a function of polyphony. As Lackey mentions in her review for An Aside, ‘the works derive
meanings directly from both their original contexts and nudging up against each other’
(2005:n.p.). And Skurvida writes, ‘Cage conceived of chance operations as a means to
actualize the non-qualitative differences in a field of limitless multiplicity’ (1993:231). This
made visible what would otherwise remain latent within a work, excluded from a function
of multiplicity. Therefore, as An Aside and Rolywholyover A Circus illustrated, there is
ample room for original narratives, new constructs, curatorial thematics, and the viewer’s
own polyphony, within the space—the topos—of an artist-curated exhibitionary event.
My experience with Phantom suggests it is the presence of each of these in equal measure that allows for meaning to shift within the curatorial event of knowledge, presenting
new and unexpected possibilities through synthesis and divergence that might not otherwise come about.
Starting in the middle: the proposition
There is a distinction between the promise offered by curating, and the curatorial which
disrupts that promise, ‘it breaks up this stage, yet produces a narrative which comes into
being in the very moment in which an utterance takes place, in that moment in which the
event communicates’ (Martinon and Rogoff, 2013:ix). This kind of utterance happened in
Phantom. Moreover, there was a sense of no distinct beginning or end within the space
of that utterance, just a recursion of what was already there. This created certain ‘operational logics’ (Rogoff, 2015:n.p.).
Discussing the dynamics of non-governmental organisations (NGOs) as a model for finding new cultural structures and knowledges,24 Rogoff says ‘important are the ways in
24 While Rogoff’s concern in ‘Starting in the Middle: NGOs and Emergent Forms of Cultural
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which resulting activity may be a set of accidental, informal sociabilities that emerge
through encounters within the work but become the actual fabric of the work’ (Rogoff,
2015:n.p.). There was a similar set of interactions impacting the work in Phantom in a
way that was comparable to Rogoff’s statement. My desire to understand the translations happening as I made new work from old originated as a condition of the immediacy
of my practice, and were nothing if not complex. It was a condition of the multiplicity of
engagements where diverse strands of activity become embodied in the work itself. I
discovered Phantom was an entity that functioned at the nexus of convergent realities,
fluidly changing positions as realities shifted. To explain the set of conditions, permissions and multiplicities at work in the project, it is helpful to consider Rogoff’s model of
the NGO,25 where within a fluctuating complexity and self-direction, the stakeholders
running an NGO are implicated in both the production and the reception of an output.
I discovered that my position in Phantom was like Rogoff’s stakeholder, ‘placed in the
middle, somewhere in-between edification and the manic hyperactivity of participation
as part of their very fabric—being producer, consumer, and actor at one and the same
time’ (2015:n.p.). Rogoff claims that the condition of multiplicity forms the ‘fabric’ of both
the work of the NGO and the stakeholders who function within it. And it is from this condition of multiplicity, along with an engaged audience, that new knowledges are made.
Nietzsche makes reference to this notion of an inhabited multiplicity. In The Birth of
Tragedy, Nietzsche explains that it is only in a fusion between the act of creativity and
contemplating the archetypal creative—what he calls, ‘the primordial artist of the world’:
…does [the artist] know anything about the eternal nature of art, only in that
state in which (as in the weird picture of fairy tales) he can miraculously turn
his eyes and contemplate himself. Now he is simultaneously subject and object, all at once poet, actor and spectator. (Nietzsche, 1872:18)
So, taking a cue from Rogoff and Nietzsche, my practice and the shifting positions I inhabit within it, including the positions I held in Phantom, are all contingent on a diversity
of engagements and activities; along with a sense of miraculously looking back at myself
in contemplation.

Instatutions’ (2015) is about cultural production in a context of Neoliberalism, there are some general resonances for Phantom, as I will discuss.
25 Rogoff takes NGOs as a model for how we form knowledge now. An NGO is an entity
whose starting point comes from current conditions affecting a lived reality, rather than starting
from within a hierarchy of existing knowledge. For example, an organisation which forms to offer
project space to migrant communities in need of expressive outlets, rather than the museum in a
multi-cultural city working to address its colonial past. In this developing research Rogoff postulates the model of the NGO as working from the middle where conditions and permissions guide
the work of knowledge production, rather than from a post-structural episteme of foundational
(accrued) knowledge (Tribbensee, 2015).
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Figure 35: Phantom A3 poster. Design: J. Boyer.

For example, one way these converging realities synthesised within Phantom was in a
harmonious mix of colour that ran throughout the exhibition, which was not apparent to
any great extent in the original curatorial selections. Figure 35 shows nine of the original
10 artworks chosen for the project. I had chosen nearly monochromatic works of black
and white, and muted tones of browns, greys, and dirty whites, with one exception of red
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which appeared in a video work. But the work that was returned through the exhibition
premise and its process was a remarkably coordinated set of reds, purples, cyans, blues,
yellows and greens. There is no accounting for this, other than to admit the construction
of knowledge through the event of the project. In this case, the constructed knowledge
being an expression through colour. The artists all denied any influence from the other
artists, and claimed to only be concerned with their own thinking when making new work.
However, I believe as the artists shared work in progress on the Phantom blogsite these
colours became activated in their thinking, becoming embodied through the practice as
they worked.
If we relate the elements of the Phantom premise and the selections I made to Deleuze’s
elements of a proposition in Logic of Sense, we can start to see how the development of
the colour was something more than chance. Deleuze explains there are three distinct
relations in a proposition. ‘The first is called denotation or indication: it is the relation of
the proposition to an external state of affairs (datum)’ (1969a:13). Duleuze goes on to say
this state of affairs is singular, including ‘particular bodies, mixtures of bodies, qualities,
quantities, and relations.’ In Phantom, the proposition asks how we use polyphonic narratives to convey ourselves in daily situations. Phantom itself was the denotation; it was
the state of affairs in which the artists were invited to make new work from a selected
work. This sets up the association of the words in the proposition to the particular images
selected for the project which represent the state of affair of the project. At this point it is
not known whether the associations are inate or contrived, relative or arbitrary, but what
is important is to recognise there are certain words or linguistic elements that ‘function
in all cases as empty forms for the selection of images, and hence for the denotation of
each state of affairs’ (Deleuze, 1969a:13).
There are certain words which function as empty signifiers. These words are not universal concepts, but are indexical. They point to where meaning may fill the blanks thereby
realising the indexical as true. If the indexicals cannot be filled, the result is false. For example, in the Phantom proposition, the indexical words are ‘we,’ ‘polyphonic,’ ‘narratives,’
and ‘convey.’ These words do not yet have specific meaning in the proposition, they only
point to where specific meaning must go for there to be an actualised outcome.
The second relation in the proposition is called ‘manifestation,’ and it relates to the subject of the proposition—the one who speaks. ‘Manifestation therefore is presented as
a statement of desires and beliefs which correspond to the proposition... it makes denotation possible, and inferences form a systematic unity from which the associations
derive’ (Deleuze, 1969a:14). Manifestation within the proposition is where the individual
concerned expresses herself, making desires and beliefs known within the context of the
proposition. For Phantom, this was a case of ten individuals exerting their desires and
beliefs for the state of affairs (the exhibition); inferring from the original selected images
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Figures 36-37: Phantom, 26 Jan to 18 Feb 2017 at Ruskin Gallery, Cambridge School of Art, Anglia Ruskin University. Curated by Jane Boyer. Images: J. Boyer.

a relevant group of muted hues in red, cyan, blue, purple, yellow and green. This manifested as a systematic unity of bold tones of the same red, cyan, blue, purple, yellow and
green for the exhibition. Desire for an expression of these colours coupled with a belief in
their relevance to the project made possible the denotation of a unified colour schematic,
giving meaning to the empty ‘we,’ ‘polyphonic,’ ‘narrative,’ and ‘convey’ in the proposition.
Therefore, the question ‘how do we use polyphonic narratives to convey ourselves in
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daily situations?’ becomes ‘We ten artists speak our experience through colour, where
colour is a coded expression of experience, to project our individuality within a context of
selection and repetition.’
‘We ought to reserve the term “signification” for a third dimension of the proposition’
(Deleuze: 1969a:14). Here, signification refers to generalities, and the syntax of the concept—what is implied in the demonstration of the indirect process of the proposition
whose outcome it renders possible. For Phantom, the proposition was a premise. In the
exhibition premise statement, I say: These are the kinds of translations we go through as
selves, along with the translations of understanding in the communications we engage
with daily. We use this multiplicity of meaning to manoeuvre through situations, using the
polyphonic narrative, the multiple voices that have influenced and formed us, to convey
ourselves. This conveyance is a simulacrum of the self, a transient image of who we are,
what has influenced us, and how we make use of it, displayed in an instant of repeated
multiplicity.
The premise signified a correlation with the indirect influence of the simulacra, where
the potential to understand meanings was diverted and disrupted, resulting in a demonstration of the process of translation that happens in the course of communications.
The revelation of the possible conditions of multiplicity (the polyphonic narrative) through
which communications pass as information is transferred from individual to individual,
marking the destabilised relationship that exists between image and language, where
images can remain ambiguous and language can fail to explain. Therefore, ‘The logical value of signification or demonstration [is] the condition of truth, the aggregate of
conditions under which the proposition “would be” true’ (Deleuze,1969a:15, emphasis in
original). The resulting condition of truth was an appearance of continuity through colour,
but also a disrupted and displaced meaning which could not find purchase in the image
where meaning settled (Figures 36-37).
It may help to characterise this occurrence in the terms Rogoff uses to explain criticality,
although it is a word she sees as not fully satisfying to explain her meaning. She explains
what intests her in this concept ‘is that it brings together that being studied and those doing the studying, in an indelible unity’ (2006:2), where it is not possible to stand outside
the problem and objectify it. We may be armed with theoretical knowledge to make highly sophisticated analyses, but we also live the conditions we try to analyse. ‘Therefore,’
Rogoff continues, ‘criticality, is a state of duality in which one is at one and the same
time, both empowered and disempowered, knowing and unknowing.’ Within the duration
of physical engagement with a problem a shift in understanding can occur through the
modalities of the enquiry producing knowledge, rather than simply passing judgement on
the problem from a distance. We might surmise then: the artists being given a monochromatic selection as their original to work from felt the oppression of this edict. While living
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the conditions of what they were trying to come to terms with through their participation
in the project, resulted in a creative rebellion against, or in some cases, a symmetry with
the selector’s choice and their own past experience of decision-making; leading to a collective expression of coherent colour in the new work.
In her statements Rogoff goes on to suggest that the conditions of criticality produce a
dissonant marriage of knowledge and experience, resulting in a profound frustration at
the unalleviated conditions we experience. She suggests this may not result in answers,
but a heightened awareness and the possibility of new ways to inhabit the problem. I
found in Phantom, this frustration lead to a kind of solidarity in the efforts and expressions of the artists working separately together under willingly imposed conditions.
Rogoff bases her thinking in the philosophy of Deleuze, who may explain this synthesis best through his thesis on Nietzsche. Claiming that we misunderstand Nietzsche’s
concept of Eternal Return if we think it is the same that returns; that is, a reliving of the
exact experiences already lived which would represent our existence. ‘It is not being that
returns but rather the returning itself that constitutes being’ (Deleuze, 1962:45) The exact experiences don’t repeat (the muted tones were not repeated), but a cyclic returning
of different experiences of the same sort form our being (the appearance of intensified
colour in place of the muted shades). Deleuze continues, ‘the eternal return [sic] must be
thought of as a synthesis; a synthesis of time and its dimensions, a synthesis of diversity
and its reproduction, a synthesis of becoming and the being which is affirmed in becoming, a synthesis of double affirmation’ (1962:45). As such, the colour manifested through
the artworks in Phantom was expressive of this kind of synthesis where the duration
and conditions of the project brought together the diversity of individual experiences, reproducing working methods and patterns applied to constructed constraints. Within this
synthesis an expression of individuality through colour was affirmed at the same time as
the unity of the exhibition came into being.
In contrast to the synthesising influence of colour, there was a profound disruption to
the artistic intent conveyed by the artworks, while still presenting a clear intentionality to the work. This generated fascination, perplexity, and frustration in the audience
because viewers could not keep a grasp on meaning, as communication, which persistently shifted away from the object in view. Because viewers could not keep hold on the
communication, they could find no purchase to make their own meaning. This disruptive
effect gave Phantom its character. The work was distinct in its individual presence, while
simultaneously being perceived as part of a whole with the exhibition; it was at once singular and networked. The artistic intentionality, which we might have expected to engage
in the individual artworks as creations of an individual artist, shifted away from the individual and settled in the conglomerate whole of the exhibition where it could not be read
because it had not come from any such existing whole. Communication was frustrated in
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the works because of a disrupted legibility of the readable. Recognisable patterns which
would normally lead to meaning-making were dislocated away from the work into a unity
not born of the work. So, while there was a visual cohesion to the work and the installation, there was not a stable narrative which generated that cohesion. Unlike Barré’s
paintings, as I discussed in Chapter 1, where an exploration of difference made the series, the disruptive effect in Phantom was difference connecting to the matrixial whole of
unity. It was an unlinking of the visual solidarity of the work’s image from its objecthood,
and snapping-to-grid of another entity entirely!
This may indicate the contention discussed by Allen that there are no inherent meanings in texts, or in this case, artworks. ‘Texts, whether they be literary or non-literary,
are viewed by modern theorists as lacking in any kind of independent meaning’ (Allen,
2011:1). If meaning can be so easily shifted away from the original intent of the artist,
it would suggest that any meaning instilled by the artist is implicated in the contexts or
network of connections conjured by the artist through the work close to its site of origin
in the studio, or perhaps within the event of its first exhibition. But remove the work from
such an originary context, or by adding other contextual influences to the work, the inherent condition of not containing meaning becomes activated as other narratives start
to interact with and influence the work. Then there may also be what the work says of
itself; the presence it projects, the narrative of its specific materiality, or lack thereof, or
the contradictions such a presence and material/immaterial duality pose, as juxtaposed
within the artwork.
Daniel Burren suggested these issues when discussing the function of the studio back
in the 70s:
The work is made in a specific place which it cannot take into account. All
the same, it is there that it was ordered, forged, and only there may it be
truly said to be in place. The following contradiction becomes apparent: it is
impossible by definition for a work to be seen in place; still, the place where
we see it influences the work even more than the place in which it was made
and from which it has been cast out. Thus when the work is in place, it does
not take place (for the public), while it takes place (for the public) only when
not in place, that is, in the museum. (Burren, 1971:53-4)
Burren is suggesting there may be no reckoning for why work exists, but exist it does,
because it is linked to its place of origin—the artist’s studio—however that space may be
defined. Therefore, because this place or origin is essentially a private place, the work
does not take place—is not activated—until it is outside this place of origin. It cannot act,
or ‘take place’ to use Burren’s term, in its place because there is no one to activate it
but the artist; but it acts for the viewer when it is out of its place and influenced by other
contexts. And because such a displacement happens, the artwork naturally opens up or
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empties out, as the case may be. In the next chapter, we will see how the artwork takes
place for the viewer in the museum.

Figure 38: St Barbara from The Conjugated Museum ©2018 Jane Boyer. Digital image UV
printed on bible paper, 45 x 32 cm.
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Chapter 4: The Conjugated Museum

The Conjugated Museum, the third and final array in my study, is the result of a yearlong research residency at The Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge. This project proposed
working with a public gallery space. As a public space, the museum reputation and profile meant that I was not invited to exhibit or present any of the work I made during the
residency in the space or to the museum’s audience. The work I made would remain
outside of the museum’s sphere of visibility.
Considering how I could work with a public space was the one of the biggest challenges
I faced in my research because I had not yet attained this level of exposure in my professional practice. A fellow researcher had recently approached The Fitzwilliam Museum
with a proposal, and I thought this might be a possibility for my project. I contacted the
Head of Exhibitions at the museum, who welcomed my proposal.
Along with the written proposal, I had included a group of twelve images that I had made
as examples of the kind of work I was proposing for the project, which would have been
placed in relation to the original works I photographed in the museum. These images
helped secure support for the project. However, while the curatorial committee was intrigued by the project, they did not approve it because they felt it would have been too
intrusive to the museum galleries. I asked if I could modify the project to take these objections into account and resubmit the proposal. I was allowed to do that and was successful
the second time. My project was accepted, and I would work directly with the Head of
Exhibitions for a year.
In this project I took the affordance of smart-phone photography in museums as the
mechanism to explore the way looking naturally involves the intuitive tug of things forgotten. The act of looking became the object of interrogation to uncover the way in which
seeing spans the gap between intuitive selection and memory. I set a rule to only photograph objects that pulled me in, through attraction or a kind of repellent fascination. This
produced a set of selected objects with which I felt some kind of connection, even though
I did not know why or what the connection was.
From this point I started to work with a different kind of intuition to manipulate these images digitally. I would select an image from my set, then responding visually to the image
on my screen I made new imagery from these historical works of art. I discovered after
a period of literature review on a few of these original works that I was picking up on
clues in the artwork that was directing my decision-making in the changes I made to the
imagery. In other words, I found the artworks were speaking for themselves in ways that
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connected to my personal narrative. The imagery I created was based in my own fantasies of the works I was seeing, but these fantasies had a basis in the reality of the origins
of the artwork, which I will explore in the discussion to follow.
I made over forty digital images for the project. However, not being permitted to exhibit
any of the work in the Museum was a frustration for me and the Head of Exhibitions. His
efforts to bring the work I was doing to the attention of members of the curatorial team
were a disappointment because of what seemed to be a culture of exclusion. So, while I
could not plan an exhibition for this work at the Museum, I did create a transparent book
and an animated video simulating the experience of viewing the transparent book, which
served as a final conclusion to the project and was a curatorial process in itself.
Selection was a key factor in the whole project, first by selecting the objects to photograph in the Museum, deciding which images to make into a re-visioned outcome, and
then selecting the images to include in the book. There was no selection involved in
making the video; I made a direct translation of images and page order from the book
to the video. Choosing the work and image order for the book was a complex process,
because most attempts I felt ended in a confused and overwhelming mixture of images.
The solution I decided on was directly related to the way I curate, which is to determine
groupings that has a certain logic. Organising the works into groups I discovered that
the commonalities within these groups posed an autobiographical narrative—not autobiography, but storied fragments. I could see that these commonalities or themes had a
direct relationship to my own experience. This was unexpected, but another significant
outcome for the theoretical research.
Because this was a research residency with no associated exhibition, there could be no
audience response. Throughout the residency I maintained close contact with the Head
of Exhibitions who responded very well to the imagery I was making and the development of the research forming the book object and video. There had been an agreement
for a written curatorial response from a junior curator at the Museum to the project, but
unfortunately this was not produced. I believe the Head of Exhibitions would have provided this, but he had already given so much of his time to the project, he could not do more.
In reflection, there were benefits to working outside the spere of visibility of the Museum.
Namely, I was at liberty to develop the research free of any institutional impositions. And
even though I would have appreciated and benefitted from some interaction from members of the Museum curatorial team and the Museum audience, I was very grateful for
the opportunity to work with the Head of Exhibitions and the Museum collection directly,
which served my research aims very well. Working within a methodology of intuitive selection involved in the act of looking was very productive and enabled the visualisation of
what transpires in the mind, or that which otherwise remains invisible. Another approach
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which did not value the intuitive would have interfered with the fragile and ephemeral
presence of the unseeable. The curatorial process for the book worked in the regard that
it produced understandable themes for the images. However, it is possible the intrusion
of words to name those themes within the book sections is too directive for the viewer,
and reproducing these in the video means the viewing experience is less fluid than it
might have been without the words.
Distant viewing and dialectical seeing
As I considered how to approach this final project, I first explored classic texts on the
museum such as, ‘Museum without Walls’ (1953) by André Malraux, ‘On the Museum’s
Ruins’ (1980) by Douglas Crimp, ‘The Exhibitionary Complex’ (1988) by Tony Bennett, and
‘Exhibition Rhetorics’ (1996) by Brian Ferguson, among others, but those soon formed the
background rather than the foreground of the research. What The Conjugated Museum
project foregrounds are three texts: The Dialectics of Seeing (1989), a forensic exploration of Walter Benjamin’s Passagen-Werk/Arcades Project by Susan Buck-Morss, Dean’s
An Aside exhibition catalogue, and Pollock’s meditation on virtuality in, Encounters in the
Virtual Feminist Museum, both of which I’ve already mentioned in Chapter 3. I gained
insights on three different issues for the project from these three books.
Before introducing the relevant concepts in these three works, I wish to draw attention
to a particular issue regarding The Dialectics of Seeing. This text is constructed from
Benjamin’s fragmentary notes. The Dialectics of Seeing is ultimately a book on intution and the interpretive process. It is ‘a story (of nineteenth century Paris) told within a
story (of Benjamin’s own historical experience) with the goal of bringing to life the cognitive and political power of the Passagen-Werk’ (Buck-Morss, 1989:ix). Buck-Morss’
meticulous scholarship illuminates the world Benjamin experienced, which left the unfinished Passagen-Werk/Arcades Project, and extrapolates from Benjamin’s notes to
construct the philosophical notion of dialectical seeing.26 Buck-Morss’ construct articulates the kind of seeing necessary to form the philosophy of history, which so enthralled
Benjamin. Tragically, his suicide in 1940 after being refused entry to Spain fleeing Vichy
France27 prevented the full formulation of his thesis. She makes an historical-translation-appropriation in order to formulate the philosophical thesis of dialectical seeing, just
as I have made an intuitive-appropriation-reanimation of artworks from history to make
new imagery. These new images are inextricably linked with the original artworks, as
Buck-Morss is linked to Benjamin.

26 ‘What is given here is not an English-language summary of the original German and French
manuscript’ (Buck-Morss, 1989:ix). It is the formation of the philosophy of history left unfinished
by Benjamin, and specifically the development of his philosophical concept of dialectical seeing.
27 See the entry on ‘Walter Benjamin’ in The Standford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Osborn
and Charles, 2015:n.p.)
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Dialectical seeing is a process of intuition and imagination, which makes meaning from
encounters with historical objects. This process results in the dialectical image; an image that is fleeting and breaks free from a former context to enter a different sphere of
meaning. That is, for objects to be taken out of the continuum of the past and made
‘“actual” in the present’ (Buck-Morss, 1989:221) involves the mediation of a viewer’s28
imagination and ‘the active intervention of the thinking subject’ (1989:222). ‘As an immediate, quasi-mystical apprehension, the dialectical image [is] intuitive’29 (1989:220).
It is the articulation of such a philosophical proposition as dialectical seeing that is so
important to my own exploration of the simulacrum as an influential force within creative communications, because many of the same mechanisms are at work in both. The
temporal displacement of bringing the past into time with the present, shifts in meaning,
ruptured continuums, and the mediation of a thinking subject run tandem in each. For
my research, the simulacrum is an almost imperceptible force that affects the dynamics
of a situation, causing slight alterations in the apperceptions of those involved, and as a
result, bringing about a change in thinking. However, any discussion of dialectics must
involve Hegel, and I will briefly discuss this in relation to Benjamin’s dialectical image
below.
Dean’s discussion of the intuitive way she curated the exhibition, An Aside, for the
Hayward Gallery at London’s South Bank Centre grounded and gave practical application to the interpretation of dialectical images as intuitive for my study. For example,
Dean explains in the exhibition catalogue how the conversation of a typewriter in a winter scene by Rodney Graham with a colleague led her back through memories of an old
postcard that depicted children playing with imitation snowballs made of cotton, to the
recollection of her own discussion with Graham years earlier of a film he had just made
about a German typewriter from the 30’s still in mint-condition. His response to the duality
of this typewriter in its condition of being ‘obsolete but still brand new’ (Dean, 2005:40)
was to sift flour over the typewriter. For Dean, this became a poem of purity—pristine
typewriter, pristine snowfall. It was one of the works she selected for An Aside.
Her commitment to working blind, that is, not fully knowing what was coming next, and
the circumstance of being pregnant during the development of An Aside meant developing a curatorial methodology based on intuition and memory. As I will explain below,
seeing a slide show in New York of Lothar Baumgarten’s work ignited the spark to trace
the course of her own memories. While a story he told of seeing Gerhard Richter walk
his dog along the river front where Baumgarten was photographing, led Dean to the next
work, a landscape by Richter, and formed the structure of one work leading to the next
of her curatorial methodology.
28
29

I use the word ‘viewer’ here, but Buck-Morss’ word was ‘author.’
I changed the verb tense in this quote from ‘was’ to ‘is’ in line with the sense of my text.
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Dean’s curatorial process for An Aside gave inspiration and validation to the intuitive approach I allowed myself to take in making work for the Fitzwilliam project. Engaging with
the intuitive is one of the leading forces in my own work. I believe in the power of chance
occurrence to make a more profound statement in the work than I can contrive. Because
intuition involves duration, there is a latent coherence to events as they unfold which I
find inexorable and fascinating. Finally, Pollock’s analysis of a virtual encounter of The
Three Graces by Antonio Canova through postcard reproductions thematically compliments the thesis of dialectical seeing and Dean’s curatorial method of intuition. Through
the mediation of postcard imagery, Pollock’s analysis offered a basis to think about the
encounter in the museum and the virtual spaces I was working in, both with the virtuality
of the computer, and the virtual space of my mind and memory.
My interest in Pollock’s thesis is her discussion of the virtual as a space that can never
be actual, and also a question of ‘what the artwork might be introducing into the world
through its specificity as both a semiotic and aesthetic practice’ (Pollock, 2007:10). In
other words, how a work of art communicates through signs, and functions as an aesthetic object. These themes resonated with me because, with regard to the virtual, there
was no way that I could realise the images playing in my head as I strolled through the
museum galleries. I also found that Pollock’s discourse elucidated key questions for The
Conjugated Museum research, which I will address below. Echoing Barthes’ explanation
of the Text,30 she states:
If we approach artworks as propositions, as representations and as texts,
that is as sites for the production of meanings and of affects by means of their
visual and plastic operations between each other and for viewer/readers,
they cease to be mere objects to be classified by aesthetic evaluation or idealised authorship. Artworks ask to be read as cultural practices negotiating
meanings shaped by both history and the unconscious. They ask to be allowed to change the culture into which they intervene by being considered as
creative: poïetic and transformative. (Pollock 2007:10, emphasis in original)
Barthes’ demonstration and Pollock’s transformation suggest a remainder—an extra-activation—of signification in the text. In Chapter 3, we saw Deleuze call this an
‘extra-Being’ in relation to latent effect; the inert Something (aliquid) that allows the passive and the active to interchange. Pollock’s argument was compelling for me because
this is precisely the function I expect of artworks, and how I wish for my own artwork to
function in the world. But Hal Foster’s 1996 essay, ‘The Archive without Museums,’ problematised this notion of meaning being shaped by both history and the unconscious. He

30 In the introduction, I quoted Barthes: ‘the work can be held in the hand, the text is held in
language, only exists in the movement of discourse…the Text is experienced only in an activity of
production’ (Barthes, 1977:157, emphasis in original).
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asked, ‘how can art be autonomous and imbricated in social history?’ (Foster, 1996:101,
emphasis in original).
In an attempt to grapple with this question, Foster interrogates the status of artworks
represented in digital form by invoking Foucault’s archive; referring not to a dusty repository, but ‘the system that governs the appearances of statements’ (Foucault, 1969b
cited in Foster, 1996:108). By this definition, Foucault means the archive is at the root of
every statement. It ‘defines at the outset the system of its enunciability…[the archive] is
that which defines the mode of occurrence of the statement-thing; it is the system of its
functioning’ (Foucault, 1969b:146, emphasis in original). From this monolithic conception
of the archive, Foster makes a dialectic of two opposing views of photographic reproduction: Benjamin’s notion which ‘strips art of context, shatters tradition and liquidates aura’
and Malraux’s which ‘provides the means to reassemble the broken bits into one metatradition of style’ (Foster, 1996:108-9). ‘[I]t is the very flow of a liquidated aura that allows
all the fragments to course together in the River of History’ (Foster, 1996:109).31 To be
clear, an art object whose aura has been liquidated is one whose material duration and
place has been disrupted by the speed of its apprehension—the immediacy of seeing
the object in reproduction—and subsequently the dissolution of its material character
accumulated over time; and whose conditions of ownership, which includes the context
for which it was made, shift from discreet privacy to a multiplicity of locations, incidences,
and uses. The liquidated aura of an art-object goes from being its materialisation in a
location to its actualisation in any situation and under any condition. From this dialectic
of seeing permitted by photographic reproduction, Foster asks, ‘Is there a new dialectics of seeing allowed by electronic information? If, according to Malraux, the museum
guarantees the status of art and photographic reproduction permits the affinities of style,
what might a digital reordering underwrite?’ (Foster, 1996:109). Indeed, beyond a digital
reordering of history, what might the digital reconfiguring of the visual continuity of an
artwork, like I made for The Conjugated Museum, signal?
Applying Foucault’s vision of the archive to visual works of art, which Pollock has already
suggested are to be read as texts within a surplus interchange that negotiates between
meanings of historicity and personal inner reflection; the fluidity of a liquidated aura was
precisely the issue at stake in my research residency with The Fitzwilliam, because I was
tampering with the archival system of functioning and enunciability of the artworks that
I reimaged. And indeed, the decision to allow mobile phone photography in museums
raises questions with regard to Foster’s dialectic between Benjamin and Malraux. Foster
deals with the digital archiving of museum collections in his essay, but the circulation of
31 In ‘Museum without Walls,’ Malraux says, ‘we can detect in their succession, by way of
modulations hitherto unobserved, the persisting life of certain forms, emerging ever and again
like spectres from the past. In the realm of what I have called fictitious arts, the fragment is king’
(1953:24).
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these free-agent mobile phone images raise the stakes on how images function and the
manner of their enunciation.
Updating his 1996 essay in 2002 with ‘Archives of Modern Art,’ Foster still had no answer
to these questions. But in 2015, Claire Bishop presented a paper called, ‘Against Digital
Art History,’ to an inter-departmental seminar at the Franklin Humanities Institute at Duke
University in Durham, North Carolina.32 She explains that digital art history sits in an agitated position between history and interpretation, where it is unclear whether facts are
found or produced, or if data sets exist before or after being digitally sequenced.
What is clear from Bishop’s article is that with aggregated data, there is ‘an avoidance of
argumentation and interpretation…. Computational metrics can help aggregate data and
indicate patterns, but they struggle to explain causality, which in the humanities is always
a question of interpretation’ (2018:127). Bishop continues by explaining, a ‘disjunctive
simultaneity of proximity and distance is also the condition of consuming images in the
twenty-first century.’ Therefore, she applies the concept of Franco Moretti’s distant reading to the visual arts saying, ‘Distant viewing is my expression of this distance’ (Bishop,
2018:129).
To give an example of the kind of distance Bishop is referring to, imagine a tennis ball
sitting on your desk; this is a first order engagement with sensory input of the tennis ball.
Then imagine, you received a postcard of a tennis ball from a friend, which you place
behind the tennis ball on your desk. This photographic image is a second order distance
from the tennis ball—much like Pollock’s postcards of Canova’s sculpture. Now imagine
seeing on your desktop computer an aggregate computation of all round objects which
distinguishes those round things called tennis balls—this is distant viewing; seeing the
tennis ball through the computational reduction of true/false values that return all the
objects matching the true values which were coded into the algorithmic search. This
distant viewing takes the liquidation beyond just the aura of an art-object’s materiality
to liquidating the art-object itself. The art-object is reduced to binary coded 1s and 0s,
then reassembled through the algorithmic function of true/false to invoke a flattened
representative of the object; losing all relationship to authorship, ownership, function,
context, ‘material duration’ or ‘historical witness’ (Benjamin, 1936:7). Instead of these
values being intrinsically related to the object, they would have to be reconceptualised as
the context within which such an object is placed. While the technical reproduction that
Benjamin discusses in ‘The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction’ (1936)
gains an autonomy not given to the original, because the original is locked in relation
to its context, it also brings the object out of the ‘infinite distance’ of history closer to

32 This paper was subsequently published in the International Journal for Digital Art History in
2018, and I quote from this published source.
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the viewer by bringing a facsimile of the object into the ‘infinite proximity’ (Buck-Morss,
1989:160), or context, of the viewer.33 But distant viewing moves the object out of reach,
losing all context, whether of history or of proximity, and it requires that all known information of the object be reassembled to support the understanding of the object. However,
just as Benjamin’s concept of mechanical reproduction brought a certain liberation to the
art-object, it may be that distant viewing has the potential to make visible what is otherwise invisible about the object.34
Distant viewing may be the ‘new dialectical seeing allowed by electronic information’
questioned by Foster. What it underwrites, according to Bishop, are free-floating visual
data sets, flattened by the erasure of individual narratives of genius. While Bishop doesn’t
explicitly state what else might be erased through this flattening, she explains that distant
viewing assumes a post-historical position in formulating data sets. ‘Computational metrics can help aggregate data and indicate patterns, but they struggle to explain causality,
which in the humanities is always a question of interpretation’ (Bishop, 2018:127).
The humanities give us scope for understanding the joy and messiness of life, which
cannot be gleaned from aggregated information. So, in distant viewing, we lose all understanding of why you keep a tennis ball on your desk and why your friend was compelled
to send you a postcard depicting a tennis ball. While this flattening of narrative may seem
a good thing in order to democratise the overly white male art historical canon, as Bishop
suggests, it ultimately defaces every individual narrative. This has the potential to obliterate, or at very least, to disengage the meaning-making process from the production of
art, and subsequently the rhetoric of the image, discussed by Pollock below.
Working to find answers
For me, the task of being an artist is to be a facilitator of meaning. This means the artworks must activate meaning in their own right, beyond my input into them. This process
is contingent on the notion of Foucault’s archive in action, and on how the artworks communicate with a viewer, as I discussed in Chapter 3. However, this notion of meaning is

33 I am conflating ideas from Benjamin’s Passagen-Werk/Arcades Project and ‘The Work of
Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction’ here, as Buck-Morss points out, ‘The Passagen-Werk
files were the working lexicon of Benjamin’s research and ideas, or more accurately, his historical warehouse of documentary parts and supporting theoretical armatures, out of which during
the thirties he constructed the wide range of his literary-philosophical works’ (1989:207). But
Rolf Tiedemann (1988:929) says in ‘Dialectics at a Standstill’ that the two texts had no thematic
connection because of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries they both addressed respectively,
sharing a relevancy to each other only due to methodology.’ Tiedemann continues his explaination, quoting Benjamin, ‘[he] tries to “pinpoint the precise spot in the present my historical
construction would take as its vanishing point.”’ This idea of a ‘historical vanishing point’ may
illuminate my own conflation of ideas here.
34 I write this when the equivalent of distant viewing in science has for the first time imaged a
black hole, as discussed in Supermassive Black Hole (2019).
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a problematic one, because meaning no longer resides in the art object, nor is it derived
from an object’s formal structure as it once was. Meaning now suggests performativity as
both the performance of an artwork’s own singularity, and also the synchronous dispatch
to its wider contextual network. It is not enough for an artwork to hang on a wall; the art
object is obliged to engage our attention, shock, and provoke us. Often, in order for this
engagement and provocation to be amplified, the single artwork is placed in relation to
situations or locations where meaning resides in the relationship between artwork and
location. The relationship and its performativity is a virtual in-between place where this
meaning and its presentation/demonstration happen. It happens in time, which suggests
the need for a certain narrativity to be part of its contextual network.35
Dean is an artist engaged with time, and ‘working blind’ (J. Griffin, 2018:n.p.). ‘Blindness,
too, is involved in Dean’s process of trusting in what she calls “unconscious guiding
forces” and the munificence of chance’ (J. Griffin, 2018:n.p.). She wrote in the exhibition
catalogue for An Aside, ‘I have had to rely latterly [during pregnancy] on more internal
and domestic mechanisms, such as books to hand, or conversations, or my own experience and memory’ (Dean, 2005:4). Her curatorial process was an unexpected one,
where pre-planning was not possible. However, remaining faithful to the methodological
blindness she values so highly, ‘even if my methods have veered from the intuitive to
the social, and from the orthodox to the inexplicable, this exhibition has taken form from
itself, and not despite itself’ (Dean, 2005:4). Just as Dean’s intuitive process emerged
through time to manifest An Aside, it was through the articulations of one connection
leading to the next which produced the exhibition’s meaning, invigorating the meanings
of already existent artworks. So, this performative meaning isn’t exclusive to the creation
of artwork; it clearly is relevant to artist-curatorial activities as well.
But Pollock’s argument raised questions for me, which I soon realised were the questions
I needed to answer through the research residency. Does a creative reinterpretation or
appropriation keep artworks relevant, or does it fundamentally change them? Is a reinterpretation reflective of the life of the viewer or the power of the artwork to reinvent
itself through the nuanced codes and narratives instilled by the artist? For Pollock, the
aesthetic which grounds these questions is formed of ‘the specific conjunction of space,
form, colour, materiality and the capacity to solicit from the viewer... both thought and
affect’ (Pollock, 2007:11), which proceeds from the rhetoric of the image. This rhetoric is
the capacity for connotation through the creation of figurative meaning. We could reasonably assume then, that it is not only me speaking through these reconfigured images, but

35 In After Art, David Joselit explains the shift from object-based aesthetics to network aesthetics demands a change in critical responses, where ‘well-defined forms are destined to contain
a significance like vessels. Emergence, however, unfolds in time: it must be narrated’ (2013:43).
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the works themselves speaking in a new language to a new time, lifted from the comfortable beds of their past—being conjugated in real time.
Intuition and dialectical seeing
The act of looking is an act of dialectical engagement; seeing is a temporal synthesis
bringing past into unison with present. Immediacy is not just of the moment, it is the temporal disruptions which allow history to resuscitate in fleeting fragments, bonding with the
fluidity of seeing. Benjamin, obsessed by these temporal nuances, strove to articulate a
philosophy of history.
History for Benjamin was not a legitimising structure, it was a source of critical knowledge
that allowed for the interpretive power of seeing.36 History was the engine of intuition for
Benjamin. His interest in history was for its constellate nature of origins; for those elements that continue to return as influences, but which are perceived as a culmination
rather than a recursion. In his ‘Theses on the Philosophy of History,’ Benjamin—criticising what he saw as ‘vulgar’ Marxism and its corrupted concepts of labour that belonged
to a dialectic of steady progression and mastery of nature, but blind to the return of a
former diminished society—writes, ‘The concept of the historical progress of mankind
cannot be sundered from the concept of its progression through a homogeneous, empty
time. A critique of the concept of such a progression must be the basis of any criticism of
the concept of such a progression itself’ (Benjamin, 1940:252).
Benjamin objected to ‘a homogeneous history’ of subjects like economics or law, and ‘a
continuity of historical presentation’ (Buck-Morss, 1989:442, fn18). He was convinced
this was unattainable, and a visual logic was needed, rather than a linear one based in
the dialectical methods of Hegel. This visual logic was ‘to be imagistically constructed,
according to the cognitive principles of montage’ (Buck-Morss, 1989:218), where the
contrivance of disparate elements is unreconciled and incongruous, rather than fusing
into a harmonious whole, explains Buck-Morss. Benjamin wanted to break the myth of
immediacy of the cultural continuum by exploding out bits of the forgotten past; actualising the past, to question the present. Buck-Morss goes further to say he came to
think of himself as a ‘historical materialist’ (1989:218), aware that he was bringing a very
new meaning to the term. His axiom for avoiding mythic thinking became: ‘No histori-

36 Buck-Morss writes, ‘Benjamin described his work as a “Copernican revolution” in the practice of history writing…. Benjamin’s “Copernican revolution” completely strips “history” of its
legitimating, ideological function. But if history is abandoned as a conceptual structure that deceptively transfigures the present, its cultural contents are redeemed as the source of critical
knowledge that alone can place the present into question’ (1989:x). In effect, the cultural contents
become activated objects and situations for reflective thinking.
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cal category without natural substance; no natural substance without its historical filter’
(Buck-Morss, 1989:59).
Benjamin defines the historical materialist as one who ‘cannot do without the notion of
a present which is not a transition, but in which time stands still and has come to a stop’
(1940:254). Buck-Morss explains, ‘Nineteenth-century objects were to be made visible
as the origin of the present, at the same time that every assumption of progress was to
be scrupulously rejected’ (1989:218). Benjamin saw in Hegel’s ‘cunning reason’ a deification of history; an affirmation of and mythologizing of progress.37 But it was in the trick
and explosive reaction of surrealism to convention, their jolt of ‘[h]arnessing the forces
of intoxication for the revolution’ (Benjamin, 1929:156) that he saw a way to break this
tradition of a spiralling progression of dialectics. ‘His aim was to destroy the mythic immediacy of the present, not by inserting it into a cultural continuum that affirms the present
as its culmination, but by discovering that constellation of historical origins which has the
power to explode history’s “continuum”’ (Buck-Morss, 1989:x).
Benjamin’s history was the sociological history of lived experience, that took its symbolic form in the Arcade where ‘urban objects, relics of the last century, were hieroglyphic
clues to a forgotten past,’ and which emanated from ‘the unconscious of the dreaming
collective’ (Buck-Morss, 1989:39, emphasis in original). For Benjamin, this collective history was ‘not “life as it was,” nor even life remembered, but life as it has been “forgotten”’
(Benjamin, 1927-40 cited in Buck-Morss, 1989:39). This concept of a forgotten collective
history formed Benjamin’s notion of the ‘dialectical image,’ which appeared in the intersection where opposing elements meet, not at the end of a Hegelian progression. At this
axis stood the commodity, which for Benjamin contained ‘contradictory “faces,” like two
sides of a coin: fetish and fossil; wish image and ruin’ (Buck-Morss, 1989:211).38

37 ‘“With cunning [mit List], not without it, we absolve ourselves from the realm of dreams.” The
use of Hegel’s term was intentional, but Benjamin’s meaning was unique. According to Hegel,
reason becomes conscious by working its way “with cunning” into history through the passions
and ambitions of unwitting historical subjects. But in Benjamin’s dialectical fairy tale, cunning is
the capacity, through “awakening,” to outwit history, which has placed a spell on the dreaming
collective, and has kept its members unconscious. Hegel’s “cunning of reason” literally deifies
history, affirming the myth of progress. For Benjamin, cunning is the trick whereby human subject [sic] get the better of mythic powers’ (Benjamin, 1927-40 cited in Buck-Morss, 1989:272-3,
emphasis in original).
38 To explain this further, the fossil is a trace element of the past. Coming for a point in history,
with intrinsic qualities relative to its time in history, it returns to leave a trace, an imprint from the
past on the sumptuousness of bourgeoisie society. This trace becomes a clue to the history that
has passed. The fetish is the phantasm, it is the simulacrum, where politics, industry and technology have mythic powers to project a future of world peace and harmony. It is a condemnation
of the new as a return of the same. It contains the frozen potential of a socialist polity, waiting the
political action needed to awaken it. The wish image is a transitory dream form of the potential
frozen within the fetish. It anticipates former meanings in a dialectic awakening. The ruin, taking
its inspiration from Baudelaire’s allegorical poetry, is the form in which the wish image from the
past appears—the rubble of the past still is standing in the present, but gutted, destabilised and
crumbling. It provides the building blocks to make meaning and to construct the future. This explains the materialist understanding of the dialectical image, where history is understood through
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If we applied this notion of the dialectical image as commodity to art history, the oppositions of fetish and fossil/wish image and ruin are perceptible in the art objects in any
museum collection. Strolling through the galleries, as I did at The Fitzwilliam, where the
intuitive nature of dialectical images described by Buck-Morss, and which appear like a
‘lightning flash’ (Buck-Morss, 1989:250), meant that I could read the collective objective
traces of a Benjaminian history in the art objects. These traces comingled with my own
subjective seeing, leading me to question where the ‘commodity’ really was. Was it in the
artworks displayed within the museum, or was I this commodity?
While Buck-Morss (1989:13) described a ‘young Benjamin that believed in the possibility
of metaphysical knowledge of the objective world,’ his belief that he would not be reflected in it gave way to the influence of translating Proust’s Remembrance of Things Past,39
and ‘an external physical experience that paralleled the internal, mental experience of
“involuntary memory”’ (Buck-Morss, 1989:38), which Benjamin realised controlled his
imagination.40 This involuntary memory underlies the notion of dialectical seeing and
therefore connects it to intuition. Dialectical seeing reveals subjective experience through
the experience of unfamiliar objects, and brings new meanings to those objects, activating them in real time. This describes the experience I had of looking in The Fitzwilliam,
and the subsequent images created out of that encounter. The force of this kind of activation can be seen in An Aside, where tangential links between works gave rise to
curatorial meaning for the exhibition.
Digital alterations and the encounter
The process of making alterations to the imagery from The Fitzwilliam Museum was
never intended as ironic or to be taken as institutional critique. Instead, my purpose was
to explore how seeing was transformed in real time; to understand how my own process
of looking maps onto unknown cultural objects; and also, to understand how objects were
being transformed by these processes. The latter was perhaps the most challenging,
because these transformations would not be visible—could not be made visible; they
would remain in a latent state. The fact that I created imagery exemplifying these kinds
of alterations, does not mean that I actually succeeded in visualising the transformations.
It only means that I created examples of what these changes might look like. Therefore,

material objects and in material terms. There is also a metaphorical understanding of the dialectical image where understanding happens in a flash of light, like a camera flash or a flash of
lightening. This is an intuitive moment of insight. ‘Benjamin compares his own activity in “constructing” dialectical images to that of an engineer, who “blasts” things in the process of building
them’ (Buck-Morss, 1989:250).
39 Benjamin worked for several years translating Proust’s novel with his Berlin editor, Franz
Hessel. Both were living in Paris in 1927, when the first notes for the Passagen-Werk/Arcades
Project were written collaboratively with Hessel. See Buck-Morss (1989), page 32.
40 For Benjamin, this external experience was the public space of the city of Berlin.
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the space of these images is neither photographic nor cinematic 41—the space is virtual,
(Figure 39) with temporal disruptions, cascading fluid repetitions, spatial displacements,
and isometric geometries.
Working within the Photoshop software, where the blank screen of the past flickers with
activated and immediately-active memories, was akin to peeling back transparent layers
of time, and conversely, building up layers of meaning semantically, phrase by phrase,
because the construction of these images flowed in both directions; they were both deconstructive and constructive. It was a curiously conceptual process to work in layers
within the programme, where elements of performance, instruction, action, the body,
found objects, and documentation were used to make the work. But all of these historically defined aspects of Conceptual Art42 were only gestures of this postmodern art
movement.
I borrow this notion of gesture from Barthes’ writing on the work of Cy Twombly. He says
Twombly has a way of expressing the essence of writing as a gesture of meaning. He
alludes to writing through ‘the gesture which produces it by permitting it to linger: a blur,
a blotch, a negligence’ (Barthes, 1979:158). Tim Griffin quantifies this succinctly in his
explanation of Barthes’ essay on Twombly in relation to Guyton’s work: ‘Twombly’s canvases frustrate the very readings they invite’ (T. Griffin, 2018:15), where a similar effect
is to be found in Guyton. In the same way, these gestures in my work were used to respond to the mechanical imposition of the software in the work created for this project.
They were also used to question the material relationship of communication, viewing,
and creative agency. What appears, then, as a mechanism of communication in the work
is in fact an object of aesthetic contemplation, not a meaning-making structure at all. Or
at least not a conventional language system as we or Foucault’s ‘general system of the
formation and transformation of statements’ (1969b:146, emphasis in original), would
otherwise understand it.
As an example of where this logic can lead, Catherine Chevalier’s essay, ‘2008–2014,’
traces the self-reflexive gesture of ‘an exhibition speaking to itself in the past’ (2015:67).
In Guyton’s reduplicated exhibition, 22 avril – 7 juin 2008 (2014), where he made an exact
replica of the original iterative processes to make the work, Guyton duplicated his exhibition of 2008 at Galerie Chantal Crousel again in 2014. Chevalier explains that making a

41 In Pollock’s discussion of this photographic and cinematic space created by the postcards
of Canova’s sculpture, The Three Graces, she explains that the three-dimensionality of the sculpture or object is transformed and flattened into an image, which brings a different kind of visuality.
She says, ‘art reproductive photography dislocates sculpture from any originary or fixed site and
initiates a quasi-cinematic space of fantasmatic [sic] visual encounter…generating that cinematic
mix of voyeurism (mastery and mobility) and fetishism (petrification and commemoratively ambivalent repetition)’ (Pollock, 2007:41).
42 See the Tate Art Terms blog, which discusses these aspects of Conceptual Art.
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Figure 39: Piaza from The Conjugated Museum ©2018 Jane Boyer. Digital image UV printed on bible
paper, 45 x 32 cm.

reiteration of the show by reproducing the artworks as new prints of the original data file,
and recreating the installation exactly in every detail, Guyton sees the repetitive nature of
his work as objectifying the first iteration of the exhibition, while materialising the memory of it in an exhibition that functions as an afterimage. Chevalier says this afterimage of
the exhibition ‘highlights the singularity of the gallery space and the context it brings with
it’ (2015:68). In this way, the exhibition functions as an image of itself where a temporal
transformation ‘activates recognition of other things we believe we have already seen,’
which also ‘implies an indexical relation to [its own] discourse’ (Chevalier, 2015:70). In
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Figure 40: Lucretia from The Conjugated Museum ©2018 Jane Boyer. Digital image UV printed on bible
paper, 32 x 45 cm.

other words, this results in paintings that speak of themselves in terms of a materialised
recursion of the past, actively synthesising with the present through a durational afterimage of itself.
Questioning this gestural system of signification factors forcefully in the work I’ve created for the Fitzwilliam residency. In the analysis to come, I will describe how I’ve made
my own excursion into this logic of self-reflexive gestures that mimic themselves. In the
works below, I present three related examples of stylised processes that result in imagery
that does not emanate meaning, so much as pulls meaning to them. The first exemplifies
duration (Blue Sky Entanglements, Figure 41). The second signifies the intersection between thinking and looking (domineco-ocenimod, Figure 43). While the third, indicates
the dialectics of seeing (Fête, Figure 42). To sum up, Griffin (2018:15) writes, ‘The stylization of critical procedures in art underscores—and extends—the very circulation of their
motifs.’ This “extension” is the question I had on my mind during the residency.
The layers in Photoshop and in the works I created came to represent the focused attention given to looking as I experienced it, and the distinctly non-historical, though
historically referenced, apperceptions that played in my mind as I looked: I would see a
painting from across the room. Moving closer, I started to focus on the centre of action,
only to have my eye taken by a crisp detail in the bottom corner. Stepping back, out of
a mystical universe of forgotten memories, and the cultural structuring I was in, brought
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the sharp focus detail into unison with the rest of the painting, whose meaning was now
somehow changed from the moment I first saw it across the room. Its meaning had
grown deeper and somehow becoming part of my psyche—part of a newly altered worldview where I was and was not at its centre, simultaneously. This act of looking, and the
agency afforded by being allowed to photograph in the museum—in other words, being
given permission to appropriate—are important mechanisms required for this extension
of art’s motifs and the stylisation of critical procedures—such as making a gesture of
meaning, instead of communicating meaning.
On intuitive selection
Tacita Dean’s way of working is deeply intuitive, following threads
…will later become the narrative…without knowing where they will
lead…Her deployment of “objective chance” as a procedure is
unsystematic, not grounded in a quasi-mystical belief in the
unconscious, but finely balanced between self-revelation and the
empirical world of others….
empirical world of others….
unconscious, but finely balanced between self-revelation and the
unsystematic, not grounded in a quasi-mystical belief in the
lead…Her deployment of “objective chance” as a procedure is
…will later become the narrative…without knowing where they will
Tacita Dean’s way of working is deeply intuitive, following threads
(Malbert, 2005:69)43
Intuition is a remarkably powerful force. My own engagement with intuition has formed
this opinion. However, I’m using Dean’s An Aside project as an example of its directive
influence. Like Dean, intuition plays a significant role in my practice. I think it is not accidental that a serious engagement with intuition should manifest in the disciplines of
artmaking, curating, and writing in both of our practices. Intuition seeks outlet in different
forms, for different reasons, at different times. But the relationship between intuition and
creativity is as hard to define as the words themselves. What is intuition? What is creativity? We can take some clues from Dean in her statement below. Words like ‘unconscious
process’ and ‘internal mechanisms’ situate the concepts of intuition and creativity to the
interior world of the self; to the constant inner conversation. While ‘associative’ suggests
the action initiated in the intuitive and creative processes. Therefore, we could say we tap
into our internal mechanisms to associate our sensory input through an unconscious process of conversation with the self. ‘Intuition leads us to go beyond the state of experience
toward the conditions of experience’ (Deleuze, 1966:27, my emphasis). In other words,
intuitive seeing, or dialectical seeing to use Buck-Morss’ term, allows us to go beyond the

43 I am appropriating the poetic form, called a Specular poem, for this quote. This term was
coined by poet, Julia Copus (Poetry Archive, 2005-2016). However, I’ve injected my own twist,
to slightly off-set the two stanzas, reflecting the subtle incongruity of an object positioned next
to a mirror, described by Foucault as ‘heterotropia.’ This will be discussed in more depth below.
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conscious moment of an experiential encounter to uncover the historical, personal, material, physical and psychological context involved in the act of looking. Dean illustrates
this when she describes her curatorial plan for An Aside:
I have shown no fidelity to the true unconscious process: some of my decisions have been associative, while others feel they have been very formally
arrived at.…I have had to rely…on more internal and domestic mechanisms,
such as books to hand, or conversations, or my own experience and memory. (Dean, 2005:4)
The boundaries created by circumstance and the choice to make do with resources to
hand opened Dean to an ‘otherwise inaccessible reality’ (Iverson, 2010:20) of association, coincidence, and intuition. Dean allowed one work to lead to the next in her process
of selection. She also took lead from her encounter with artist, Lothar Baumgarten, to find
the structure for the exhibition. Uncertain whether the process for conceiving An Aside
happened years ago in New York whe she first saw Lothar Baumgarten’s Da gefällt’s mir
besser als in Westfalen—There I like it better than in Westphalia—El Dorado, 1968-76,
or if it happened in 1969 when she bought a postcard of his Moskitos in Kopula—boy
mounting girl—from the Deutsches Guggenheim; finding this image later in his 1985
Stedelijk catalogue in Walter König bookshop in Cologne. ‘Somehow, the path my experience took me in those months culminated in my watching the slide projection piece in the
summer of 2003 and knowing that I had found the first work for this show’ (Dean, 2005:6).
Recounting this tale from Dean’s (2005) exhibition catalogue, An Aside, illustrates the
circuitous logistics, duration, layering of memories, and the subtle process of differentiation involved in intuition. It may also illustrate the Deleuzian method of intuition, based
on Bergson’s philosophy as discussed in Bergsonism. Deleuze says, ‘Intuition is…the
movement by which we emerge from our own duration, by which we make use of our
own duration to affirm and immediately to recognize the existence of other durations’
(1966:32-3). In other words, intuition is a virtual space we enter taking us out of our present into a fused temporality of past-present-future, where we can more easily access the
temporal space of other situations. For Deleuze, this duration represents an equivalence
with the subjective and the virtual. But it is also the way in which we differentiate other experiences from our own. By thinking in terms of duration, intuition becomes a process of
identifying an internal virtual multiplicity of succession and fusion, where memory enters
into a circuit of coexistence with the present. Recollection-images coalesce with perception-images to actualise the virtual.44

44

See Bergsonism (Deleuze, 1966), especially pages: 42-3, 38, 66-71, and 96-7.
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The term ‘actualise’ here means that the virtual does not become real through the realisation of an idea; that is the definition of potential. For the virtual to actualise is for it to
create its own pathways of movement converging and diverging through difference; creating ‘its own lines of actualization in positive acts’ (Deleuze, 1966:97). The real looks like
the possibility it realises, whereas ‘the actual…does not resemble the virtuality that it embodies.’ Therefore, by using a method of intuition, Dean could not have possibly known
what her exhibition would look like, until she had actualised it. Her aim was not to realise
an idea, replicating it by making it real, but to follow a path leading to an unknowable outcome, relying on ‘a virtual and continuous multiplicity that cannot be reduced to numbers’
(Deleuze, 1966:38, emphasis in original). In my own practice, and I surmise for Dean as
well, I have learned how to open myself to the opportunities of discovery intuition brings.
And I have learned how to stay alert to the actualisation of the virtual within the method
of intuition.
An example is Blue Sky Entanglements (Figure 41), from the Fitzwilliam residency. I was
drawn to this painting by Veronese (1576-84) because of the sexual tension between the
two figures on the left, who I later learned were the god Hermes and Aglauros, sister to
Herse, who is pictured to the right of the painting. The engagement between Hermes and
Aglauros felt electric. The erotic nature of their entanglement made this painting stand
out for me amongst the others in the Museum collection. The other thing that drew me
in was the blue sky visible through the window behind Herse. I can’t say why. But the
first thing I did in modifying this image was to replicate that section of sky and use it like
wallpaper to cover the green of the Museum setting. There were also museum labels that
I wanted to remove from the image. So, as I worked with these fragments of replicated
image, I started to notice the sites where the software was bringing them into the image.
It began to feel important that I leave trace of these pathways visible in the image, though
I couldn’t articulate why at the time. These pathways are located by the various rectangles of colour visible in the work. I also wanted to do something with the male and female
nymph forms at either end of the table (Anon., c.1700) below the painting in the image. I
had done some preliminary experiments with them, which had failed, but trying again, I
found a solid black in place of their forms felt right to the image. The final adjustment was
to cover the table-top sculptures with blue sky replications, but this time as transparent
rectangles. Again, I didn’t know why. The result is the image pictured here (Figure 41).
Doing research into Veronese, I found he had a reputation as a master colourist,45 which
could explain my fascination with his blue sky. I also discovered some significance to the
entanglement of Hermes and Aglauros. Interlocking erotic figures were a speciality for

45

See Ball’s Bright Earth: The Invention of Colour (2012), page 149.
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Figure 41: Blue Sky Entanglements from The Conjugated Museum ©2018 Jane Boyer. Digital image UV
printed on bible paper, 45 x 32 cm.

Veronese,46 and like his colour, this could have been why I was so fascinated by the sexual tension I was seeing between Hermes and Aglauros. Overall, this painting intrigued
me. The relationship between the figures and the lux of the scenery was captivating. In
his essay ‘Wit and Humour in the Work of Paolo Veronese,’ Richard Cocke (1990) de-

46

See ‘Wit and humour in the work of Paolo Veronese’ by Cocke (1990:125).
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scribed Veronese’s mastery in all these areas, and it was the deftness in the artist’s skill
that captured my attention.
Further to the mastery of Hermes, Herse and Aglauros (Veronese, 1576-84) as a painting, was its presentation in the gallery above the Italian Console Table (Anon., c.1700). I
found these two objects as inextricably entwined as Hermes and Aglauros, and I worked
to capture photographically what I was seeing visually. Using the blue sky as wallpaper
in the altered image, solidified their relationship. While blacking out the nymphs at either
corner of the table created a gaping mouth full of devouring teeth. Therefore, responding
to the visual cues in the painting, Blue Sky Entanglements is suspended between the
freedom of a blue sky and the pull of a dark underworld whose entrance is through a hideously gaping mouth. The descent is held in check only by the sites of intersection where
time is disrupted by the appearance of a recursion in the rectangles of colour.
All of this was an entirely intuitive construction of what I was subconsciously reading; first
in the Veronese painting, and then in its relationship to the table. But reading the story
of Hermes, Herse and Aglauros in Book 2 of Metamorphoses by Ovid (c.AD 8:82-8). I
learned of the curse of consuming envy levied on Aglauros by the goddess Minerva, and
of Hermes’ entry into the scene by dropping from the sky, where Aglauros bars his entry
into Herse’s chamber. My intuitive construction made sense after reading Ovid’s tale.
On dialectical seeing
In order for a piece of the past to be touched by present actuality, there must
exist no continuity between them…Truth [. . .] is bound to a temporal nucleus
which is lodged in both the known and the knower.
Walter Benjamin47
The condition of ‘no continuity’ in Benjamin’s quote suggests there must be a gap, but
perhaps this is not a gap as we know it, rather a gap that is also a fusion. This discontinuity creates the space for synthesis where objects of past meaning merge with the present
perception of their encounter. In Bergsonism, Deleuze (1966) elaborates on Bergson’s
theory of intuition, similar to Buck-Morss’ elaboration of Benjamin, albeit through different
methods. In Bergsonism, Deleuze applies Bergson’s methodology of intuition in order to
develop the ideas within the book and Bergson’s philosophy.
Deleuze addresses Bergson’s notion of recollection, a process which is central to
Benjamin’s undertaking. Explaining that our perception of things does not lie within
ourselves, but at the place where the object is. Likewise, our perception of the past is un-

47 Benjamin’s Das Passagen-Werk, Vol. V, translated by R. Tiedemann, 1982 quoted in BuckMorss, 1989:218-9, bracketed ellipsis in original.
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derstood where it resides, not within ourselves, but in our present recollection making the
past contemporaneous with the present. In this way, the past would never reconstitute
if it could not coexist with the present which situates it. ‘The past and the present do not
denote two successive moments, but two elements which coexist… In other words, each
present goes back to itself as past’ (Deleuze, 1966:59). As a result there is a gap which
fuses time as contemporaneous, as present becomes past and the past is recollected
in the present. Benjamin’s ‘no continuity’ could be seen as both a gap and a fusion, because according to Deleuze’s discussion of Bergson, we both leap into the past of Being
and fuse with the virtual space of Becoming where recollection takes place. ‘According
to Bergson, we first put ourselves back into the past in general: He describes in this way
the leap into ontology. We really leap into being, into being-in-itself, into the being in itself
of the past’ (Deleuze, 1966:57). The existential void of searching for truth posits a moment
of immediacy which the object and the observer share in time, not as linear time, but as
a collision of temporal constellations; a clash of contemporanities.
Buck-Morss describes the components of this collision as ‘fore-history,’ the possibility of
an object, and ‘after-history,’ what an object has become (1989:219). But, it is through a
metaphorical act of turning this fore- and after-history inside out,48 that the remnants of
what an object was (its after-history) communicates the utopian possibilities (an object’s
fore-history) as truth in the present, and actualises the object as a ‘presence of mind’ in
the observer (Buck-Morss, 1989:219). Dialectical seeing then, is ‘a way of seeing that
crystallizes antithetical elements by providing the axes for their alignment’ (Buck-Morss,
1989:210). Benjamin plotted these opposing elements as coordinates of intersecting
axes. Their synthesis is not a point of resolution for these oppositions, but the central
axis point, which bring them together.
For Benjamin, the dialectical image was related to allegory and surrealist montage—that
is, fragmentary. It is through Peter Bürger’s Theory of the Avant-Garde (1984) that BuckMorss finds validation for Benjamin’s thinking on allegory. ‘Bürger draws on Benjamin’s
own understanding of literary traditions as discontinuous, a convergence of the long-past
with the most modern’ (Buck-Morss, 1989:225, emphasis in original). Bürger explains
this enabled Benjamin to relate his notions on allegory within the avant-garde to literature
of the Baroque, but in a way that the modern informed the past, not the past culminating
in the modern.49 Much the way Nietzsche found in Wagner—the avant-garde of his day

48 Benjamin visualised the methodological solution of ‘a stocking turned inside out’ (Benjamin,
1972 cited in Buck-Morss, 1989:21) to answer the question of how metaphysical speculation
is possible if historical transience is the world’s truth. Buck-Morss confirms later in the book,
the ‘tension between the historical and the metaphysical poles of interpretation…haunted the
Arcades project from the start…’ (1989:210).
49 Bürger states, ‘we may say that it was Benjamin's experience in dealing with works of the
avant-garde that made possible both the development of the category and its application to the
literature of the Baroque, and not the other way around’ (1984:68).
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—a return to the primordial Dionysian temperament of the ancient Greeks.50 Ultimately
for Benjamin, through allegory the ‘finished work is the deathmask of its conception…
That which is eternally true can thus only be captured in the transitory, material images
of history itself’ (Buck-Morss, 1989:19-20).
In the image, Fête (Figure 42), made during the Fitzwilliam residency, two completely
unrelated pictorial worlds carry a similar narrative of apparent masked identity and intrigue, but which seem more sinister on closer inspection. The black masks in Guardi’s
(c.1755-60) painting, The Sala grande of the Ridotto, Palazzo Dandolo, S. Moisè, completely obliterate the women’s faces. The masks have no human form at all, they are flat,
whereas the masks the men wear in this painting have a form which moulds to the structure of the face. To me, this flatness of the women’s masks reads as denial, defacement,
and subjugation. If such masks were actually worn, they would squash the nose and feel
stifling on the face. But the ladies’ deportment in the painting suggest they may find a
liberation in the obliteration.
Paired with two images from my own body of work, the significance of the masks become
supercharged in the Guardi painting fragment. This series of images I created in 2015 are
called Portraits of the Non, because they depict non-beings. I was working on the notion
of finding spectres as I deconstructed older works, then reconstructed the fragments in
Photoshop. Fête, also the title of these two images, paired with the Guardi fragment, presents a description of the simulacrum, where the mask is removed only to reveal another
mask behind it; on and on with each mask that is removed to infinity.51
A synthesis occurs by placing my works in relation to this fragment from Guardi’s painting.
These disparate notions of masked identity form a dialectical image, that is, an intuitive
image that spans the gap of a discontinuity in time. The dialectical image comes into
existence in the moment where past memory collides with present perception causing a
disruption to the continuity of thought through its fusion. In this moment, there is a temporal conflation of past, present and future and the simulacrum manifests as an interpretive
event. It is the moment of synthesis for the networked self in its relation to the world as

50 ‘If...we have been right to link the disappearance of the Dionysian spirit with an extremely
striking but so far unexplained transformation and degeneration of Greek man, what hopes must
revive in us when the most certain favourable signs bring us the guarantee of the gradual awakening of the Dionysian spirit in our contemporary world!...Out of the Dionysian foundation of the
German spirit a power has arisen which has nothing in common with the most basic assumptions
of Socratic culture, something those assumptions cannot explain or excuse. Rather from the point
of view of this culture it is experienced as something terrible which cannot be explained, as something overpoweringly hostile—and that is German music, above all as it is to be understood in its
forceful orbit from Bach to Beethoven, from Beethoven to Wagner’ (Nietzsche, 1872:53).
51 See ‘Plato and the Simulacrum’ where Deleuze (1969b) discusses this idea of one mask behind another in relation to the simulcarum on pages 52-3.
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Figure 42: Fête from The Conjugated Museum ©2018 Jane Boyer. Digital image UV printed on bible
paper, 45 x 32 cm.

a total concern, and a construct for describing this production of meaning through synthesis.
On virtual space
The work of art is a repetition of an always-lost memory…it is as Kofman insists
paradoxically, an originary repetition; for that non-memory had no charge, no
shape, was no part of consciousness without the image that prompted its
apparent re-emergence…[as] an originary double. (Pollock, 2007:58)
Pollock is discussing Sarah Kofman’s The Childhood of Art: An Interpretation of Freud’s
Aesthetics (1970) in the quote above. This originary double is a manifestation of formative psychic experiences; like a childhood obsession with the girl next door that turns
into an unformed and never-to-be-satisfied yearning in maturity.52 This kind of orginary

52

Both Pollock and Kofman discuss Freud’s study of Wilhelm Jensen’s Gradiva novella, which
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experience turns into psychic repetition via a virtual space within the self where the
non-material appears through the mediation of a material encounter, for example having an otherwise unexplained attraction to a marble sculpture of a running girl with the
wind billowing her garments. The paradox of this doubling is not the psychic repetition
of yearning, but an original occurrence that returns a mirror-image of the girl from the
childhood obsession. What we see in the originary double is not a mirror-image of ourselves, in the form of yearning, but a duplication of the thing that shaped us—our first
love. Kofman speaks of the artwork and a life as a text; she says the ‘work is not a double
of the author understood as the reflection of a being or of a pre-existing life; it is an originary double, a replica which is necessary precisely because the text of life is lacunary’
(1970:187-9). This means the originary double that is an artwork exists ‘as a compliment’
(Kofman, 1970:187) to a life lived precisely because the life lived has gaps in memory;
things forgotten that manifest as derivatives of what has been forgotten. In such a compliment, we see the ‘heterotopia’ of our formative context.
Foucault discussed the mirror and its doubling-effect as a heterotopia,53 a place that is
counter to the network of the real sites we encounter daily. He explains, ‘we live inside a
set of relations that delineates sites which are irreducible to one another and absolutely
not superimposable on one another’ (Foucault, 1967:23). One such heterotopia is the
museum, ‘in which time never stops building up and topping its own summit’ (Foucault,
1967:26). It is the museum where the experience of the originary double has such a
profound effect of presenting mirror-images to our mind. Looking in a mirror, we see a
replication of our face, but more significantly we see the context which shapes the form of
the face in the mirror. We see all the things that differentiate our face from the surroundings, and we see the light that falls across our features giving them shape. But our face
is as two-dimensional as everything else in the mirror. The virtual space of the mirror
that allows us to see ourselves within a context is a displacement of duration; we look at
ourselves in a moment in time, but we experience the result of that looking in a different
moment and in a different place. Explaining how the hetertopia functions, Foucault says,
‘it makes this place that I occupy at the moment when I look at myself in the glass at once
absolutely real, connected with all the space that surrounds it, and absolutely unreal,
since in order to be perceived it has to pass through this virtual point which is over there’
(Foucault, 1967:24). Like this, the originary double that is an artwork is a mirror-image of

uses this kind of doubling imagery of a ‘real’ girl and a bas-relief sculpture. However, Jensen’s
tale has the happy ending of ‘boy gets girl’ (Jensen, 1902).
53 Heterotopia was a term introduced by Michel Foucault in a March 1967 lecture. This lecture
was subsequently published in October, 1984 as ‘Des Espaces Autres’ in the French journal,
Architecture-Mouvement-Continuité. In 1986, translator Jay Miskowiec secured permission to
translate the text, which was published in the journal, Diacritics, published by Johns Hopkins
University. ‘Of Other Spaces’ is not part of the official corpus of Foucault’s work because he
never reviewed the text for publication. But the manuscript was released into the public domain
shortly before his death in June 1984. The editor’s footnote containing this information can be
found on page 22 ‘Of Other Spaces’ (Foucault, 1967).
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the forgotten context which forms our features; a displacement of duration which takes us
out of ourselves and situates us in a different place and time—in the virtual.
Pollock discusses the virtual in terms of what cannot be realised—what Deleuze would
call actualised—and the ‘afterlife of images,’ a ‘meaning-bearing image [that becomes]
the basis for a visual history of the mind’ (Pollock, 2007:18). For her, the virtual is the
potentiality for the dissemination and mediation of an image fostered through the photographic that lodges in the memory-archive of the mind. Beyond the actual housing of
these collections, photographic reproductions expand these objects through the ‘manipulation of scale, angle and uniformity of surface, [it] creates new objects entirely for a
proximate lens-based visual appropriation, where, in effect, viewing twins consumption
with voyeurism’ in what she says is the ‘creation of an archive treanscending time and
space’ (Pollock, 2007:16).
Consequently we have a doubling that is not a repetition through the originary double,
a real place that is unreal in the heterotopia, and an undead image of the photographic
reproduction with an interactive afterlife. In each of these is repetition that reproduces
not itself, but a new experience of engagement; a decentred reflection of us in context; a
virtual us looking back at ourselves in the compressed temporality of past, present, and
future. In the virtual we have space to manoeuvre between what is actual and what is displaced, or what is temporally dislocated—like memories. In short, the virtual is a space
that gives room to shift between what is immediate and what is distant; what is real and
what is imaginary; what is internal and what is external.
One of the subtlest images I made during the research residency, but one that intrigues
me the most is domenico-ocinemod, (Figure 43). When I look at this image, I see a collage. I also see a temporal disruption in the fabric of visual continuity, which arguably,
could be said to be the definition of collage. But more than either of these things, I see
objects which have been levelled to an equal degree of density. This kind of levelling became significant first in the work of Robert Rauschenberg in the late 60s.
Critic Leo Steinberg observed that Rauschenberg’s paintings moved from the vertical
pictorial plane of art history, which was in relation to erect human posture, to the flatbed surface which collects debris and is sensitive to the inscription of information. The
significance of this shift is one from the experience of nature as an erect body, to the operational process and ‘the psychic address of the image’ (Steinberg, 1972:n.p.). In other
words, the image becomes an imaginative experience, rather than a given precondition
of standing. Rosalind Krauss saw a correlation between the equal density treatment of
imagery in Rauschenberg’s paintings and the levelling of remembered images we store
in our memories. She shifted Steinberg’s inflection of the receptive flatbed to the virtual,
where the painting we saw in the museum sits next to an event we witnessed, sidling
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Figure 43: domenico-ocinemod from The Conjugated Museum ©2018 Jane Boyer. Digital image UV
printed on bible paper, 45 x 32 cm.

up to the fantasy image that keeps surfacing. As Krauss explains, there is one place all
of these image ‘do possess an equal degree of density. This is the space of memory’
(Krauss, 1974: 50-1, emphasis in original).
The implication of Krauss’ inflection to the space of memory is one of time; of the image
being experienced as duration. ‘What Rauschenberg was insisting upon was a model for
art that was not involved with what might be called the cognitive moment…but instead
was tied to the durée—to the kind of extended temporality that is involved in experiences
like memory, reflection, narration, proposition’ (Krauss, 1974:41, emphasis in original).
Within this durée is an experience of syntax; a reading of part-by-part that unfolds like
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the reading of a sentence. The object, in relationship to the viewer, takes the form of an
address, and by being situated within this kind of discursive space, ‘could the art object
challenge its fate of being absorbed as a commodity only’ (Krauss, 1974:42-3)?
Could this psychic address of the image mean there is an engagement that takes place
outside of all other commodified experiences of the work? That is, outside the context
of an art institution in direct relation to an art market, and corporate sponsorship given
to the art institution in exchange for audience approbation and tax write-off. This is the
dialectic I see in domenico-ocinemod (Figure 43). However, its intonation is not of a
personal phraseology. It uncovers the syntax, or text, of the institution. Uncovering an
institutional syntax suggests that I am, as viewer, in the axis of dialectical seeing; that is,
in the position of commodity. The sentence is being spoken to me. The organisation and
installation of artwork within the museum galleries is addressed to me, the viewer. I am
being traded into the space of looking as a commodity of the museum.
This notion of being a commodity of the museum is not just about buying and selling
goods, but more about being an object of value for the museum’s existence. Without an
audience, the museum would have a changed existence because it is through its audience that a museum leverages governmental and philanthropic funding support. But
there is a kind of economic trade that takes place. ‘All companies donate to museums
for similar reasons.... They want this social acceptance, and they can have this party
and hang out with the movers and shakers who might make policy that is good for them,’
(Glenza, 2019:n.p.). It is not surprising that tobacco,54 oil, pharmaceutical and other global companies, including weapons manufacturers,55 support the arts as a way to enhance
their cooporate reputation, while garnering huge tax deductions56 for their donations.
This means that the audience is a traded commodity between museum and sponsor. But
through the creative agency of appropriating images from the collection, I get something
for myself.
In this axis position of being a commodity of the museum, I look back to the situation
of the institution’s address to find another kind of syntactical rendering. To alleviate the
pressure of being the commodity, I make meaning of what has no meaning in order to
soothe the enthrallment of this social control. I find my internal experience reflected in the
external scene of the curatorial installation, and by doing so, I make the internal available

54 There existes a chequered relationship with tobacco sponsorship of the arts in the UK.
While many top public galleries, such as Tate and the Victoria and Albert, have not accepted tobacco sponsorship for a decade, the British Museum and The Royal Academy of Arts still does.
In the US, despite a move away from tobacco sponsorship, it is still a key sponsor for many top
institutions like the Smithsonian. See Bailey and Stoilas (2019).
55 See ‘When criticism against questionable sponsors changes the art world’ by Paula Rosler
(2019).
56 For example, see Rea (2018).
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in present time, but more importantly, this reflection safeguards my internal experience.
The images I have made will always be seen as someone else’s—mine. Just as the
original art object or appropriated image is seen as belonging to another space, another artist, or another time. Internalising these image-experiences of viewing leaves them
vulnerable to loss and dismissal by a commodified world, whereas externalising them
strengthens their existence by reclaiming them. Krauss explains a personal history and
reactions to the world are composed by images external to the artist. Rauschenberg’s
insistence on this external character placed his own history and reactions in the material world. Absorbed into his pictorial world, and held there as an incorporated part of his
experience, the actual objects become transformed as images. ‘By being deposited onto
the pictorial field of experience, they are redeemed from a fate of functioning solely as
commodity. And the work, as Rauschenberg conceives it, shares in—by inventing—this
redemption’ (Krauss, 1974:54). Like Rauschenberg, I am a product of the material world I
live in, but I too have rebelled against the tyranny of it by making images which speak to
the mind and the internal virtual space of the viewer.

Figure 44: Putto and Lion from The Conjugated Museum ©2018 Jane
Boyer. Digital image UV printed on bible paper, 45 x 32 cm.
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Conclusion

This research set out to understand the influences impacting and emanating from my introspective artist-curator practice. Focusing on the functions of repetition, indexical trace,
and fragmentation and their effect on the autobiographical nature of the practice has
uncovered the entangled operations and fluctuations of the simulacrum within the practice. This primarily involves the Deleuzian notion of simulacra as synonymous with and
descriptive of the formation of an idea. This notion of the simulacrum presents the positive movement for change as immanent. That is, where difference takes form from the
difference contained within it. In this way, this notion of the simulacrum becomes a facilitator of communication through the practice because the communications that happen in
relation to the practice come from these kinds of differential mechanisms.
Because communication is central to the work involved in artist-curator practice, a deeper analysis of these simulacral functions proposed insights into the nature of artist-curator
practice itself to highlight this type of self-reflective practice. The research sought to comprehend how repetition, indexical trace, and fragmentation function as drivers for the
simulacrum to influence my own self-reflexive communications as an artist-curator. By
recognising that introspective artist-curator practice functions within the realm of memory where personal experiences become reflected in the practice, I found specifically in
my work that repetition, trace, and fragmentation help to form meaning; keep it mutable,
and prevent its imposition on the situation. As a semantic enquiry into these functions,
I learned the communications that happen through an introspective artist-curator practice inject background information through the presence of coded signs brought to the
project by everyone who is involved in a project; reflecting the conditions of the autobiographical that happen spontaneously within the practice. As Green (2018:143) says,
‘Autobiography is a strong current…in curatorial work by artists.’ However, this is challenged by the viewer’s own autobiographical conditions, where meaning is formed by the
viewer’s experiences and readings of what is presented within the scene of the exhibition. Therefore, communications between the introspective artist-curator, institution, and
viewer are in constant flux, and meaning remains undetermined through its changeable
nature.
Green’s book is the only analysis of artist-curator practice to date, which covers the practice in generalities and from an art historical perspective, but offers no philosophical or
first-hand position to consider the work. This leaves a large gap in how we understand
the practice and its functions. My research does not offer an analysis for the whole of
artist-curator practice, but it does offer an alternative critical analysis for a self-referential
praxis like mine, and may present a model of introspective artist-curator practice from
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which to base further analysis for the practice in general. Based in the Deleuzian philosophy of difference, this research stakes out the philosophical markers of simulacra,
repetition, trace, and fragmentation which serve to ground the practice in the philosophical concerns supporting it. In addition, it has connected with the philosophy of history
and the dialectical image as conceived by Benjamin and articulated by Buck-Morss, and
the philosophy of intuition through Deleuze’s (1966) Bergsonism. This has led to the development of an intuitive digital practice where the imagery manifests through dialectical
seeing. Through the alternative analysis in this thesis, the simulacral forces that support
the kinds of communications that take place in the practice were uncovered. This allowed
for an articulation of ways the autobiographical condition of the practice can form links
with intuitive dialectical seeing, capturing ephemeral and fleeting traces of fragmented
and projected memory.
As an experiential perspective, the analysis presented in this thesis offers insight into the
complexities of the dual role of being an artist who curates. It also significantly explores
the role of the viewer, not as outside the practice and other, as in the praxis of R.H.
Quaytman, but as equal with the role of artist or curator. It is my view this role is as significant to the communications that take place within the practice as either the artist or the
curator. Quaytman’s anticipation of a distracted viewer gaze, depicted through painting
the sides of her panels on the front of her paintings and placing optic patterns over her
imagery, is an acknowledgement of the viewer as other through the work; the viewer is
outside the work looking in. My research sees the viewer as an activated element within
the creation of a work of art and its presentation. By taking up the role of viewer within
the research to understand the kinds of experiences a viewer might be having, I actively
engage this viewpoint as an extension of the communication of the work.
Through this research, I’ve learned that introspective artist-curator practice, like the notion of the simulacrum, is fluid and not fixed; nor is it stable. Meaning, and by extension
truth, emerges through the differential process of the simulacrum whereby comparative
differences form a process of defining what a thing is not, while making it be what it is.
This is significant, because it is not through sensory categorisations that meaning forms,
it is through the function of difference which happens in the originary, sub-representative
domain—or the subliminal. Meaning and truth unfold in the event horizon of communication—the moment when translation kicks in to help us make sense of the messages
being received—which for the introspective artist-curator is within the exhibition, where
there is an irreconcilable gap between the giving and receiving of information. Because
the simulacrum initiates an ever-receding horizon that is always out of reach, the event
horizon of the exhibition is never a place that can be attained, and the gap between giving and receiving information can never be closed. Therefore, communications within
introspective artist-curator practice are never complete. They are always open-ended,
always fluid, flexible, and moveable.
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As a companion to memory, simulacral modalities facilitate communication through the
projections from the past it allows, into the present which takes form from itself. What
we see is a fluttering memory, fragmented and detached from the materiality of experience, netted by the simulacrum and projected into the present moment, where it takes on
new meaning and a different form. Something (aliquid) manifests through this changed
meaning and form, but it remains elusive and hard to define, being neither what it was,
nor fully what it has become. It is always something other than it seems. This is because
the manifestation of this new meaning is not transcendental—it is not presupposed or
ordained as part of our experience—it is inherent to the formation of meaning, originating and taking form only in the moment of its appearance. Everything comes from a past
simulacral function which holds the potential for further change within its material form.
But the meaning that becomes associated with these material manifestations also pass
through functions of the simulacrum in the moment of viewing, which is different for every
instance of sight. Naturally so, because every individual who sees the instance of exhibition has a different world of experiences.
I have presented a variable model of the simulacrum as this kind of immanent, influential,
and positive force for change, which derives from a negative function of difference. These
terms ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ are not qualities of change or difference, but indicate a forward progression of divergence (positive), and a comparative relation of differentiation
(negative). These terms describe only the processes involved in any of these simulacral
modalities; any qualitative distinction of positive or negative are reserved for individual
instances of meaning-making. Another process the simulacrum possesses is synthesis,
where all hierarchies are collapsed and differences are merged. This presents instances
of simultaneity. Such a model is variable because it can be transformed, projected, and
initiated by the changing conditions present in the situation, and the potentiality within its
own form. It traverses the conditions of material formation, communication, and thought.
I have described the simulacrum as a mechanism of change through difference itself, as
discussed by Deleuze, and as a poly-temporal non-hierarchical compressor of time, put
forward by Durham, where past and future are made available in the present. But I have
also tried to show how demure and delicate the simulacrum is through its ephemeral
and fragile presence. Despite the sometimes-misleading terms in which simulacra can
be discussed, perhaps through an erroneous assumption of it being ‘a thing’ as denoted
by its classification as a noun; it resists definition, is ‘captured’ only reluctantly, due to
the slippage of difference and a lack of any uncomplicated origins. As a result, it usually
functions in the background. It is not an easy concept, but its beauty lies in its complexity.
Within this scope, I have tried to show that the fluidity such functions instil in the meaning-making process are far from being uncontrollable, but can be harnessed to exciting
and thought-provoking ends through introspective artist-curator practice.
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It is through practice that I have been able to observe these influences. It is exactly because of the prevalence of my own memories that keep surfacing within the work, and
the incidental occurrences which bring significance to its presentation, that my enquiry
has been fuelled, along with a passion for simulacra. Thinking through the practice allowed me to formulate conditions in which simulacral modalities could be experienced
or observed in Phantom, and it foreshadowed issues to come before I could see them
in A project space called ‘I’. This perhaps is one of the most significant aspects of practice-based research; its ability to preview what we’re not yet ready to see, capturing the
fleeting, the invisible, and the intuitive in space, time, and the material.
During the research residency at The Fitzwilliam Museum, I explored the dialectics of
seeing; that is, the collision of past and future in the present. Allowing intuition to be
my guide, let me feel my way forward. Giving agency to memory and all the influences
that have formed me activated those fragments from the past to come forth and speak
through the work in the present. What was astonishing for me in this process was how
my memories communicated with intuitive seeing to uncover meaning in the situation,
leading me to find correspondences which I would have otherwise overlooked or been
unaware. This gave me, as viewer, the ability to find meaning that the institution itself
had not articulated—perhaps could not articulate; not through some lack, but possibly
through an overabundance of information. My position as viewer allowed me to be at
once outside and inside the experience of receiving information through looking.
I have been able to discuss the roles of the artist, the curator, and the viewer in the terms
discussed here through the single aspect of selection. Through this notion of selection
where intuitive choices are made for engagement with the work, each of these positions
share equally in the meaning-making process, and partake in the event horizon of the
exhibition. This raises an alternative view of artist-curator practice where the introspective artist-curator is not central to the practice—like the position once perceived of the
‘genius artist’—but is one of numerous influences brought to bear on the work produced.
Understanding this mutability brings about a liberation in the role as artist-curator by its
very changeability, while comprehending the democratic agency of everyone engaged in
the exhibitionary situation.
However, what overshadowed this project was a persistent nudge of psychoanalytical
readings of the material. While I hope I managed to stave them off by drawing a line between the Platonic transcendental truth and the Nietzschean power of the false, where I
sided with Nietzsche, I cannot ignore Freud and the psychoanalytical with regard to the
simulacrum. Therefore, this is the next phase proposed for the research. A careful study
of artist, Joseph Kosuth and his ability to show what is unshowable and to say the unsayable will be central to this; while my own work conjures the stangely familiar-unfamiliar,
or the unheimlich, through effect. I have already begun visually to explore this notion in
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my artwork, where a set of images are made purely from software effects in Word and
Photoshop. These images, in fact, contain no imagery, but put forth the uncanny sense
of the familiar, yet remain elusive and unidentifiable. However, there are no mysteries in
their making—except the ones which emanate from the functions of the simulacrum.

Figure 45: Document5b ©2019 Jane Boyer. Digital Effects inkjet print on canvas, 142 x 112 cm.
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Figure 46: Shadow1 ©2019 Jane Boyer. Mobile phone image of its own shadow, 34 x 26 cm at 300dpi.

Facing page
Figure 47: Effects prototype, 2019. Jane Boyer. Digital image, A4-sized.
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Epilogue
When I was little, I would stretch my arms along the length of his desk, only just
spanning the long slender pencil drawer. A distance in reality, merely wide enough
for the lap of an unadorned chair to fit. I measured the span of my reach against
his desk; it was my horizon. The only way I could embrace him was to balance my
arms along that edge. The last time I sat at his teakwood desk, I remember feeling
constricted by a surface too small to hold my workload. His leather suitcase sits
empty and unused like an over-sized doorstop. I could never bring myself to disturb
the uncanny aura of a case whose handle had been gripped by him, carried to the
same destinations as me. The cracked and flaking Kodachrome photograph from
the late 1950s gives me his face; its four edges folded to extreme and taped on the
back, in order to fit the picture window of a wallet. One fold went awry and creased
down the centre of his face, but it always seemed to me too deliberate to be a mistake. It was a duplicate image of the one neatly held in the hinged vintage brass
frame, placed by my grandfather as a reminder on the teakwood desk. I never knew
why the left side of the frame was left empty…his was a kind face, a face accustomed to laughter. But his voice is lost. Some forty years after his death, I heard
his voice, at least a voice conjured in my head as I read the words he wrote to my
uncle in a letter speaking of car insurance and the promise of coming to California.
Curiously, the words had a rhythm much like my own. Written in graphite, smudged
and faded, it could be erased, disappearing forever and I would lose the echo of
the voice I could not remember.
These objects initiate the code I need to grasp the traces of my father’s
existence. They have taught me, in ways other than he might have
taught me, about longing that can never be fulfilled, about the disruption of time, and about the surrogates which become receptacles of a
phantom recursion, turning people into objects, and objects into what
they are not. These four objects, coded for me with my father’s presence, are not simply mnemonic; because I have no memories to be
reminded of. Instead, they are the things that allow me to conjure my
father. It is a summons through a handful of objects, imbued with stories from a handful of perspectives, together with my own fantasies,
which make my father’s phantom graspable through the translation and
latency of these empty signifiers:
An empty signifier functions like what Lacan calls an
object a, or a little bit of the real that gets caught in
the symbolic realm and functions to warp the field of
the symbolic. The object a ‘represents’ what is missing, what it cannot represent. (Crockett 2013:182)
Fade to black…
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